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Preliminaries
Introduction
While studying this thesis, the reader will notice that economical and mathematical
theory are strongly entangled. The mathematical pillar is based on convex analysis
and functional analysis. More precisely, the new concept of salient space is intro-
duced and will be placed in its mathematical context. This concept is the underlying
basis for the main goal of this thesis, which is a reformulation of existing models in
equilibrium theory.
In this chapter, the historical interaction between economics and mathematics is
described. Moreover, we brie°y discuss the existence models which serve as a basis
for our generalisation. At the end of this chapter we will motivate our salient
approach.
1.1 Historical overview
In this section, we will give some historical background about the origin of gen-
eral equilibrium theory. We will discuss the evolution from a descriptive problem
formulation towards a formal mathematical model including equilibrium existence
theorems. The overview is based, amongst others, upon information given in [8] and
[13].
1.1.1 Towards the formalisation of models
In an economy, a multitude of agents produce, exchange and consume a large num-
ber of commodities. Their decisions are independent of each other and dictated by
self-interest. Why is social chaos not the result? That question is central in eco-
nomics.2 Preliminaries
Adam Smith [31] formulated it this way, according to his \descriptive problem for-
mulation" of 1776:
But the annual revenue of every society is always precisely equal to
the exchangeable value of the whole annual produce of its industry, or
rather is precisely the same thing with that exchangeable value. As every
individual, therefore, endeavours as much as he can both to employ
his capital in the support of domestic industry, and so to direct that
industry that its produce may be of the greatest value; every individual
necessarily labours to render the annual revenue of the society as great
as he can. He generally, indeed, neither intents to promote the public
interest, nor knows how much he is promoting it. By preferring the
support of domestic to that of foreign industry, he intents only his own
security; and by directing that industry in such a manner as its produce
may be of the greatest value, he intends only his own gain and he is in
this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end
which was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the worse for the
society that was no part of it. By pursuing his own interest he frequently
promotes that of the society more e®ectually that when he really intends
to promote it.
Adam Smith's insight later became the \First Theorem of Welfare Economics".
The ¯rst attempt to formalise this problem came from Condorcet. He introduced
the concept of homo su®ragans (an abstraction, a kind of \social form" stripped
of all qualities except the \social" faculty of voting), suggested by the concept of
mass-point in mechanics. From this he derived the notion of homo oeconomicus
which is the center of modern economics. The concept of equilibrium was the main
inspiration for these new developments. In fact, the theory of general economic
equilibrium plays a central role throughout the history of mathematical economics.
In 1838, Cournot gave a de¯nition of a market which is still used in economics today.
Economists understand by the term \market", not any particular market
place in which things are bought and sold, but the whole of any region
in which buyers and sellers are in such free intercourse with one another
that prices of the same goods tend to equality easily and quickly.
Furthermore, he was the ¯rst to clearly formulate that the purpose of mathematical
economists is essentially theoretical: its aim was not to o®er tools for numerical cal-
culation and practical applications to the real economy, but to discover the general
laws governing its evolution. He was the ¯rst to indicate how to apply mathematics
to the study of economic problems without having to specify more than the general1.1. Historical overview 3
properties of the functions involved. Cournot's contribution played a fundamental
role in the scienti¯c training of L¶ eon Walras.
Walras is undoubtedly of such central importance that he is considered to be the
father of modern mathematical economics. Walras' scienti¯c program was based on
the idea of building a political economy in mathematical form, following the exam-
ple of Isaac Newton's mechanics, or in his phrase, an \analytical economics" as a
counterpart of analytical mechanics. At the core of Walras' theory lay the concept
of general economic equilibrium (formulated by analogy with the concept of static
equilibrium) and the law of price formation (which for him played a role similar to
that of the law of universal gravitation in mechanics). He was not a mathematician
and did not solve any of the main technical problems of his theory; he did, however,
make an outstanding contribution to the formulation of the modern structure of the
theory of general economic equilibrium. One of the main speci¯c achievements of
Walras (around 1875) was the formulation of the three major analytical problems of
this theory: existence, uniqueness and global stability of the equilibrium. The last
problem is the equivalent in formal terms of Adam Smith's metaphor of the \invis-
ible hand"- the idea that the market is acted on by \forces" tending to maintain it
in a state of equilibrium which is consistent with the complete independence of the
actions of the individual economic agents. Walras himself perceived that the theory
that he proposed would be vacuous without a mathematical argument in support
of the existence of at least one equilibrium state. However, for more than half a
century the equality of the number of equations and of the number of unknowns of
the Walrasian model remained the only, unconvincing remark made in favor of the
existence of a competitive equilibrium.
The mathematician Abraham Wald was the ¯rst to prove the existence, unique-
ness and global stability of equilibrium (1934-1936). However, Wald's results were
based on some strong hypotheses (in particular, all the commodities of economies
were considered as \substitutes") in order to make use of the techniques of calcu-
lus. Making use of the results obtained by J.F. Nash (1950), K.J Arrow and G.
Debreu [2] demonstrated in 1954 the theorem of existence of equilibrium for the
Walras model under very general hypotheses; this was perhaps the most important
achievement of the theory.
Following the \First Theorem of Welfare Economics", Vilfredo Pareto added at the
beginning of the twentieth century the far deeper understanding that, conversely,
with an e±cient use of the resources of an economy there is associated a price system
relative to which each consumer is in equilibrium. This, the \Second Theorem of
Welfare Economics", was ¯rst proved by di®erential calculus. Later, it was proved
by means of convex analysis by Arrow and Debreu. In that theorem, which ensues4 Preliminaries
from the supporting hyperplane property of convex sets, prices no longer appear as
an historical accident particular to a certain type of economic organization; they are
intrinsically present in a state of the economy that is optimal with respect to the
di®erent preferences of consumers.
1.1.2 Mathematics behind the models
The ¯rst applications of mathematics in the social sciences took place in the context
of what we now call population statistics, and were therefore strictly tied to the birth
of statistics and the calculus of probability (¯rst contributions: 1662, 1682). The
most signi¯cant problems in this context concerned annuities, in connection with
insurances and mortality rates. It is possible to distinguish a phase in which mathe-
matics was conceived of mainly as merely a technical aid to research, from a phase in
which mathematics served as a conceptual core of a well-de¯ned methodology of re-
search. This last phase took on de¯nite shape in the course of the nineteenth century.
Up to at least the 1830s there was hardly any systematic cooperation between eco-
nomics and mathematics. Changes in this relationship began with the discussions of
price-theoretic models of German, Danish and Austrian economies which came from
the mathematical school of marginal-utility theory of Walras and Pareto in the last
third of the nineteenth century. This cooperation resulted in the use of a kind of
mathematics di®erent from the classical approach: the introduction of inequalities
(rather than equations) and non-negative conditions for the variables, functional
analysis, convex analysis (linear optimization) and topology.
However, the greatest modi¯cation to the course of mathematical economics, at
least from the technical point of view, was the acknowledgment of the importance of
¯xed-point theorems. In his 1937 paper, von Neumann made use of a lemma (today
called \Kakutani's Theorem") which was a generalisation to the case of multi-valued
functions of L.E.J. Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem (1910) which is for continuous
functions only. Making use of both theorems, the problem of existence of a Walrasian
equilibrium could be solved in Arrow and Debreu (1954) and McKenzie (1954). In
these papers only assumptions with respect to the primary concepts were made in
order to show the existence of a Walrasian equilibrium. Besides Kakutani's The-
orem, another generalisation of Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem was made by J.P.
Schauder (1930). He proved Brouwer's result in an (in¯nite-dimensional) topological
vector space setting.1.1. Historical overview 5
1.1.3 Further mathematical overview
In the previous subsection, it was mentioned that technical progress on equilib-
rium existence theorems in the twentieth century came from ¯xed-point theorems
in spaces of functions. More generally, several of the techniques of real-variable
analysis had begun to merge by the end of the nineteenth century, eventually to be
called \functional analysis".
Vector spaces were around long before the concept became explicit. In common with
all algebraic structures in mathematics, vector spaces became axiomatised about a
century ago. The importance of vector spaces lies not in the power of their the-
ory, which is elementary, but in the widespread belief that linear problems are easy.
Linear problems are simple, for example since for a linear ordinary di®erential equa-
tion, the sum of two solutions is again a solution and every solution is a sum of a
¯nite number of basic ones. As this example indicates, the study of vector spaces
generalises naturally to the in¯nite-dimensional case. But in¯nite sums of vectors
require a discussion of their convergence if they are to make numerical sense, and
so involve questions of topology. Problems which are not linear are usually much
harder to deal with precisely because the sum of two solutions is, in general, not
a solution. Passing to a linear simpli¯cation is often still not only a heuristic ¯rst
step, but the only way known to generate solutions mathematically.
By introducing a coordinate system, a ¯nite-dimensional vectors pace can be used to
turn geometrical problems into algebraic ones and, conversely, to provide a geomet-
rical interpretation of algebraic problems. The former case was extended by many
writers to include most problems with a mechanical origin; the latter is helpful as an
aid to thought and when approximate solutions are sought. Euclidean geometry is
named after the Greek mathematician Euclid (ca 300 BC), who wrote what became
the de¯nitive account of the elementary part of the subject in his Elements. The
parallel postulate, is the claim that, \if a straight line falling on two straight lines
make the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles, the two straight
lines, if produced inde¯nitely, meet on that side on which the angles are less than
two right angles". The postulate seemed open to objection on two opposing grounds:
it was not as obviously true as the other assumptions made by Euclid, and it seemed
more like a result that could be proved on the basis of the other assumptions alone.
Hilbert proposed that the geometric terms \point", \line", \plane", and so forth be
controlled by a system of axioms that determine what one may say about them, but
which makes no attempt to say what they are. Hilbert's work led to the discovery
of geometries that cannot be described in terms of coordinates at all. His approach
to geometry therefore greatly enlarged its scope and took it beyond the domain of6 Preliminaries
simple, continuous manifolds.
Hilbert's presentation came to have a decisive e®ect on many branches of mathe-
matics. It was as if the pure mathematician's task was to provide axiomatic systems
and check that they were self-consistent, which applied mathematicians, physicists
and others could then use as they saw ¯t. This neatly de¯ned a new relationship
between pure and applied mathematics. Within pure mathematics, what was done
for Euclidean geometry was done for other geometries. Hilbert showed the next year
(1900) how non-Euclidean geometry can be obtained by changing just his version of
the parallel postulate. Other mathematicians joined in, describing geometries which
di®ered more and more in their nature from Euclidean geometry. The other systems
of mathematical ideas were given axiomatic treatments, starting with the theories
of groups and ¯elds.
The essence of the development of functional analysis was the transfer of a number
of concepts from n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn and the functions de¯ned on
it to in¯nite-dimensional \function spaces" of various types and their \operators" -
concepts such as compactness, boundedness, convergence, distance, continuity, com-
pleteness, dimension, scalar product and linearity. To bring this about, a way was
needed to pass from the ¯nite to the in¯nite; but the form of this passage was the
object of great concern and even strife among the early functional analysts. Often
it was only through generalisation - through the increasingly axiomatic de¯nition of
the new spaces, where Rn was subordinated as a special case - that the relations of
the original concepts, and their partial logical dependence or independence, became
recognisable. Concepts such as that of convergence became diversi¯ed, while equi-
valent properties such as boundedness and compactness separated from each other.
In 1872 Cantor published a rigorous foundation for the real numbers, as Richard
Dedekind did likewise. Cantor constructed the real numbers as equivalence classes of
Cauchy sequences of rational numbers, while Dedekind used \cuts" in the rationals.
Cantor's approach was later used to complete any metric space, while Dedekind's
approach was employed to complete any partial order. Cantor next initiated the
theory of in¯nite cardinal numbers.
Among the early works written to introduce, explain and evaluate Cantor's set the-
ory, the most in°uential contribution was made by Felix Hausdor®, who introduced
such set topological notions as Hausdor® dimension and Hausdor® measure. He
succeeded in creating a comprehensive theory of topological spaces which may be
taken to mark the beginning of the study of both topological and metric spaces.
Set theory and topology were both of fundamental importance in the development1.2. The neoclassical models 7
of the theory of functions and the birth of functional analysis. However, the break-
through to axiomatic functional analysis was made by John von Neumann in work
beginning in 1928 that showed the applicability of Hilbert spectral theory to quan-
tum mechanics. Von Neumann extended the results to unbounded operators in
Hilbert space which he had de¯ned axiomatically in 1928. With his work, functional
analysis was established as one of the most important ¯elds of modern analysis and
as an independent mathematical discipline.
1.2 The neoclassical models
As a starting of motivation, we present and discuss formulations of three models
standardly used in mathematical economy, namely: the model of Arrow and Debreu
of a pure exchange economy, their model of a private ownership economy with
production, and the approach, developed by Drµ eze, in which price rigidities are
introduced into the model of Arrow and Debreu of a pure exchange economy.
1.2.1 The Arrow-Debreu model of a pure exchange economy
In a pure exchange economy, one encounters exchange of commodities between
agents. A commodity is anything that may be used or consumed. It may be a
physical good such as bread, a service such as the use of a car, a contract such
as a train ticket which allows use of a certain section of the railway system at a
certain date, a license to build a house on a certain piece of land, or a lottery ticket
which gives the right to certain prizes, dependent on some future events. A com-
modity is assumed to be completely homogeneous, i.e., one unit of it is completely
indistinguishable from another in all respects; not only in terms of its physical char-
acteristics, but also in terms of its location in time and space. A bar of chocolate
now is di®erent from a bar of chocolate to be received in a year time, as any child
will be able to tell you. Cola in Eindhoven is di®erent from the same brand of cola
in Tilburg, particularly if you are working at Eindhoven University on a hot day,
thinking about your supply of cola in the refrigerator at home, in Tilburg. Thus, a
commodity is fully described by its physical characteristics and the time and place
at which it is available.
Focusing attention on changes of dates, one obtains, as a particular case of this the-
ory of commodities, a theory of saving, investment, capital, and interest. Similarly,
focusing attention on changes of locations, one obtains, as another particular case,
a theory of location, transportation, international trade and exchange.8 Preliminaries
In their model of a pure exchange economy, Arrow and Debreu assume that there ex-
ists a ¯nite number of commodities, implying that a ¯nite speci¯cation of physical
characteristics, location, etc. su±ces for the problems studied. This ¯nite spec-
i¯cation of the number of commodities excludes treatment of situations in which
characteristics may vary continuously, even though such situations arise in a nat-
ural way, for example, in the context of quality choice of commodities. Another
problem with the assumption of a ¯nite number of commodities concerns the time
speci¯cation of commodities; each model with an in¯nite time horizon, whether in
discrete or continuous time, requires an in¯nite-dimensional commodity space. So,
the assumption that the number of commodities is ¯nite, is rather restrictive.
The number of commodities present in the Arrow-Debreu model of an exchange eco-
nomy, is denoted by the natural number k0. A commodity bundle is characterised
as being a composition of these commodities only, where each commodity is present
in a certain amount. Assuming perfect divisibility of the commodities, any nonneg-
ative real number is possible to ¯x the amount of each commodity. In [9, page 30],
Debreu considers trucks, which can be seen as an example of an indivisible com-
modity. There, also, Debreu presents an argumentation that also in this situation,
the assumption of perfect divisibility is reasonable.
So, it is assumed that every commodity bundle is represented by a tuple of non-
negative numbers (x1;:::xk0) 2 R
k0
+ . In this representation, xk denotes the amount
of units of commodity k. Each of the tuples e1 = (1;:::;0), e2 = (0;1;0;:::;0)
,:::, ek0 = (0;:::;0;1) represents the bundles in which one unit of one particular
commodity is present. These bundles form the natural basis to describe a com-
modity bundle. More precisely, a commodity bundle x is described uniquely by
x =
Pk0
k=1 xkek and the collection of commodity bundles can be seen as the positive
orthant, or positive cone, of the vector space Rk0 with fe1;:::;ek0g as its natural
basis. The set R
k0
+ of all commodity bundles is called the commodity set and in
this set, commodity bundles can be added and multiplied with a nonnegative scalar,
using the addition and scalar multiplication de¯ned on Rk0.
In the Arrow-Debreu model, commodity bundles are ordered in a natural way. The
bundle x is smaller than or equal to the bundle y if y can be split into two commodity
bundles, one of which equals x, in other words, if y ¡x is also a commodity bundle.
So, the ordering of bundles is precisely described by the Euclidean order relation
·E on Rk0:
(x1;:::;xk0) ·E (y1;:::;yk0) () 8k 2 f1;:::;k0g : xk · yk
(x1;:::;xk0) ¿E (y1;:::;yk0) () 8k 2 f1;:::;k0g : xk < yk:
The vector space Rk0 with the Euclidean order relation is a vector lattice, i.e., the1.2. The neoclassical models 9
partial order relation ·E on Rk0 satis¯es:
² re°exivity: 8x 2 Rk0 : x ·E x,
² transitivity: 8x;y;z 2 Rk0 : (x ·E y and y ·E z) =) x ·E z,
² anti-symmetry: 8x;y 2 Rk0 : (x ·E y and y ·E x) =) x = y,
² translation-invariance: 8x;y;z 2 Rk0 : (x + z) ·E (y + z) =) x ·E y,
² scaling-invariance: 8x;y 2 Rk0 8® > 0 : (®x) ·E (®y) =) x ·E y.
Furthermore, Rk0 with the Euclidean order relation ·E is a lattice: every pair x;y
of elements of Rk0 has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound with respect
to ·E. For example, the least upper bound of x and y is the vector z 2 R
k0
+ := fv 2
Rk0 j 0 ·E vg, for every k 2 f1;:::;k0g de¯ned by zk := maxfxk;ykg.
In the pure exchange economy model of Arrow and Debreu one recognises prices.
The price pk of a commodity k, k 2 f1;:::;k0g, is a real number which represents the
value of one unit of the commodity. A commodity, for which the corresponding price
is negative, is called non-desirable. In many variants of the Arrow-Debreu model,
it is assumed that all commodities are desirable, whence all prices are nonnegative.
(We remark that as a consequence of this assumption, commodities with uncertainty,
such as assets, do not ¯t into the variant of the Arrow-Debreu model that is described
here.) Thus, a price system or a price vector is characterised as being a point in the
positive orthant R
k0
+ of the Euclidean space Rk0, p = (p1;:::pk0). Hence, the value
of a commodity bundle x = (x1;:::;xk0), given a price system p = (p1;:::;pk0), is
equal to the (Euclidean) inner product of x and p, given by




It is assumed that the economy operates without the use of a commodity serving as
medium of exchange, such as money. Prices serve to describe the rate at which com-
modities can be exchanged. Thus pi=pj gives the amount of commodity j that may
be exchanged for one unit of commodity i. The bundles x and y are exchangeable
at price system p if
p ¢ x = p ¢ y:
In the pure exchange economy model of Arrow and Debreu, one recognises agents.
An economic agent is completely characterised by three features: an initial endow-
ment, a consumption set and a preference relation there-upon. We shortly discuss
these features.10 Preliminaries
Firstly, an agent is characterized by what he possesses, which is called his initial
endowment. His initial endowment, which is a commodity bundle, gives an agent
the means of exchange to make himself better o®.
Secondly, for an agent there may be some bundles of the commodity space Rk0,
which are excluded as consumption possibilities by physical or logical restrictions.
The set of all consumption bundles which are possible for the agent is called his con-
sumption set. Although, in reality, this consumption set may be a very restricted
subset of R
k0
+ , the simplifying assumption that the consumption set of each agent is
equal to the set of all possible commodity bundles, is often made.
Finally, the ultimate decision of an agent to choose a bundle out of the consumption
set, depends on his tastes and aims, represented by his preferences. The basic con-
cept involved with the preferences of an agent is the relation \is at least as preferred
as", for which we write º, i.e., for every x;y 2 R
k0
+ the notation x º y indicates
that commodity bundle x is at least as preferred as bundle y.
Usually, three fundamental axioms are imposed on the preference relation º that
is de¯ned on the consumption set of the agent. These axioms are often taken as a
de¯nition of a rational agent. Every preference relation on R
k0
+ is assumed to satisfy:
² re°exivity: 8x 2 R
k0
+ : x º x,
² transitivity: 8x;y;z 2 R
k0
+ : ( x º y and y º z ) =) x º z,
² completeness: 8x;y 2 R
k0
+ : x º y or y º x.
From the binary relation \is at least as preferred as", denoted by º, we can derive




+ as follows. Let x;y 2 R
k0
+ , then we say that x
is regarded indi®erent to y, written by x » y if x is at least as preferred as y and
y is at least as preferred as x. Furthermore, x is strictly preferred to y, written
by x Â y, if x is at least as preferred as y and y is not at least as preferred as x.
Hence, x is strictly preferred to y if and only if x is at least as preferred as y and
x is not regarded indi®erent to y. A preference relation º which satis¯es the three
stated properties is a complete pre-ordering on R
k0
+ (cf. [9, page 8]). The indi®erence
relation », when derived from a preference relation which satis¯es the above three
properties, de¯nes an equivalence relation on R
k0
+ .
In summary, an agent is characterised by the following:
² an initial endowment, being a commodity bundle,
² a consumption set, which is a subset of R
k0
+ ,1.2. The neoclassical models 11
² a preference relation, de¯ned on the set of all commodity bundles, that is
re°exive, transitive and complete.
Henceforth, it is assumed that every consumption set is equal to the set of all com-
modity bundles.
In an exchange economy, every agent trades his initial endowment. The principal
behavioral assumption being made, is that agents are price-takers. Given a price
vector p, which determines the exchange value of his initial endowment, an agent
is constrained to choose a commodity bundle of which the value is not higher than
the value of his initial endowment. So, an agent with initial endowment w 2 R
k0
+ ,




B(p;w) := fx 2 R
k0
+ j p ¢ x · p ¢ wg:
This choice is based on his preferences. We de¯ne his demand set to be the equiv-
alence class of all most preferable bundles from his budget set, or, explicitly, for an
agent with preference relation º and initial endowment w 2 Rk0, the demand set
D(p;w;º) at price system p 2 R
k0
+ is given by
D(p;w;º) := fx 2 B(p;w) j 8y 2 B(p;w) : x º yg:
Thus, our formulation of the basic elements of an Arrow-Debreu model of a pure
exchange economy reveals the following three primary concepts: a commodity set
R
k0
+ , where k0 denotes the number of separate commodities, a price set R
k0
+ , and a
¯nite number i0 of (economic) agents, where agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has an initial
endowment wi 2 R
k0





We have seen, that at a given price vector p 2 R
k0
+ , two secondary concepts can
be derived, indicating what an agent can choose and, given this, what he wants to
choose. For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the budget set Bi(p) of agent i is given by B(p;wi)
and the demand set of agent i is given by D(p;wi;ºi).
Now, in this model of a pure exchange economy, a Walrasian equilibrium constitutes
of a price vector peq 2 R
k0
+ , the equilibrium price vector, and a choice di, i 2
f1;:::;i0g, in each of the demand sets D(peq;wi;ºi), respectively, such that the







Arrow and Debreu showed that in the model, described here, an equilibrium price
vector (and therefore also a Walrasian equilibrium) exists, under the following ad-
ditional (mathematical) assumptions:12 Preliminaries
A) For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the preference relation ºi on R
k0
+ is
1) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 R
k0
+ : x ·E y implies y ºi x,
2) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 R
k0
+ 8¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
3) continuous: 8y 2 R
k0
+ the sets fx 2 R
k0
+ j x ºi yg and fx 2 R
k0
+ j y ºi xg
are closed in R
k0
+ .












Furthermore, an equilibrium price vector is strictly positive, i.e., it gives positive
value to every commodity bundle x 2 R
k0
+ n f0g.
The monotony of the preference relations states that \at least as much of everything
is at least as good". If the agents can costlessly dispose of unwanted goods of a com-
modity bundle, this assumption is trivial. An assumption, weaker than monotony is
called \non-saturation". It states that 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g 8x 2 R
k0
+ 9y 2 R
k0
+ : y Âi x.
In some descriptions of the Arrow-Debreu model the monotony assumption is re-
placed by the non-saturation assumption, and at the same time Assumption B is
replaced by the stronger \for all i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the initial endowment wi of agent i
is strictly positive".
The assumption that all preference relations are strictly convex implies that the
agents prefer averages to extremes, but, other than that, it has little economic con-
tent. (This assumption can be weakened to convex preferences, in which case the
analysis of the model will involve correspondences instead of functions.)
The combination of the monotony and the strict convexity property implies that
the preferences are strictly monotonous, i.e., 8x;y 2 R
k0
+ : (x ·E y and x 6= y) =)
y Â x. In words, it means that every commodity is extremely desirable. As a con-
sequence, in a Walrasian equilibrium, the total demand is equal to the total initial
endowment.
The continuity assumption for the preferences rules out certain discontinuous be-
haviour; it states that if (xn)n2N is a sequence of commodity bundles that are all at
least as good as a bundle y, and if this sequence converges to some bundle x, then1.2. The neoclassical models 13
x is at least as good as y.
Finally, Assumption B states that every commodity should be present in the eco-
nomy. (If this is not the case, this economy can be remodelled with R
k1
+ , with
k1 < k0 representing the set of all present commodity bundles.) This assumption is
connected to the so-called \minimum income hypothesis", since it guarantees that
at every price vector p 2 R
k0
+ n f0g, there is at least one agent of which the initial
endowment has a nonzero value.
As a closing remark to this section, we mention that the intuition behind the ex-
istence of an equilibrium price vector is the original belief that \demand and price
move in opposite directions" (sometimes called \the law of demand", cf. [22]). This
belief says that if at a certain price vector p 2 R
k0
+ , the demand of a speci¯c com-
modity k, k 2 f1;:::;k0g, is larger than the available quantity of that commodity
in the total initial endowment, an increase in the price of commodity k will reduce
the demand. Since in every Arrow-Debreu model of a pure exchange economy it is
assumed that a price vector can be any element of R
k0
+ , prices are \°exible", i.e.,
they can adjust to a price vector where for every commodity the supply is equal to
the total initial endowment.
1.2.2 Neoclassical model of a private ownership economy
In order to obtain a model of a private ownership economy with production from the
above introduced model of a pure exchange economy, we have to introduce a fourth
primary concept: a ¯nite number of ¯rms. Furthermore, we extend the third pri-
mary concept concerning the agents. We maintain the other two primary concepts:
the commodity set R
k0
+ , where k0 denotes the number of separate commodities, and
the price set R
k0
+ . Thus far, the third primary concept was a ¯nite number i0 of
(economic) agents, each characterised by two features: an initial endowment and a
preference relation. Their role was to choose a consumption bundle.
The role of a ¯rm is to choose (and carry out) a production plan. A production plan
is a speci¯cation of the quantities of all the inputs and all the outputs; outputs are
represented by positive numbers, inputs by negative numbers. With this convention,
a production plan is represented by an element y 2 Rk0. For instance, in an economy
with four commodities, the production plan (¡1;2 ¡ 3;1) 2 R4, expresses that one
unit of commodity 1 and three units of commodity 3 are needed to produce two
units of commodity 2 and one unit of commodity 4. The pro¯t of executing this
production plan, at price vector (p1;p2;p3;p4) 2 R4
+, is equal to 2p2 +p4 ¡p1 ¡3p3,
i.e., the value of the outputs minus the value of the inputs. In general, the pro¯t
of production plan y 2 Rk0 at price vector p 2 R
k0
+ is equal to the Euclidean inner14 Preliminaries
product of y and p:




Note that the pro¯t of a production plan can be negative. In this situation we speak
of a loss. In a private ownership economy with production (henceforth simply called
\private ownership economy"), the ¯rms are \owned" by the agents; it is assumed
that the pro¯t of every ¯rm is divided amongst the agents through the concept of
shares.
A given production plan may be technologically possible or technologically impos-
sible for a ¯rm. The set Y ½ Rk0 of all production plans which are possible for the
¯rm, is called his production set. In some models of a private ownership economy,
the de¯nition of production set includes several properties. For instance, in [1] a
non-empty subset Y ½ Rk0 is a production set if and only if
² Y is closed,
² Y is convex,
² R
k0
+ \ Y = f0g,
² Y is bounded from above, i.e., there exists some a 2 R
k0
+ , satisfying y ·E a















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.2.1: Production set in R2 Figure 1.2.2: Production set in R2
Here, the third property implies that every possible production plan with zero input
has zero output. Furthermore, it implies that the ¯rm can always choose produc-
tion plan 0, i.e., can choose not to produce. The combination of the second and the1.2. The neoclassical models 15
third property implies that if y is a possible production plan, then so is ¿y, where
¿ 2 [0;1]; in economical terms: non-increasing returns to scale prevail (cf. [9, page
40]). For typical examples of a production set in the situation of two commodities,
see Figures 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.
Another assumption concerning production, which is sometimes made, is that a pro-
duction set Y ½ Rk0 satis¯es ¡(R
k0
+ ) ½ Y , i.e., a production plan that has all its
outputs equal to zero, is possible. In other words, it is possible for a ¯rm to dispose
of all commodities. Related to this assumption is the following: a production set
Y ½ Rk0 satis¯es (Y ¡ R
k0
+ ) ½ Y , i.e., if a production plan is possible, so is one
where input is larger and output is smaller (in absolute value). One, or both of
these assumptions are often referred to as the \free disposal properties".
In general, a ¯rm will have many ways of producing a certain combination of outputs
from inputs. A production plan y 2 Y is e±cient for the production set Y if there
is no plan z 2 Y n fyg such that y ·E z, i.e., if there is no production plan which
produces at least as much output from at most the same input.
We remark that Rk0 can be regarded as the product of the positive cone R
k0
+ and
the negative cone ¡(R
k0
+ ) by corresponding to each production plan x 2 Rk0, the
pair (x¡;x+) with output vector x+ and input vector x¡, for every k 2 f1;:::;k0g,
de¯ned by (x+)k := maxf0;xkg and (x¡)k := maxf(¡x)k;0g. So, to each x 2 Y




+ , and thus Y can be seen




+ . We emphasize that the natural lattice structure (cf.
De¯nition 2.2.18) of Rn with positive cone R
k0
+ enables to regard Y this way.
Similar to the situation for the agent, the principal behavioural assumption being
made is that ¯rms are price-takers. A ¯rm treats a price vector as given and chooses
a production plan in his production set which maximises pro¯ts. It turns out that if
a price vector is strictly positive and if a pro¯t maximising production plan exists,
then this production plan is e±cient. Indeed, if y;z 2 Y satisfy y ·E z and y 6= z,
then for every strictly positive price vector p 2 R
k0
+ , we ¯nd p ¢ y < p ¢ z.
In general, the four primary concepts of a private ownership economy are a commod-
ity set R
k0
+ , where k0 denotes the number of separate commodities; a price set R
k0
+ ; a
¯nite number j0 of ¯rms, where ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g, is characterised by a produc-
tion set Yj ½ Rk0; and a ¯nite number i0 of agents, where agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g,
is characterised by an initial endowment wi 2 R
k0
+ , a preference relation ºi on R
k0
+ ,
and a set of real numbers fµij j j 2 f1;:::;j0gg, where for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, µij
represents the share of agent i in the pro¯t of ¯rm j. It is assumed that 0 · µij · 116 Preliminaries




For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, we denote the vector (µi1;:::µij0) by µi.
At a given price vector p 2 R
k0
+ , the following secondary concepts can be derived.
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g the supply set Sj(p;Yj) of ¯rm j consists of all pro¯t
maximising production plans in his production set Yj, i.e.,
S(p;Yj) := fy 2 Yj j 8z 2 Yj : p ¢ y ¸ p ¢ zg:
At given executed production plans yj 2 Yj, for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, and a given
price vector p 2 R
k0
+ , the income K(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0) of agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g,
is determined by the value of his initial endowment and the shares in the pro¯ts of
the ¯rms:




That is, the agents take prices and (pro¯t of) production as given, and choose the
most preferable element of the set of bundles available to them through their income.
In this situation, the budget set B(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0) of agent i, and his demand
set D(p;wi;µi;ºi;y1;:::;yj0) are given by
B(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0) = fx 2 R
k0
+ j p ¢ x · K(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0)g;
and
D(p;wi;µi;ºi;y1;:::;yj0)
= fx 2 B(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0) j 8z 2 B(p;wi;µi;y1;:::;yj0) : x ºi zg:
In this model of a private ownership economy, a Walrasian equilibrium constitutes
of a price vector peq 2 R
k0
+ , a choice sj 2 S(peq;Yj), j 2 f1;:::;j0g, and a choice
di 2 D(peq;wi;ºi;s1;:::;sj0), i 2 f1;:::;i0g such that, after production, the total










A price vector satisfying the above assumptions, is called an equilibrium price vector.
Arrow and Debreu showed that in this model an equilibrium price vector (and there-
fore also a Walrasian equilibrium) exists, under the following additional (mathemat-
ical) assumptions:1.2. The neoclassical models 17
A) For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the set Yj is strictly convex.
B) For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the preference relation ºi on R
k0
+ is
1) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 R
k0
+ : x ·E y implies y ºi x,
2) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 R
k0
+ 8¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
3) continuous: 8y 2 R
k0
+ the sets fx 2 R
k0
+ j x ºi yg and fx 2 R
k0
+ j y ºi xg
are closed in R
k0
+ .




Similar to the model of Section 1.2.1, in this model, the proof of the existence of
an equilibrium price vector implies that such a price vector is strictly positive, and,
in the corresponding Walrasian equilibrium, the total demand is equal to the total
supply.
Assumption A implies that the e±ciency frontier fy 2 Y j (fyg + R
k0
+ ) \ Y = fygg
contains no line segments. Figure 1.2.2 shows a production set Y which is strictly
convex. The production set Y of Figure 1.2.1 does not satisfy Assumption A.
1.2.3 The Drµ eze model with price rigidities and rationing
In [10], Drµ eze introduces price regulations and price rigidities into the Arrow-Debreu
model of a pure exchange economy, as described in Section 1.2.1. He assumes that
the set of price vectors, considered in the model, is a strict subset P of R
k0
+ . Since
the proofs of the equilibrium existence theorems of Arrow and Debreu are explic-
itly based on the assumption that a price vector can be any element of R
k0
+ , these
theorems are not applicable in this situation; it may very well be possible that the
equilibrium price vector, of which existence is proved in the above mentioned equi-
librium existence theorems, is an element of R
k0
+ n P. In other words, it is possible
that for every price vector in P, the demand of the agents cannot be realised with the
present initial endowments. In these situations, the allocation of commodities is reg-
ulated by using a rationing scheme for each agent. Drµ eze models a rationing scheme
as a pair (L;l) of k0-dimensional vectors, where, for example, Lk, k 2 f1;:::;k0g,
denotes the maximum amount of commodity k, that an agent may demand on top
of his initial endowment of that commodity. Similarly, the vector l is used as a lower
bound, as will be explained below.
The primary concepts of the model are: the commodity set R
k0
+ , where k0 denotes
the ¯nite number of separate commodities that are present in the economy; the price18 Preliminaries
set
P = fp 2 R
k0
+ j f(p) = 1 and p ¸E p ¸E pg;
to which the prices are restricted (here p;p 2 R
k0
+ and f : R
k0
+ ! R is a normalisation
rule); a ¯nite number i0 of agents, where each agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g is characterised
by his initial endowment wi 2 R
k0
+ and a preference relation ºi on R
k0






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.2.3: The set P with p1 = f(p) = 1 and k0 = 3
Figure 1.2.3, shows an example of a price set P which satis¯es the above conditions.
Actually, Drµ eze also assumes that each agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g has a consumption
set Xi ½ R
k0
+ that is closed, convex and satis¯es 8x 2 Xi : fxg + R
k0
+ ½ Xi. Here,




With these primary concepts, the following secondary concepts are derived. Given




+ ), the (constrained)
budget set B(p;wi;L;l) of agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, is de¯ned by
B(p;wi;L;l) := fx 2 R
k0
+ j p ¢ (x ¡ wi) · 0 and L ¸E x ¡ wi ¸E lg:
This indicates that for every commodity k 2 f1;:::;k0g, this agent is not allowed
to ask more of commodity k than Lk +(wi)k, and he is not allowed to ask less than




+ ), the initial1.2. The neoclassical models 19
endowment wi is an element of the budget set. Figure 1.2.4 shows an example of a

















































































































































































































































































































































L    1 1 l
Figure 1.2.4: A constrained budget set (k0 = 2)
The (constrained) demand set D(p;wi;ºi;L;l) is given by
D(p;wi;ºi;L;l) = fx 2 B(p;wi;L;l) j 8z 2 B(p;wi;L;l) : x ºi zg:
For every d 2 D(p;wi;ºi;L;l) and for every k 2 f1;:::;k0g, we say that agent i is
constrained in his demand of commodity k if (di)k = Lk + (wi)k. Similarly, we say
that agent i is constrained in his supply of commodity k if (di)k = lk + (wi)k.
In this setting, an equilibrium under price restrictions and rationing (or constrained




+ ), and a choice di,
i 2 f1;:::;i0g, in each of the demand sets D(peq;wi;ºi;Leq;leq), respectively, such
















i=1 wi ), this condition
is stated in equality.
Furthermore, for every k 2 f1;:::;k0g, the following properties have to be satis¯ed:20 Preliminaries
a.1) if 9i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (di)k ¡(wi)k = Lk then 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (di)k ¡(wi)k > lk,
a.2) if 9i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (di)k ¡(wi)k = lk then 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (di)k ¡(wi)k < Lk,
b.1) if pk < pk then 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (xi)k ¡ (wi)k < Lk,
b.2) if pk > p
k then 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : (xi)k ¡ (wi)k > lk.
Conditions a.1 and a.2 are related to the assumed \market transparency", and state
that rationing may a®ect either supply or demand, but may not a®ect simultane-
ously both supply and demand of a commodity. As a consequence, trivial equilibria
like L = l = 0, are excluded. Conditions b.1 and b.2 state that no quantity rationing
is allowed unless price rigidities are binding. The intuition behind this is that it is
not \necessary" to introduce binding rationing schemes for a commodity if the price
of this commodity is still \°exible". Only when a price is at its upper or lower
bound, rationing of the corresponding commodity is introduced.
For this model, Drµ eze [10] proved existence of an equilibrium under price rigidities
and rationing, under the following extra (mathematical) assumptions:
A) For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the preference relation ºi on R
k0
+ is
1) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 R
k0
+ : x ·E y implies y ºi x,
2) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 R
k0
+ 8¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
3) continuous: 8y 2 R
k0
+ the sets fx 2 R
k0
+ j x ºi yg and fx 2 R
k0
+ j y ºi xg
are closed in R
k0
+ .
B) For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the initial endowment wi of agent i, is strictly positive.
Assumption A is similar to the assumption made on the preference relations of the
agents in the Arrow-Debreu model of a pure exchange economy. Assumption B
implies that at every p 2 P, the initial endowment of every agent has nonzero value.
Clearly, this is a stronger assumption than the corresponding assumption, related
to the minimum income hypothesis, that is made in the Arrow-Debreu model of a
pure exchange economy.
1.3 Motivation
One of the goals of this thesis is to present models of economies in which we leave
the neoclassical idea that commodities always occur separately, and, instead, as-
sume just the existence of commodity bundles. Here, the term commodity bundle
is given a new interpretation; commodity bundles are not merely looked upon as1.3. Motivation 21
a list of a ¯nite number of di®erent commodities, but instead will be regarded to
represent a more complicated, possibly inextricable entanglement of characteristics
and properties.
We represent the collection of all exchangeable objects, being it separate commodi-
ties, bundles of commodities or other objects, by a set C. Every element x of C
represents \something which can be exchanged or traded". For a lack of a better or
more precise terminology, we refer to the elements of C as \exchangeable objects",
\bundles of exchange", \tradeable objects" or \bundles of trade". We are aware of
the fact that thus far, these objects fall under the neoclassical de¯nition of com-
modity, however we choose not to use the term \commodity" in order to emphasise
that there is a di®erence between the nature of these exchangeable objects and the
familiar term \commodity" as used in the neoclassical models. In the following we
will try to explain the di®erence, among other things, with the help of an example.
1.3.1 Example. Consider a model of a pure exchange economy in which three
commodities (in the neoclassical sense) are present: commodity a, b and c, and
assume that trade can only take place in the following proportions:
² 1 : 1 : 2,
² 1 : 2 : 1,
² 2 : 1 : 1,
² 1 : 2 : 2.
For example, let a, b and c represent carrot, cabbage and leek. Then this example
can describe the situation in which these vegetables are not sold separately, but only
in four ¯xed combinations: mix for macaroni, mix for spaghetti, mix for Chinese
noodles and mix for vegetable soup. Since the vegetables in these mixes are cut,
sliced or grated, it is not possible to rearrange proportions during trade.
In this situation, the set of all exchangeable objects is represented by the set C,
given by
C = f(xa;xb;xc) 2 R
3




®1 + ®2 + 2®3 + ®4 = xa
®1 + 2®2 + ®3 + 2®4 = xb





Note, that there are at least two di®erent ways to represent commodity bundle
(12;12;12): we can choose (®1;®2;®3;®4) = (3;3;3;0) or (®1;®2;®3;®4) = (0;0;4;4).22 Preliminaries
A natural way to introduce an order relation ·C on C is the following: for two ex-
changeable objects (xa;xb;xc) and (ya;yb;yc), we would like (xa;xb;xc) ·C (ya;yb;yc)
if and only if there exists (za;zb;zc) 2 C such that (xa;xb;xc) + (za;zb;zc) =
(ya;yb;yc). We remark that x ·C y implies that (ya;yb;yc) contains at least as
much carrot, cabbage and leek as (xa;xb;xc). However, since C 6= R3
+, the converse
is not true.
There are two neoclassical approaches to model the above situation. The ¯rst one
restricts the commodity bundle set R3
+ to the set C, described above. The disad-
vantage of this approach is that the Euclidean structure on R3 does not represent
the natural order relation ·C on the restricted commodity bundle set. Another
disadvantage concerns the set of all possible price systems. We will come back to
this in Example 4.2.2, where we show that our set of all possible price systems is
larger than the neoclassical R3
+.
The second neoclassical approach to the above situation is to consider each of the
¯xed combinations (1;1;2);(1;2;1);(2;1;1) and (1;2;2), as a separate commodity,
and model the set of commodity bundles by R4
+. However, in this approach the
possibility of a double representation of commodity bundles, for example commodity
bundle (12;12;12) as derived above, has vanished. This is a disadvantage, especially
if the preferences of the agents are based upon their appreciation of the commodities
a, b and c, and the preference relations in the model have to be transformed to
preference relations on R4
+. Furthermore, the Euclidean order relation ·E of R4
+
does not represent ·C. Finally, we want to mention that in case the set C of all
exchangeable objects is represented by the set S of Figure 2.1.3 (cf. page 36), this
second approach is not possible. 3
The above example shows that a model based upon a set representing all exchange-
able objects, rather than on separate commodities, can describe situations in which
¯xed links between di®erent commodities are present, for instance an economy in
which only ¯xed, prescribed combinations of commodities can be exchanged. Ex-
amples are pre-packed o®ers, or special products received when purchasing a large
amount of a commodity, examples which are frequently observed in e.g. supermar-
kets or drugstores. Furthermore, this model can describe a situation in which the
preferences of the agents are expressed in terms of the characteristics of the di®er-
ent commodities (cf. the work of Lancaster, [21]). We come back to this on page 103.
In our models, we require that the set C, consisting of all exchangeable objects,
satis¯es certain properties. First of all, if x and y are elements of C, i.e., if x and
y are tradeable objects, then the collection consisting of x and y is also a tradeable
object. When we denote the collection consisting of x and y, by x + y, we arrive at
the mathematical condition that C has to be closed under the operation +. Clearly,1.3. Motivation 23
this implies that if x 2 C, then 2x 2 C, where 2x denotes x + x. In fact, for every
n 2 N, we ¯nd that x 2 C implies nx 2 C. The second requirement the set C has to
meet goes a step further; we assume that if x is an exchangeable object, then so is ®x
for every ® ¸ 0. If there is a justi¯cation for this assumption then it is exactly the
same as the justi¯cation of the perfect divisibility requirement for the neoclassical
models. This assumption implies that there is an element in C which represents 0x,
i.e., which represents the exchangeable object \nothing". We call this element the
\null object". Thirdly, we assume that elements of C cannot cancel each other out,
i.e., if x and y are exchangeable objects, then the object x + y acquired by joining
x and y can only be equal to the null object if both x and y are equal to the null
object. Finally, we require an ordering of the elements of C which represents the
natural ordering of exchangeable objects: a tradeable object x is smaller than or
equal to a tradeable object y if and only if there is a tradeable object z such that
x + z = y, i.e., if and only if y can be split up into two tradeable objects of which
one is equal to x.
Summarising, (denoting the null element by v, and denoting the order relation by ·)
we ¯nd that we want the set C to satisfy
² 8x;y 2 C : x + y 2 C;
² 8x 2 C 8® ¸ 0 : ®x 2 C;
² 9v 2 C 8x;y 2 C : x + y = v =) x = y = v;
² 8x;y 2 C : x · y () 9z 2 C : x + z = y.
In the ¯eld of convex analysis, if a subset C of a vector space V satis¯es the above
conditions, then C is a pointed convex cone in V . In order to emphasise our focus
on the set C, representing the set of all objects of trade, and not on the vector space
surrounding it, we give an axiomatic introduction to it in the following chapter.
Considering the pointedness of C, which represents that C does not have a linear
subset other than fvg, we call the axiomatisation of a set satisfying the above de-
scribed ¯ve conditions, a salient space. To our knowledge, this is a new concept that
cannot be traced back to literature.
Since, in a salient space based model, we do not presume the availability of separate
commodities, we cannot speak of the price of a commodity, but only of the value of
an exchangeable object. So, to continue the set-up of a salient space model, price
systems have to be objects that assign a nonnegative value to every element of C.
Clearly, if p denotes a price system, then ®p, which assigns to every element of C,
® times the value that p assigns to it, is also a possible price system. The zero price
system which assigns to every element of C the value zero, is also a price system.24 Preliminaries
Furthermore, if both p and q are price systems, then p + q, which assigns to every
element of C the sum of the values that p and q assign to it, is also a price system.
In case p+q turns out to be the zero price system, then this is only possible if both
p and q are equal to the zero price system. Finally, there is a natural order relation
on price systems: p is considered to be greater than or equal to q if and only if for
every x 2 C, the value that p assigns to x is greater than or equal to the value that q
assigns to x. Summarising we ¯nd that the set of all possible price systems can also
be modelled by a salient space. In Chapter 4 we show that that set of all possible
price systems, is, in a natural way, represented by the adjoint set of C, a concept
which will be de¯ned in the following chapter.
Apart from the de¯nition of salient space, Chapter 2 contains algebraic considera-
tions and concepts, such as the de¯nition of order unit, salient mapping, and salient
basis. A partial order relation is introduced, which is intrinsically related to every
salient space, and we show that this partial order relation does not necessarily have
a lattice structure. Furthermore, we introduce the concept of salient pairing and
the adjoint set of a salient space. In Chapter 3 we give topological considerations
regarding salient spaces; we introduce semi-norms and semi-metrics and investigate
the topologies they generate. All these concepts will play a role in the application
to the economic models of Chapter 4.
As far as we know, our approach to salient spaces is new, albeit that some of our
ideas are related to well-explored concepts in literature. Clearly, concepts of linear
dependent subset, linear dimension and the lattice structure of a salient space are
derived from the corresponding vector space concepts. Where possible, we give the
original vector space de¯nition or give a way to ¯nd it by means of a reference. The
idea behind the adjoint of a salient space is a combination of the concepts of dual
vector space (cf. e.g. [7]) and of the polar of a cone (cf. [32], [6] and [7]). Further-
more, the concepts of salient basis and extreme set of a salient space generalise the
corresponding concepts for polyhedral cones (cf. [32] and [6]).
However, we would like to remark that most often, pointed convex cones in lit-
erature are treated as a subset of a vector space; either they are a subset of a
¯nite-dimensional Euclidean space, or they are the positive cone of a partially or-
dered vector space and are considered to be equivalent with this order relation.
For this reason, we decided not to write the following two chapters merely as a sum
up of the mathematical tools, needed in the other chapters. But, apart from this,
we also consider the investigation of algebraic and topological aspects of the concept
of salient space as a goal in itself. As a result of this approach we are able to intro-
duce several new concepts, such as salient basis, salient metric and salient topology,1.3. Motivation 25
that do not have a vector space origin. These, and other concepts can be found in
the following two chapters. More precisely, in Chapter 2, we discuss the algebraic
features of the concept of salient space, and in Chapter 3 we introduce topology
into this setting. Furthermore, since the positive cone of a partially ordered vector
space is an example of a salient space, our analysis of this new concept yields some
side-results concerning partially ordered vector spaces. These theorems can also be
found in Chapter 2 and 3.
The main goal in this thesis is the introduction of salient space-based models for
exchange economies and corresponding equilibrium existence proofs. In Chapter 4
we use the concept of salient space (and related concepts) as the basis of our models.
Model A describes a pure exchange economy, Model B introduces price rigidities
into this setting, whereas both Model C and Model D introduce production into
Model A, and each describe a di®erent private ownership economy. The ¯nal section
of Chapter 4 states six equilibrium existence theorems: two for Model A, one for
Model B, two for Model C, and one for Model D. Finally, Chapter 5 is devoted
completely to the proofs of these theorems.26 PreliminariesChapter 2
Salient Spaces
Introduction
This chapter contains the axiomatic introduction and the study of the mathematical
concept of salient space. In Chapter 1, we already discussed that this concept will
play a key role throughout this thesis. Indeed, it is especially designed for usage as
a building block in the models presented in Chapter 4. More precisely, these models
are constructed around the set of all \bundles of trade", which is represented, in a
natural way, by this novel concept of salient space.
A salient space is a set in which an addition is de¯ned in such a way that the set is
a semi-group, and a scalar multiplication is de¯ned over the nonnegative reals. The
axiomatic introduction of salient space resembles the one of vector space; the main
di®erence is that for a vector space multiplication is allowed over the set of reals,
where for a salient space scalar multiplication is restricted to the set of nonnegative
real numbers. Another di®erence is that every vector space is an addition group,
whereas each salient space is an addition semi-group. As a consequence, not every
element of a salient space has an inverse with respect to addition. More speci¯cally,
one of the axioms of a salient space states that only one element, called the vertex,
of a salient space has an inverse. Thus, vector space concepts, such as the de¯nition
of linear combination, which explicitly (or implicitly) make use of the vector space
operation called subtraction, do not directly apply to salient spaces. In this chap-
ter we will show that several de¯nitions of such concepts can be adapted to salient
space related concepts, in such a way that the minus sign is circumvented. On the
other hand, we also introduce several properties of salient spaces which do not have
a vector space related counterpart.
More speci¯cally, in Section 2.1 we give the axiomatic introduction of the concept
of salient space, we give some notions which are closely related to this new concept,
such as for example salient independence and salient basis, and we describe the28 Salient Spaces
construction of the vector space which is reproduced by a salient space. Also, we
recall vector space concepts such as linearly dependent set and internal point, and
we derive the salient space related de¯nitions of these concepts. In Section 2.2, we
explore the partial order relation which is closely connected to any salient space,
and examine under which conditions a salient space has a lattice structure. In Sec-
tion 2.3, we de¯ne a pairing between two salient spaces and introduce the concept
of an adjoint of a salient space. This adjoint space will play the role of the price set
in most of our models (cf. Chapter 4). Finally, in Section 2.4, we investigate the
connection between extreme sets of a salient space and the concept of a salient basis.
Although it turns out that each pointed convex cone in a vector space is a salient
space, and conversely, each salient space induces a vector space for which the salient
space is a positive cone, we feel that this new concept allows for a better description
of the set of all commodity bundles in a model of a pure exchange economy or a
model of a private ownership economy. One of the reasons we feel this way is due to
the fact that every ¯nite-dimensional real vector space is isomorphic with some real
¯nite-dimensional Euclidean space, where this is not the case for a ¯nite-dimensional
salient space.
2.1 Salient space
We start with the formal introduction of the new mathematical concept of salient
space and some other new concepts which are closely related to it. Throughout
this thesis, the notation R+ will be used to denote the set f® 2 R j ® ¸ 0g of
nonnegative reals.
2.1.1 De¯nition (salient space, sum, vertex, scalar product). A salient
space is a set S with the following properties:
² To every s1;s2 2 S there corresponds an element, s1+s2, in S, called the sum
of s1 and s2, in such a way that
a) addition is commutative: 8s1;s2 2 S : s1 + s2 = s2 + s1,
b) addition is associative: 8s1;s2;s3 2 S : s1 + (s2 + s3) = (s1 + s2) + s3,
c) there exists an element v 2 S, called the vertex of S, such that 8s1;s2 2
S : s1 + s2 = v () s1 = s2 = v,
d) for every s1 2 S the mapping adds1 : S ! S, de¯ned by adds1(s) := s+s1,
is injective: 8s1;s2;s3 2 S : s1 + s2 = s1 + s3 =) s2 = s3.
² To every s 2 S and every ® 2 R+ there corresponds an element, ®s; in S,
called the (scalar) product of ® and s, in such a way that2.1. Salient space 29
e) multiplication over R+ is associative: 8s 2 S 8®1;®2 2 R+ : ®1(®2s) =
(®1®2)s,
f) 1s = s,
g) multiplication over R+ is distributive with respect to the addition: 8s1;s2
2 S 8® 2 R+ : ®(s1 + s2) = ®s1 + ®s2,
h) multiplication over R+ is distributive with respect to scalar addition: 8s 2
S 8®1;®2 2 R+ : (®1 + ®2)s = ®1s + ®2s.
We observe that Condition 2.1.1.c implies that the mapping adds1 can only be
surjective if s1 = v. Lemma 2.1.3, below, shows that addv indeed is surjective and
that the mapping adds1 is surjective if and only if s1 = v.
2.1.2 Lemma. The vertex of a salient space S is unique.
Proof.
Suppose both v and w are vertices of S, then from w+w = w it immediately follows
that v+w+w = v+w. Applying Condition 2.1.1.d, we get v+w = v and, because
v is a vertex of S, w = v follows from Condition 2.1.1.c. 2
2.1.3 Lemma. The vertex v of a salient space S satis¯es the following three
properties:
a) 8® > 0 : ®v = v;
b) 8x 2 S : x + v = x;
c) 8x 2 S : 0x = v:
Proof.
a) We prove that ®v is a vertex of S for all ® > 0, then by the preceding lemma
®v = v. Consider the following equivalent assertions:
x + y = ®v () 1
®x + 1
®y = v () ( 1
®x = v) ^ ( 1
®y = v) () (x = ®v) ^ (y = ®v).
b) Let x 2 S and de¯ne y := x + v. Then y + y = 2y = 2(x + v) = 2x + v =
x + (x + v) = x + y. Applying Condition 2.1.1.d yields y = x.
c) Let x 2 S, then by Property 2.1.3.b and the distributiveness of scalar multiplica-
tion over R+, we get 0x+0x = (0+0)x = 0x = 0x+v. So, Condition 2.1.1.d yields
0x = v. 2
From Property 2.1.3.b together with Conditions 2.1.1.c and 2.1.1.d, we conclude
that (S;+) is a semi-group with zero-element v (cf. [12]). Since in a salient space,
scalar multiplication is de¯ned only over R+ and due to Condition 2.1.1.c, (S;+) is
not a group, but a semi-group.30 Salient Spaces
2.1.4 Example. For every n 2 N, the positive orthant Rn
+ of the ¯nite-dimensional,
Euclidean inner product space Rn is a salient space, with the zero-vector as vertex
and with the addition and scalar multiplication over R+ taken from Rn. 3
2.1.5 Example. The set S = f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g[f(0;0)g is a salient space,
with (0;0) as vertex and with the addition and scalar multiplication from R2. 3
2.1.6 Example. Let n 2 N. An n £ n matrix M is said to be positive if M is
symmetric and satis¯es
8x 2 R
n : hMx;xi ¸ 0:
Here, h:;:i denotes the standard inner product of Rn. Let S be the set of all positive
n£n matrices, then S is a salient space with addition and scalar multiplication over
R+ de¯ned as usual, and with the zero-matrix as vertex. 3
2.1.7 De¯nition (salient mapping, salient homomorphism, salient iso-
morphism, isomorphic salient spaces). Let S and T be two salient spaces. A
mapping L : S ! T is salient if for all s;s1;s2 2 S and for all ® 2 R+:
½
L(s1 + s2) = L(s1) + L(s2)
L(®s) = ®L(s):
A salient mapping L from S into T is a salient homomorphism if L is injective. A
surjective salient homomorphism L from S onto T is a salient isomorphism. Two
salient spaces S and T are isomorphic if there is a salient isomorphism L : S ! T.
We observe that if L : S ! T is a salient homomorphism between the salient spaces
S and T, then L(S) is a salient space, and S and L(S) are isomorphic. Note that
L(v) is the vertex of T.
2.1.8 De¯nition (salient subspace). A subset T of a salient space S is a salient
subspace of S, if T, endowed with the addition and scalar multiplication over R+ of
S, is a salient space.
Without proof, we give the following characterisation for salient subspaces of a
salient space.
2.1.9 Proposition. A subset T of a salient space S is a salient subspace of S if
and only if 8t1;t2 2 T 8® 2 R+ : t1 + t2 2 T and ®t1 2 T, i.e. if and only if T is
closed under summation and scalar multiplication over R+.2.1. Salient space 31
As a consequence of this proposition, the intersection of two salient subspaces of a
salient space S is a salient subspace of S.
2.1.10 De¯nition (salient span, ¯nitely generated salient space salient
space, ray). Let S be a salient space. For a subset A of S, the salient span of A,
denoted by sal(A), is the intersection of all salient subspaces of S, that contain A.
If there is a ¯nite set F such that sal(F) = S, then S is a ¯nitely generated salient
space. For every s 2 S n fvg, the ray generated by s, denoted by ray(s), is the set
f®s j ® 2 R+g. For a subset A of S n fvg, the set consisting of the rays of all the
elements of A, denoted by ray(A), is the set fray(a) j a 2 Ag.
Note that by de¯nition, sal(;) = fvg, ray(s) = sal(fsg) for every s 2 S n fvg, and
that for every subset A of a salient space S, sal(A) is the \smallest" salient subspace
of S that contains A.
2.1.11 Example. For every n 2 N, the salient space Rn
+ is ¯nitely generated by







Figure 2.1.1: sal(A0) of Example
2.1.12
Figure 2.1.2: sal(A0) and sal(A1) of
Example 2.1.12
2.1.12 Example. Consider the set
A0 = f(1;1;1);(1;¡1;1);(¡1;1;1);(¡1;¡1;¡1)g ½ R
3:
Then S := sal(A0) is a ¯nitely generated salient space in R3 (cf. De¯ne




then sal(A1) is a salient subspace of S. However, sal(A1) is not ¯nitely generated
(cf. Figure 2.1.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.3.10). 332 Salient Spaces
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [23],
stating that the convex hull of a set A in a vector space consists of all (¯nite) convex
combinations of the elements of A.
2.1.13 Proposition. Let A be a subset of a salient space S, then for every a 2
sal(A), there is a ¯nite set F ½ A such that a 2 sal(F). Hence,




Henceforth, we call an element of sal(A), a salient combination or positive combina-
tion of A.
Without proof we state the following lemma concerning isomorphic salient spaces
and generating sets.
2.1.14 Proposition. Let S and T be two salient spaces and let L : S ! T be a
salient isomorphism. If A is a subset of S, satisfying sal(A) = S then sal(L(A)) = T.
The above proposition implies that for two isomorphic salient spaces S and T, the
salient space S is ¯nitely generated if and only if T is ¯nitely generated. Hence, for
example, sal(A0) and sal(A1) of Example 2.1.12 are not isomorphic.
Following [20], we introduce the following notation, for the sum of two subsets of a
salient space S. Let A;B ½ S. Then the set A + B is given by
A + B := fs 2 S j 9a 2 A 9b 2 B : s = a + bg:
For every ¯xed s0 2 S the set s0 + A is given by
s0 + A := fs 2 S j 9a 2 A : s = s0 + ag:
2.1.15 De¯nition (saliently independent set, salient basis). Let S be a
salient space. For every B ½ S n fvg, the set ray(B) is saliently independent if
8b0 2 B 8F µ B;F ¯nite : ray(b0) ½ sal(F) =) 9f 2 F : ray(b0) = ray(f):
A saliently independent set ray(B) is a salient basis for S if sal(B) = S.
Note that a set ray(B) is saliently independent if and only if for all b0 2 B and for
all ¯nite sets F µ B:
( 8f 2 F : f 62 ray(b0) ) =) ( ray(b0) \ sal(F) = f0g ):2.1. Salient space 33
Furthermore, we emphasise that if ray(B) is a salient basis of a salient space S,
then, by de¯nition, B ½ S n fvg.
We deliberately chose the set ray(B) of rays, rather than the set B itself, to denote
a salient basis, for the following reasons. Firstly, when we use the set B to denote a
salient basis for S, we also have to introduce a certain equivalence relation between
the many salient bases of S. Indeed, replacement of an arbitrary element b0 of B
by ¸b0, with ¸ > 0, results in a salient basis which is equal to ray(B). Clearly,
the use of rays does not involve this equivalence problem. Secondly, for the reader
who is acquainted with extreme sets, this approach raises the question whether the
extreme rays of a salient space S form a saliently independent set. More precisely,
in Section 2.4 we will show that if S has a salient basis then this basis is equal to the
set of extreme rays. And thirdly, this approach emphasises the di®erence between a
salient basis and a maximal linearly independent set in S (cf. page 39 and 40), which
proves to be an entirely di®erent concept. For one, a salient space can have many
di®erent linear bases (even without considering the obvious equivalence due to the
scaling of elements), where the following proposition shows that a salient basis of a
salient space is unique. Another di®erence is that every salient space has a maximal
linearly independent set, while Example 2.1.18 shows that not every salient space
has a salient basis. Finally, we mention that if ray(B) is a salient basis of a salient
space S, and if s 2 S, then the nonnegative function F : B ! R+, for which the set





does not have to be unique (cf. Example 2.1.17).
2.1.16 Proposition. If a salient space S has a salient basis, then this salient basis
is unique.
Proof.
Let S be salient space, let both ray(A) and ray(B) be a salient basis of S. Since





Since A is a saliently independent set, we ¯nd 9f 2 Fa : ray(f) = ray(a). 2
2.1.17 Example. Consider the salient space S of Example 2.1.12, where S is
¯nitely generated by A0 ½ R3. The set ray(A0) consisting of the rays generated by34 Salient Spaces
the elements of A0, is a salient basis for S. Observe that S is also generated by
the set A0 [ f(0;0;1)g and that A0 [ f(0;0;1)g is not a salient basis. Furthermore,
f(x1;x2;1) 2 A1 j (x1)2+(x2)2 = 1g is a salient basis for sal(A1). Finally, we observe
that (0;0;1) = 1
2(1;1;1)+1
2(¡1;¡1;1) and (0;0;1) = 1
2(1;¡1;1)+1
2(¡1;1;1). Hence
the representation of an element of S as a nonnegative combination of the elements
of A0 is not unique. 3
2.1.18 Example. The salient space f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g [ f(0;0)g of Exam-
ple 2.1.5 does not have a salient basis. 3
Without proof we state the following lemma concerning isomorphic salient spaces,
saliently independent sets and salient bases.
2.1.19 Lemma. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces with respect to the
salient isomorphism L : S ! T. If A is a saliently independent set of S, then L(A)
is a saliently independent set of T. Furthermore, if A is a salient basis of S, then
L(A) is a salient basis of T.
2.1.20 Example. Consider Example 2.1.6 with n = 2, i.e., S is the salient space












m11 ¸ 0 and m22 ¸ 0:
When we identify M 2 S with (m11;m12;m22) 2 R3, we ¯nd that S is isomorphic
with the salient space f(x1;x2;x3) 2 R3 j x1 ¸ 0;x3 ¸ 0 and x1x3 ¸ (x2)2g. Clearly,
the salient space S is not ¯nitely generated. 3
In Section 2.4 and in Theorem 3.3.10, we will return to the concept of salient ba-
sis. Section 2.4 deals with the connection between extreme rays of a salient space
and the concept of salient basis. One of the conclusions is that if a salient space S
has a salient basis, then this basis is equal to the set of all extreme rays of S. In
Theorem 3.3.10, we prove that every ¯nite-dimensional re°exive salient space has a
salient basis (cf. page 59 for the de¯nition of a re°exive salient space).
We started this section with an axiomatic introduction of the concept salient space
which resembles the vector space axioms. We have seen that every salient space is an
addition semi-group with zero-element v. Due to Condition 2.1.1.c, the semi-group
(S;+) is not a group. However, the semi-group (S;+) can be extended to a group2.1. Salient space 35
in a similar way as the semi-group N [ f0g extends to the group Z. Hereto, de¯ne
the equivalence relation » on the product set S £ S, for all s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S, by:
(s1;s2) » (t1;t2) :() s1 + t2 = t1 + s2:
Then, the collection V [S] := (S £ S)=» of all equivalent classes
[(s1;s2)] := f(t1;t2) 2 S £ S j (t1;t2) » (s1;s2)g;
is an addition group where the addition of equivalence classes [(s1;s2)] and [(t1;t2)],
for every s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S, is unambiguously de¯ned by
[(s1;s2)] + [(t1;t2)] := [(s1 + t1;s2 + t2)]:
By de¯ning the scalar product of equivalence class [(s1;s2)] and ®, for every s1;s2 2
S and every ® 2 R by
®[(s1;s2)] :=
½
[(®s1;®s2)] if ® ¸ 0
[((¡®)s2;(¡®)s1)] if ® < 0;
V [S] becomes a real vector space. We call V [S] the vector space reproduced by the
salient space S.
With V+[S] we denote the salient space
f[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] j 9s 2 S : [(s1;s2)] = [(s;0)]g:
Note that V+[S] is isomorphic with S, since JS : S ! V+[S], for every s 2 S de¯ned
by JS (s) := [(s;0)], is a salient isomorphism. Throughout this chapter JS will
denote the isomorphism just described.
For every subset A of a salient space S, the vector space V [sal(A)] reproduced by
the salient span of A, is equal to the linear span of the set JS (L(A)) in the vector
space V [S]. We will denote this linear span by spanV [S](L(A)). So, we ¯nd that
sal(JS (L(A))) ½ spanV [S](A). As a result, if A is a ¯nite set in S, then V [sal(A)]
is a ¯nite-dimensional subspace of V [S]. The converse is, in general, not true since
not every salient space S, for which V [S] is ¯nite-dimensional, is ¯nitely generated.
For example, the vector space reproduced by the salient space S of Figure 2.1.3, is
three-dimensional, while S is not ¯nitely generated.
Clearly, every salient subspace T of a salient space S satis¯es V [T] µ V [S]. Note
that, as the two salient spaces of Figure 2.1.2 show T = S is not a necessary condition







Figure 2.1.3: Salient space in R3
2.1.21 De¯nition (cone, convex cone, pointed convex cone). A set K in a
real vector space V is called a cone if K is closed under scalar multiplication over R+,
i.e., if 8k 2 K 8® 2 R+ : ®k 2 K. A convex cone is a cone K which is closed under
addition, i.e., 8k1;k2 2 K : k1 +k2 2 K. A pointed convex cone is a convex cone K
satisfying 8k 2 K n f0g : ¡k 62 K.
Clearly, a salient space S is a pointed convex cone in V [S]. Furthermore, every
pointed convex cone K in a vector space V can be regarded as a salient space, using
the addition and scalar multiplication of V . In this situation, V [K] equals the linear
span of K, hence V [K] is a subspace of V .
We recall the salient isomorphism JS between a salient space S and the salient
space V+[S]. The linear span of JS (S) in the vector space V [S] is equal to the
vector space V [S], i.e., the salient space JS (S) is a total set in V [S]. The vertex
JS (v) of V+[S] coincides with the origin of V [S], and henceforward we shall denote
the vertex of a salient space by 0.
2.1.22 Example. For every n 2 N, the vector space V [Rn
+], reproduced by the
salient space Rn
+, equals Rn. 3
2.1.23 Example. The salient space S = f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g [ f(0;0)g of
Example 2.1.5, satis¯es V [S] = R2. 32.1. Salient space 37
2.1.24 Example. Let S be the salient space of all positive n £ n matrices of
Example 2.1.6. Then the vector space V [S] generated by S is the set of all symmetric
n £ n matrices. 3
2.1.25 De¯nition (extension of a salient mapping). Let S and T be two
salient spaces and let L : S ! T be a salient mapping. The extension Lext : V [S] !
V [T] of L to a linear mapping on V [S] is, for every s1;s2 2 S, given by
L
ext([(s1;s2)]) := [(L(s1);L(s2))]:
We observe that if L : S ! T is a salient homomorphism (salient isomorphism)
between salient spaces S and T, then Lext is a homomorphism (isomorphism) from
V [S] into V [T].
Let V be a vector space and let A be an arbitrary subset of V . We recall (e.g. from
[7, Chapter IV.1]) that an element a0 of A is internal point of A if
8v 2 V 9" > 0 8¿ 2 (0;") : a0 + ¿v 2 A:
In the following de¯nition, we give the salient version of the concept of internal
point.
2.1.26 De¯nition (saliently internal point). Let A be a subset of a salient
space S. Then an element a0 2 A is a saliently internal point of A if
8s 2 S 9" > 0 8¿ 2 (0;") : a0 + ¿s 2 A:
2.1.27 Example. Consider the salient space S and the set A ½ S of Figure 2.1.4.
Then a0;a1 and a2 are saliently internal points of A, where a3 is not. 3
Note that, since every salient space is convex, an element s0 of salient space S is
saliently internal point of S if and only if 8s 2 S 9" > 0 : s0 + "s 2 S, i.e., every
element of S is saliently internal point of S.
2.1.28 De¯nition (interior, boundary of a salient space). Let S be a salient
space. Then s0 2 S is an element of the interior of S, denoted by int(S), if
8s 2 S 9" > 0 : s0 2 "s + S:































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.1.4: Saliently internal points
It is not di±cult to check that int(S) [ f0g is a salient subspace of S.
Without proof we state the following proposition concerning isomorphic salient
spaces, saliently internal points and interior elements.
2.1.29 Proposition. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces with respect
to the salient isomorphism L : S ! T, and let A ½ S. Then a0 2 A is saliently
internal point of A if and only if L(a0) is saliently internal point of L(A) ½ T.
Furthermore, L(int(S)) = int(T).
The previous proposition implies that for every saliently internal point a0 of a sub-
set A of a salient space S, the element [(a0;0)] is a saliently internal point of the
subset JS (A) of the pointed convex cone V+[S]. The following proposition implies
that every element of int(V+[S]) is an internal point of V+[S] ½ V [S] in accordance
with the above stated vector space de¯nition of internal point.
2.1.30 Proposition. Let S be a salient space. Then s0 2 int(S) if and only if
8s1;s2 2 S 9" > 0 8¿ 2 (0;") : [(s0;0)] + ¿[(s1;s2)] 2 V+[S]:
Proof.
Clearly, 8s 2 S 9" > 0 : s0 2 "s + S is equivalent with 8s1;s2 2 S 9" > 0 :
s0 + "s1 2 "s2 + "s1 + S ½ "s2 + S. Since the set "s2 + S is convex and contains
s0, we ¯nd 8s1;s2 2 S 9" > 0 8¿ 2 (0;") : s0 + ¿s1 2 "s2 + S µ ¿s2 + S. Hence,
8s1;s2 2 S 9" > 0 8¿ 2 (0;") : [(s0;0)] + ¿[(s1;s2)] 2 V+[S]. 22.1. Salient space 39
We conclude this section by presenting the salient version of a linearly dependent
set in a salient space S and stating its relationship with the de¯nition of a linearly
dependent set in V [S]. Furthermore, we show that every salient space S has a
maximal independent set and that this set is a basis for the vector space reproduced
by S.
2.1.31 De¯nition (linearly dependent set, linearly independent set). Let
A be a subset of a salient space S. Then the set A is linearly dependent if 0 2 A or
if there is a non-empty, ¯nite subset F of A such that
sal(F) \ sal(A n F) 6= f0g:
The set A is linearly independent if A is not linearly dependent, i.e., if 0 62 A and if
every non-empty, ¯nite subset F of A satis¯es
sal(F) \ sal(A n F) = f0g:
We remark that we could easily have introduced the notion of linear independence
for a set of rays in S. However, we choose the above de¯nition to emphasise the
contrast between the notions of salient independence and linear independence (cf.
page 41). Also, De¯nition 2.1.31 facilitates the comparison between linear indepen-
dence in salient spaces and linear independence in vector spaces, as can be seen in
the following lemma.
2.1.32 Lemma. Let A be a subset of a salient space S. Then
A is linearly dependent in S () A is linearly dependent in V [S]:
Proof.
The above lemma is obviously true in case 0 2 A, hence, throughout this proof, we
assume 0 62 A.
If A is linearly dependent in S, there is s 2 Snf0g and there is a non-empty, ¯nite set
F ½ A such that s 2 sal(F)\sal(AnF). Clearly, s 2 spanV [S](F)\spanV [S](AnF),
and so A is linearly dependent in V [S].
For the converse, assume A is linearly dependent in V [S]. Then




Since S is pointed, we may as well assume that there is k 2 N such that 1 < k < n
and 8i 2 f1;:::;kg : ¸i < 0 and 8i 2 fk + 1;:::;ng : ¸i > 0. Now, if s = Pk
i=1(¡¸i)ai then s 6= 0 and s =
Pn
i=k+1 ¸iai, i.e., s 6= 0 and s 2 sal(fa1;:::;akg)\
sal(fak+1;:::;ang). 240 Salient Spaces
2.1.33 Corollary. Let A be a subset of a salient space S. Then
A is linearly independent in S () A is linearly independent in V [S]:
For every salient space S, the family C of linearly independent sets can be partially
ordered by inclusion (cf. [20, Section 4.1] or De¯nition 2.2.1 for the de¯nition of a
partially ordered set): for all A1;A2 2 C de¯ne
A1 · A2 :() A1 µ A2:
A totally ordered family or chain is a partially ordered set such that every two
elements of the set are comparable. An upper bound of a subset C0 ½ C is an
element U 2 C such that 8A 2 C0 : A · U. A maximal element of C is an element
M 2 C such that 8A 2 C : M · A =) M = A.
2.1.34 Proposition. Let S be a salient space. Then there exists a maximal linearly
independent subset in S.
Proof.
To prove the proposition, we use Zorn's Lemma. So, let C0 be a chain in the family
C of linearly independent subsets of S. We show that sup(C0) :=
S
A2C0 A is an
upper bound for this chain. Clearly 8A 2 C0 : A µ sup(C0), so we only have to
prove that sup(C0) is linearly independent. Let F be a non-empty, ¯nite subset of
sup(C0). Let x 2 sal(F)\sal(sup(C0)nF), then there is a ¯nite set G ½ sup(C0)nF
such that x 2 sal(F) \ sal(G). Since C0 is a chain, there is an A0 2 C0 such that
F [ G µ A0. Since F \ G = ; we ¯nd x 2 sal(F) \ sal(A0 n F) and since A0 is
linearly independent, we conclude x = 0. 2
For two maximal linearly independent sets M1 and M2, each element of M1 can be
associated with a ¯nite subset of M2. So, the cardinality of M1 is not greater than
the cardinality of M2. Interchanging the role of M1 and M2, we ¯nd that they have
the same cardinality.
2.1.35 De¯nition (linear dimension of a salient space). Let S be a salient
space, and let M be a maximal linearly independent set of S. The linear dimension
of S, denoted by lin dim(S), is equal to the cardinality of M.
As a result, a salient space S is ¯nite-dimensional if every maximal linearly inde-
pendent set of S is ¯nite.2.2. Partial order relation and lattice structure 41
2.1.36 Lemma. Let S be a salient space and consider the salient isomorphism JS :
S ! V+[S]. Then, every maximal linearly independent set M of S satis¯es
spanV [S](JS (M)) = V [S]:
Proof.
Since M is maximal, we ¯nd that for every s 2 S n f0g : M [ fsg is linearly
dependent, i.e., for every s 2 S n f0g there is a ¯nite subset F µ M such that
sal(F [ fsg) \ sal(M n F) 6= f0g. So, 9f 2 sal(F) 9m 2 sal(M n F) such that
s + f = m. Hence, [(s;0)] = [(m;f)], which is an element of spanV [S](L(M)). 2
Corollary 2.1.33 and Lemma 2.1.36 imply that for a salient space S, every maximal
linearly independent set is a basis for V [S]. However, in general, M is too small to
fully describe S; clearly, sal(M) = S does not have to hold, since this would imply
that every salient space in a ¯nite-dimensional vector space is ¯nitely generated (see
Figure 2.1.3 on page 36 for a counterexample).
2.1.37 Example. Consider the salient spaces sal(A0) and sal(A1) of Example 2.1.12.
Every set of three linearly independent elements of A1 forms a maximal linearly in-
dependent set for both sal(A0) and sal(A1). 3
Without proof we state the following lemma concerning isomorphic salient spaces,
linearly dependent sets and linear dimension.
2.1.38 Lemma. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces with respect to the
salient isomorphism L : S ! T. If A is a linearly dependent set of S, then L(A) is
a linearly dependent set of T. Furthermore, lin dim(L(S)) = lin dim(T).
2.1.39 Example. The salient space sal(A0) of Example 2.1.12 is not isomorphic
with R4
+ (where each element of A0 is isomorphic with a unit vector of R4), since
lin dim(sal(A0)) = 3 6= 4 = lin dim(R4
+). 3
The above example implies that if a ¯nitely generated salient space S is isomorphic
with Rn
+, for certain n 2 N, then S has a salient basis consisting of n elements.
2.2 Partial order relation and lattice structure
In Section 2.1 the axiomatic introduction of the concept of salient space was given
and some concepts closely related to it were discussed, such as saliently dependent
set, salient basis and saliently internal point. Furthermore, we have seen that every42 Salient Spaces
salient space S reproduces the vector space V [S], in which the salient space V+[S],
which is isomorphic with S, is a pointed convex cone.
In this section we concentrate on some well known vector space concepts related
to a partial order relation, and give the de¯nition of their salient space related
counterparts. From [20, Section 4.1] and [1] we recall the following de¯nitions.
2.2.1 De¯nition (partially ordered set). A partially ordered set (M;·) is a
set M on which there is de¯ned a partial ordering, that is, a binary relation ·,
satisfying
² re°exivity: 8m 2 M : m · m,
² anti-symmetry: 8m1;m2 2 M : if m1 · m2 and m2 · m1, then m1 = m2,
² transitivity: 8m1;m2;m3 2 M : if m1 · m2 and m2 · m3, then m1 · m3.
2.2.2 De¯nition (partially ordered vector space). A partially ordered vector
space is a partially ordered set (V;·), where V is a vector space over R and the
partial order relation · on V satis¯es:
² translation-invariance: 8v1;v2;v3 2 V : if v1 · v2, then v1 + v3 · v2 + v3,
² scaling-invariance: 8v1;v2 2 V 8® 2 R+: if v1 · v2, then ®v1 · ®v2.
In order to arrive at the de¯nition of a partially ordered salient space, we give the
following lemma, which introduces a way to de¯ne a partial order relation on a
salient space S, which is closely connected with S.
2.2.3 Lemma. Let K be a cone in a vector space V . De¯ne the order relation ·K
on V by
x1 ·K x2 :() x2 ¡ x1 2 K;
then ·K is re°exive, transitive, and anti-symmetric if and only if K is non-empty,
convex, and pointed, respectively.
Proof.
Suppose ·K is re°exive, then 8x 2 V : x ·K x or 0 = x ¡ x 2 K. So, K is
non-empty.
Suppose K is non-empty, then 0 2 K because K is closed under multiplication
over R+. Let x 2 V , then x ·K x because x ¡ x = 0 2 K.2.2. Partial order relation and lattice structure 43
Suppose ·K is transitive. Let k1;k2 2 K and ¿ 2 (0;1). Since K is a cone, we
¯nd ¿k1 2 K and (1 ¡ ¿)k2 2 K, i.e., 0 ·K ¿k1 and (¿ ¡ 1)k2 ·K 0. The order
relation ·K is transitive, so (¿ ¡ 1)k2 ·K ¿k1 and hence ¿k1 + (1 ¡ ¿)k2 2 K.
Suppose K is convex and suppose x1 ·K x2 and x2 ·K x3 for some x1;x2;x3 2 V .




Hence, we conclude x1 ·K x3.
Suppose ·K is anti-symmetric and x 2 V satis¯es x 2 K and ¡x 2 K. Then, we
¯nd 0 ·K x and 0 ·K ¡x, i.e., x = 0. We conclude that K is pointed.
Suppose K is pointed and x1 ·K x2 and x2 ·K x1 for some x1;x2 2 V . Then
x2 ¡ x1 2 K and x1 ¡ x2 2 K. The cone K is pointed so x1 ¡ x2 = 0 and we
conclude x1 = x2. So ·K is anti-symmetric. 2
With the help of the above lemma, the following proposition is easy to prove.
2.2.4 Proposition. Let V be a vector space and K a pointed convex cone in V ,
then (V;·K) is a partially ordered vector space. Let (V;·) be a partially ordered
vector space, then V+ := fx 2 V j 0 · xg is a pointed convex cone.
For a partially ordered vector space (V;·) we call the pointed convex cone V+,
de¯ned by V+ = fx 2 V j 0 · xg the positive cone of V . We remark that the
partially order relation · on V satis¯es for every x1;x2 2 V :
x1 · x2 () 9k 2 V+ : x1 + k = x2:
We continue by de¯ning a partial order relation on a salient space S, which can be
extended to a partial order relation on V [S]. It turns out that, with respect to this
order relation, the salient space V+[S] is equal to the positive cone (V [S])+ of V [S].
2.2.5 De¯nition (partial order relation on a salient space). On a salient
space S the partial order relation ·S is, for elements s1;s2 2 S, given by
s1 ·S s2 :() s2 2 s1 + S;
s1 <S s2 :() s2 2 s1 + (S n f0g):
Note that s1 ·S s2 is equivalent with s2 + S µ s1 + S.
2.2.6 De¯nition (partially ordered salient space). A partially ordered salient
space is a salient space S which is a partially ordered set with respect to the partial
order relation ·S.44 Salient Spaces
The partial order relation ·S, de¯ned on S, can be extended to a partial order
relation ·S on V [S], thus constructing the partially ordered vector space (V [S];·S).
2.2.7 De¯nition (partial order relation on V [S]). Let S be a salient space.
On the vector space V [S], reproduced by S, the partial order relation ·S is, for
every [(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S], given by
[(s1;s2)] ·S [(0;0)] :() s1 ·S s2
and
[(s1;s2)] ·S [(t1;t2)] :() [(s1 + t2;s2 + t1)] ·S [(0;0)]:
Note that this partial order relation on V [S] satis¯es for all s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S:
[(s1;s2)] ·S [(t1;t2)] () 9s 2 S : [(s1;s2)] + [(s;0)] = [(t1;t2)];
and
[(s1;s2)] ·S [(t1;t2)] () [(t2;t1)] ·S [(s2;s1)]:
Furthermore, the positive cone (V [S])+ = f[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] j [(0;0)] ·S [(s1;s2)]g is
isomorphic with S, and therefore equal to the salient space V+[S]. Indeed, for every
[(s1;s2)] 2 (V [S])+, we ¯nd that 9s 2 S : [(s1;s2)] = [(s;0)].
2.2.8 De¯nition (order set, order unit). A subset U of a salient space S is an
order set for S if
8s 2 S 9u 2 sal(U) : s ·S u:
An element u of a salient space S is an order unit for S if fug is an order set of S.
We remark that u 2 S is an order unit if and only if
8s 2 S 9¸ > 0 : s ·S ¸u:
Clearly, if a salient space S has a subset A such that S = sal(A), i.e., if S is gener-
ated by A, then A is an order set of S. This implies that every ¯nitely generated
salient space has a ¯nite order set.
Without proof, we state the following lemma, which implies that every ¯nitely gen-
erated salient space has an order unit.
2.2.9 Lemma. Let U be a ¯nite order set of a salient space S, then
P
u2U u is an
order unit for S.2.2. Partial order relation and lattice structure 45
2.2.10 Proposition. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional salient space. Then S has a
¯nite order set.
Proof.
Set n := lin dim(S). Since spanV [S](V+[S]) = V [S], there is a set U = fu1;:::;ung ½
S such that fJS (u1);:::JS (un)g is a linear basis of V [S]. Let s 2 S, then there



















2.2.11 Corollary. Every ¯nite-dimensional salient space has an order unit.
Clearly, if u is an order unit for a salient space S, then for every s 2 S, the element
u + s is also an order unit for S. Since, by de¯nition, s0 2 S is an order unit if and
only if 8s 2 S 9¸ > 0 : s0 2 1
¸s + S, we ¯nd the following proposition.
2.2.12 Proposition. Let S be a salient space and let u 2 S. Then u is an order
unit in S if and only if u 2 int(S).
2.2.13 Example. For every n 2 N, the order relation of Rn, induced by the salient
space Rn
+, equals the Euclidean order relation of Rn. Hence, every strictly positive
element of Rn
+ serves as order unit, and, conversely, every order unit is a strictly
positive element of Rn
+. 3
2.2.14 Example. On the salient space S = f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g [ f(0;0)g of
Example 2.1.5, the order relation ·S is, for every (x1;x2);(y1;y2) 2 S, given by







Every element of S n f(0;0)g is an order unit for S. 346 Salient Spaces
2.2.15 Example. Let S be the salient space of all real, positive n £ n matrices
of Example 2.1.6. Then the identity matrix I is an order unit for S, since 8A 2 S :
A ·S ¸max I, where ¸max is the largest eigenvalue of A. 3
The following lemma, concerning isomorphic salient spaces and order units, is a
direct consequence of Proposition 2.1.29 and Proposition 2.2.12.
2.2.16 Proposition. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces with respect
to the salient isomorphism L : S ! T. If u is an order unit of S, then L(u) is an
order unit for T.
The following lemma shows the bounding properties in V [S], of an order unit of a
salient space S.
2.2.17 Lemma. Let u be an order unit for S, and let [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S]. Then
9¸ ¸ 0 : ¡¸[(u;0)] ·S [(s1;s2)] ·S ¸[(u;0)]:
Proof.
Since u is an order unit for S, we ¯nd
½
9¸1 ¸ 0 : s1 ·S ¸1u
9¸2 ¸ 0 : s2 ·S ¸2u
:
De¯ne ¸ := maxf¸1;¸2g, then
½
s1 ·S s2 + ¸u
s2 ·S s1 + ¸u
: 2
In [1], Aliprantis, Brown and Burkinshaw generalise the Arrow-Debreu model of
a pure exchange economy (as described in Section 1.2.1) by replacing the set R
k0
+
representing all commodity bundles, by a vector lattice or Riesz space. After the fol-
lowing short introduction (cf. [34], [1]) of some lattice related concepts regarding a
partially ordered set, we give the de¯nition of a vector lattice, and investigate some
properties concerning salient spaces and lattice structures. In particular, we will
see that the order relation associated with every salient space does not necessarily
have a lattice structure. Hence, a generalisation of the Arrow-Debreu model using
a vector lattice as the basic concept is incomparable with a generalisation based on
the concept of salient space.
2.2.18 De¯nition (upper bound, least upper bound, lower bound, great-
est lower bound, lattice, vector lattice, Riesz space). Let A be a subset of
a partially ordered set (M;·). An upper bound for the set A ½ M is an element
u 2 M satisfying 8a 2 A : a · u. A least upper bound for the set A is an upper
bound u satisfying u · v for every upper bound v of A. A lower bound for the set
A is an element l 2 M satisfying 8a 2 A : l · a. A greatest lower bound for the2.2. Partial order relation and lattice structure 47
set A is a lower bound l satisfying k · l for every lower bound k of A. A partially
ordered set (M;·) is a lattice if every pair fm1;m2g of elements of M has a least
upper bound and a greatest lower bound. For every m1;m2 2 M the least upper
bound and greatest lower bound of fm1;m2g is denoted by m1 _ m2, and m1 ^ m2,
respectively. A partially ordered vector space (V;·) that is a lattice, is called a
vector lattice or a Riesz space.
2.2.19 Lemma. Let S be salient space, let s1;s2;s3 2 S and consider the partially
ordered set (S;·S). If s2 _ s3 exists in S, then (s1 + s2) _ (s1 + s3) exists in S and
(s1 + s2) _ (s1 + s3) = s1 + (s2 _ s3):
Proof.
Clearly, if s2 _ s3 exists in S, then s1 + (s2 _ s3) is an upper bound of the set
fs1+s2;s1+s3g. Furthermore, suppose u 2 S is an upper bound of fs1+s2;s1+s3g,
then s1 + s2 · u and s1 + s3 · u implies that there are p;q 2 S such that
s1 + s2 + p = u and s1 + s3 + q = u:
Amongst others, this implies that s2+p is an upper bound of the set fs2;s3g, hence,
s1 + (s2 _ s3) · u. We conclude that s1 + (s2 _ s3) is the least upper bound of
fs1 + s2;s1 + s3g. 2
2.2.20 Proposition. Let S be a salient space, satisfying that every pair of ele-
ments of S has a least upper bound, with respect to the partial order relation ·S.
Then (S;·S) is a lattice.
Proof.
We need to prove that every pair of elements of S has a greatest lower bound in
S. To this end, let s1;s2 2 S, and let s1 _ s2 be the least upper bound of the set
fs1;s2g. There are t1;t2 2 S such that
s1 + t1 = (s1 _ s2) and s2 + t2 = (s1 _ s2):
Since t1 ·S (s1 _ s2) and t2 ·S (s1 _ s2), we ¯nd (t1 _ t2) ·S (s1 _ s2), hence there
is u 2 S such that
(t1 _ t2) + u = (s1 _ s2):
We will prove that u is the greatest lower bound of the set fs1;s2g. Clearly, t1+u ·S
(s1 _ s2) = s1 + t1 implies that u ·S s1. Similarly, we can prove that u ·S s2,
hence u is a lower bound of fs1;s2g. Suppose b 2 S is a lower bound of fs1;s2g,48 Salient Spaces
and reconsider t1;t2 2 S as de¯ned above. Then we ¯nd b + t1 ·S (s1 _ s2) and
b + t2 ·S (s1 _ s2). Hence, Lemma 2.2.19 implies
b + (t1 _ t2) = (b + t1) _ (b + t2) ·S (s1 _ s2) = u + (t1 _ t2);
i.e., b ·S u, and we conclude u = s1 ^ s2. 2
The following proposition is illustrated by Figure 2.2.1.
2.2.21 Proposition. Let S be a salient space. Then (S;·S) is a lattice if and
only if












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Suppose (S;·S) is a lattice. Let s1;s2 2 S and let t 2 S satisfy t is the least upper
bound of fs1;s2g. Then s1 ·S t and s2 ·S t implies t + S µ (s1 + S) \ (s2 + S).
Suppose 9u 2 ((s1 + S) \ (s2 + S)) n (t + S), then u is an upper bound of fs1;s2g
satisfying :(t ·S u). This is in contradiction with t being the least upper bound of
fs1;s2g, hence, we conclude t + S = (s1 + S) \ (s2 + S).
For the converse, let s1;s2 2 S. We ¯nd that for every s 2 (s1 + S) \ (s1 + S), the
element s is an upper bound of fs1;s2g. By assumption 9t 2 S : (s1+S)\(s2+S) =
t + S. Clearly, this implies that t is an upper bound of fs1;s2g and that for every
u 2 S for which u is an upper bound of fs1;s2g there is s 2 S such that t + s = u.
By Lemma 2.2.20, (S;·S) is a lattice. 22.2. Partial order relation and lattice structure 49
2.2.22 Example. The positive orthant Rn
+ with the Euclidean order relation is a
lattice. 3
2.2.23 Example. Since every triple of vectors in the interior of some half-space
of R2 satis¯es that at least one of the vectors is a nonnegative combination of the
other two, every pointed convex cone S in R2 is generated by at most two linearly
independent vectors. In case S is generated by exactly two linearly independent
vectors, these generators form a basis of R2. Thus, S is isomorphic with R2
+ with
the Euclidean order relation and therefore has a lattice structure. 3
The following two examples show that not every salient space has a lattice structure.
2.2.24 Example. Recall the salient space S = sal(A0) of Example 2.1.12, with
A0 = f(1;1;1);(1;¡1;1);(¡1;1;1);(¡1;¡1;¡1)g ½ R3. We prove that S does not
have a lattice structure by showing that the pair fs;tg ½ S, where s = (0;¡1;1)
and t = (0;1;1), does not have a least upper bound. First, note that in order for an
element u 2 S to qualify as an upper bound of the set fs;tg, u has to satisfy
½
(u1;u2 + 1;u3 ¡ 1) 2 S
(u1;u2 ¡ 1;u3 ¡ 1) 2 S:
Note (cf. Figure2.1.1), that for every n 2 N, the intersection with S and the
hyperplane x3 = n, results in a square with sides of length 2n. Hence, the di®erence
of two units in the x2-coordinate of (u1;u2+1;u3¡1) and (u1;u2¡1;u3¡1) implies
u3¡1 ¸ 1, i.e., u3 ¸ 2. Secondly, since both (1;0;2) and (¡1;0;2) are upper bounds
for the set fs;tg, in order to qualify as the least upper bound, the element u has to
satisfy ½
(1 ¡ u1;¡u2;2 ¡ u3) 2 S
(¡1 ¡ u1;¡u2;2 ¡ u3) 2 S:
The di®erence of two units in the x1-coordinate implies 2¡u3 ¸ 1, i.e., u3 · 1. We
conclude that the set fs;tg does not have a least upper bound. 3
2.2.25 Example. (cf. [14, x72]) Let n 2 N. Then the salient space of all positive
n £ n matrices is not a lattice. Consider the salient space S of all positive 2 £ 2
matrices of Example 2.1.20. The partial order relation ·S on S is given by M ·S
N :() N ¡ M 2 S.












does not have a least upper bound. Suppose U 2 S is an upper bound of fA;Bg.
Then U ¡ A 2 S and U ¡ B 2 S imply that
U =
µ
1 + " µ






" ¸ 0;± ¸ 0
µ2 · "(1 + ±)
µ2 · ±(1 + "):
Choosing, for example, " = ± = 1 and µ =
p









which is an upper bound of fA;Bg. By choosing " = ± = µ = 0, we ¯nd that I is
also an upper bound of fA;Bg. Furthermore, U ·S I implies U = I. However, I is
not the least upper bound of fA;Bg since :(I ·S V ).
Let n 2 N. We recall that an n £ n matrix M is positive if and only if M is
symmetrical and satis¯es 8x 2 Rn : hMx;xi ¸ 0. Since we can replace the 2 £ 2










respectively, and repeat the above reasoning, this implies that the salient space of
all real, positive n £ n matrices is not a lattice. 3
Without proof, we state the following lemma concerning isomorphic salient spaces
and lattices.
2.2.26 Proposition. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces, and let L :
S ! T be a salient isomorphism. Then (T;·T) is a lattice, if and only if (S;·S)
is a lattice. Furthermore, the salient isomorphism L satis¯es for all s1;s2 2 S :
L(s1 _ s2) = L(s1) _ L(s2).
2.2.27 Proposition. Let S be a salient space for which the partially ordered set
(S;·S) is a lattice. Then (V [S];·S) is a vector lattice.
Proof.
Let [(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S]. Since (S;·S) is a lattice, there are ps;pt 2 S such
that
ps + s2 = (s2 _ t2) and pt + t2 = (s2 _ t2):
We shall prove that
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is the least upper bound of the pair f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g. Firstly, we see that
s1 + (s2 _ t2) = s1 + ps + s2 ·S (s1 + ps) _ (t1 + pt) + s2
means
[(s1;s2)] ·S [( (s1 + ps) _ (t1 + pt) ; (s2 _ t2) )]:
By symmetry, we can prove that
[(t1;t2)] ·S [( (s1 + ps) _ (t1 + pt) ; (s2 _ t2) )]:
Hence, [((s1+ps)_(t1+pt); s2_t2)] is an upper bound of the set f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g.
Suppose [(b1;b2)] is an upper bound of f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g, then
½
ps + s1 + b2 ·S ps + s2 + b1 = b1 + (s2 _ t2)
pt + t1 + b2 ·S pt + t2 + b1 = b1 + (s2 _ t2)
and Lemma 2.2.19 imply that
b2 + (ps + s1) _ (pt + t1) = (ps + s1 + b2) _ (pt + t1 + b2) ·S b1 + (s2 _ t2):
We conclude that
[( (ps + s1) _ (pt + t1) ; (s2 _ t2) )] ·S [(b1;b2)]:
Next, we have to prove that the greatest lower bound of the set f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g
exists. We show that
[( (s1 _ t1) ; (s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt) )]
is the greatest lower bound of the pair f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g, where qs;qt 2 S satisfy
s1 + qs = (s1 _ t1) and t1 + qt = (s1 _ t1):
Firstly, we see that
(s1 _ t1) + s2 = s1 + qs + s2 ·S s1 + (qs + s2) _ (qt + t2)
means
[( (s1 _ t1) ; (s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt) )] ·S [(s1;s2)]:
Similarly, we can prove that
[( (s1 _ t1) ; (s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt) )] ·S [(t1;t2)]:
Hence, [((s1_t1); (s2+qs)_(t2+qt))] is a lower bound of the set f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g.
Suppose [(b1;b2)] is a lower bound of f[(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]g, then
½
b1 + s2 + qs ·S b2 + s1 + qs = b2 + (s1 _ t1)
b1 + t2 + qt ·S b2 + t1 + qt = b2 + (s1 _ t1)52 Salient Spaces
and Lemma 2.2.19 imply that
b1 + (s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt) = (b1 + s2 + qs) _ (b1 + t2 + qt) ·S b2 + (s1 _ t1):
So, we conclude that [(b1;b2)] ·S [( (s1 _ t1) ; (s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt) )]. 2
If a partially ordered vector space (V;·) is a vector lattice, we can de¯ne the fol-
lowing concepts (cf. [1, page 88]). With each element v 2 V , its positive part v+,
its negative part v¡ and its absolute value jvj are de¯ned by the formulas
v
+ := v _ 0; v
¡ := (¡v) _ 0 and jvj := v _ (¡v):
The following identities hold:
v = v
+ ¡ v
¡ and jvj = v
+ + v
¡:
Furthermore, the absolute value function satis¯es the triangle inequality, i.e., for
each pair v1;v2 2 V , we have
jv1 + v2j · jv1j + jv2j:
Finally, we want to mention the following relation: 8v1;v2 2 V :
(¡v1) _ (¡v2) = ¡(v1 ^ v2):
2.2.28 Remark. According to the proof of Proposition 2.2.27, we ¯nd that for
every [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S]:
[(s1;s2)]
+ = [(s1 _ s2;s2)] and [(s1;s2)]
¡ = [(s1 _ s2;s1)]:
Furthermore, the proof of Proposition 2.2.27 implies that 8v1;v2 2 V [S] : (¡v1) _
(¡v2) = ¡(v1 ^ v2). Indeed, for every [(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S], we can derive
(¡[(s1;s2)]) _ (¡[(t1;t2)])
= [(s2;s1)] _ [(t2;t1)]
= [((s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt);s1 _ t1)]
= ¡[(s1 _ t1;(s2 + qs) _ (t2 + qt))]
= ¡([(s1;s2)] ^ [(t1;t2)]);
where qs and qt are as de¯ned in the proof of Proposition 2.2.27. 3
The concluding theorem of this section is a consequence of Proposition 2.2.20, Propo-
sition 2.2.27 and Proposition 2.2.4.2.3. Pairing and duality 53
2.2.29 Theorem. Let (V;·) be a partially ordered vector space. If every pair of
elements of the positive cone V+ = fv 2 V j 0 · V g has a least upper bound, then
(V;·) is a vector lattice.
In the following example we show that although a partially ordered vector space
may not be a vector lattice, it is possible that for every v 2 V , the positive part v+
and the negative part v¡ exist in V+. In Proposition 3.1.35 we will see that in a
partially ordered vector space, this property simpli¯es the construction of a salient
semi-metric from a semi-norm on the salient space V+.
2.2.30 Example. Let n 2 N and let S be the salient space of all real positive
n £ n matrices. Recall that V [S] is the set of all real symmetric n £ n matrices.
In the above example we have seen that (S;·S) is not a lattice. However, we
show that every element M of the partially ordered vector space (V [S] ·S), the
least upper bound (and therefore also the greatest lower bound) of the set f0;Mg
exists in S. Indeed, let M 2 V [S], and let P be the projection onto the eigenspace
corresponding with the positive eigenvalues of M. Similarly, let Q be the projection
onto the eigenspace corresponding with the non-positive eigenvalues of M. Then,
we can write M = PMP + QMQ. De¯ne M+ := PMP and M¡ := ¡QMQ.
Clearly, 0 ·S M+ and 0 ·S M¡, by construction. Since M¡ = M+ ¡ M this
implies M ·S M+ and ¡M ·s M¡. Hence, M+ is an upper bound of f0;Mg.
Suppose U 2 V [S] satis¯es 0 ·S U, M ·S U and U ·S M+, then U satis¯es
0 ·S PUP and 0 ·S QUQ. Since U = PUP + PUQ + QUP + QUQ, we ¯nd
that U ·S M+ implies P(U ¡ M)P + PUQ + QUP + QUQ ·S 0. Thus we ¯nd
0 ·S P(U ¡ M)P and QUQ ·S 0. Combined, we ¯nd QUQ = 0. Furthermore,
M ·S U implies PUP = PMP. Hence, U = M+ + PUQ + QUP ·S M+,
i.e., PUQ + QUP ·S 0. This means that 8x 2 Rn : h(PUQ + QUP)x;xi =
2hUQx;Pxi ¸ 0. Since PQ = 0, we ¯nd that PUQ + QUP = 0, and we conclude
U = M+. 3
2.3 Pairing and duality
Following [18, Section 16], we introduce the concept of pairing of two vector spaces.
2.3.1 De¯nition (bi-linear form and linear pairing).
A bi-linear form on the product of two vector spaces V and W, is a function B :
V £ W ! R such that for all v;v1;v2 2 V , all w;w1;w2 2 W and all ®1;®2 2 R:
½
B(®1v1 + ®2v2;w) = ®1B(v1;w) + ®2B(v2;w)
B(v;®1w1 + ®2w2) = ®1B(v;w1) + ®2B(v;w2):
A linear pairing is an ordered pair fV ; W ;B g of vector spaces together with a
bi-linear form on their product.54 Salient Spaces
2.3.2 Example. Let H be a Hilbert space (cf. [20]) with inner product h:;:i, then
fH ; H ;h:;:i g is a linear pairing. 3
2.3.3 De¯nition (adjoint of a vector space). Let V be a vector space. The
adjoint of V , denoted by V ¤, is the set of all linear functions F : V ! R.
Each linear pairing fV ; W ;B g de¯nes a mapping from either of the two vector
spaces into the adjoint of the other. The linear map M : W ! V ¤ carries a
member w 2 W into the linear function Mw on V such that Mw(v) = B(v;w)
for all v 2 V . Because of the de¯nition of the bi-linear form, the map M is lin-
ear, and the image of each member of W is a linear function on V . Consequently,
M(W) := fMw 2 V ¤ j w 2 Wg is a linear subspace of the adjoint V ¤ of V .
On the other hand, if W is an arbitrary linear subspace of V ¤, the canonical pairing
of V and W is the bi-linear form on V £ W, de¯ned by Bcan(v;w) = w(v), for all
v 2 V and w 2 W.
In the general case, where W is not a linear subspace of V ¤, we can identify an
element w 2 W and its image Mw. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that Mw1
and Mw2 may be equal for distinct elements w1 and w2 of W. In case both the
mapping from V into W ¤ and the mapping from W into V ¤ are homomorphisms,
we say that the pairing is non-degenerate.
Next, we show that the concept of non-degenerate pairing is strongly related to the
concept of separating set. We recall that for a vector space V , a set F ½ V ¤ is said
to be separating the elements of a subset A ½ V if
8a1;a2 2 A;a1 6= a2 9f 2 F : f(a1) 6= f(a2):
If A is a linear set, this narrows down to 8a 2 A n f0g 9f 2 F : f(a) 6= 0.
2.3.4 De¯nition (separating set). Consider a linear pairing fV ; W ;B g, and
let A be a subset of W. The set A separates the elements of V with respect to the
bi-linear form B (or in short: A separates V ) if M(A) = fMa j a 2 Ag separates
the elements of V , i.e., if for all v 2 V nf0g there is an a 2 A such that Ma(v) 6= 0.
2.3.5 Lemma. The linear pairing fV ; W ;B g is non-degenerate if and only if V
separates W, and W separates V , both with respect to the bi-linear form B.2.3. Pairing and duality 55
Proof.
Recall that for two elements F1 and F2 in the adjoint V ¤ of a vector space V , we
say that F1 6= F2 if and only if 8v 2 V : F1(v) 6= F2(v). We show that the linear
map M : W ! V ¤, induced by B, is a homomorphism if and only if V separates
the elements of W. Clearly the linear mapping M is a homomorphism if and only
if
8w1;w2 2 W : ( w1 6= w2 ) =) ( Mw1 6= Mw2 )
of which the latter is equivalent with 9v 2 V : Mw1(v) 6= Mw2(v). Hence M is a
homomorphism if and only if
8w1;w2 2 W (8v 2 V : Mw1(v) = Mw2(v)) =) (w1 = w2):
2
Adapting the above concepts to our salient space-setting, we obtain the following
construction.
2.3.6 De¯nition (bi-salient form and salient pairing). A bi-salient form on
the product of two salient spaces S and T, is a function B : S £ T ! R+ such that
for all s;s1;s2 2 S, all t;t1;t2 2 T and all ®1;®2 ¸ 0:
½
B(®1s1 + ®2s2;t) = ®1B(s1;t) + ®2B(s2;t)
B(s;®1t1 + ®2t2) = ®1B(s;t1) + ®2B(s;t2):
A salient pairing is an ordered triple fS ; T ;B g of salient spaces S and T together
with a bi-salient form B on their product.






is a salient pairing where






where for every x 2 R+ and every (y1;y2) 2 R2
+
the bi-salient form B is de¯ned by B(x;(y1;y2)) := xy2 is a salient pairing. When
we de¯ne the salient mapping L : R+ ! R2
+, for every x 2 R+ by L(x) = (0;x)
then the salient spaces R+ and L(R+) are isomorphic. Note that replacing the






is again a salient pairing. 3
2.3.9 Example. Let S be the salient space of all real, positive n £ n matrices.
De¯ne the bi-salient form B : S£S ! R+, for every A;B 2 S, by B(A;B) = tr(AB).
Here tr(AB) denotes the trace (cf. [14]) of the product of matrices A and B. Then
fS ; S ;tr g is a salient pairing. 356 Salient Spaces
2.3.10 Example. Let S := f(s1;s2;s3) 2 R3 j (s1)2 + (s2)2 · s3g and T :=
f(t1;t2;t3) 2 R3 j (t2)2 + (t3)2 · t1g. De¯ne the bi-salient form B : S £ T ! R+ by
B((s1;s2;s3);(t1;t2;t3)) := t1s3 + t2s1 + t3s2;
then fS ; T ;B g is a salient pairing. We remark that the bi-salient form B, contrary
to the bi-salient forms of Examples 2.3.7 and 2.3.9, is not directly based on the inner
product of a Hilbert space. Indeed, s = (1;¡1;2) 2 S satis¯es s1s3+s2s1+s3s2 < 0,
where an inner product on a vector space V satis¯es 8v 2 V : hv;vi ¸ 0. 3
2.3.11 Proposition. If fS ; T ;B g is a salient pairing, then fV [S]; V [T];Bext g
is a linear pairing, where for every [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] and [(t1;t2)] 2 V [T], the bi-linear
form Bext is de¯ned by
B
ext([(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]) := B(s1;t1) ¡ B(s1;t2) ¡ B(s2;t1) + B(s2;t2):
Furthermore, if fS ; T ;B g is non-degenerate, then fV [S]; V [T];Bext g is non-
degenerate.
Proof.
Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing. It is easy to check that the de¯nition of
Bext is independent of the choice of the representatives (s1;s2) and (t1;t2), and
that with this de¯nition Bext is a bi-linear form on the product V [S] £ V [T]. If
B([(s1;s2)];[(t1;t2)]) = 0 for every [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S], then
8s 2 S : B([(s;0)];[(t1;t2)]) = B(s;t1) ¡ B(s;t2) = 0;
and we conclude t1 = t2, or, in other words, [(t1;t2)] = [(0;0)]. 2
2.3.12 De¯nition (salient function). A salient function is a salient mapping F
from a salient space S into R+.
Recall from the de¯nition of salient mapping that every salient function F on a
salient space S satis¯es for all s;s1;s2 2 S and for all ® 2 R+:
½
F(s1 + s2) = F(s1) + F(s2)
F(®s) = ®F(s):
Furthermore, by De¯nition 2.1.25, we ¯nd that for every salient function F : S ! R+
its extension Fext : V [S] ! R is, for every s1;s2 2 S, given by
F
ext([(s1;s2)]) = F(s1) ¡ F(s2):2.3. Pairing and duality 57
2.3.13 De¯nition (adjoint of a salient space). Let S be s a salient space. The
adjoint of S, denoted by S¤, is the set of all salient functions on S.
If addition and positive scalar multiplication are de¯ned pointwise in S¤, then S¤
is a salient space with the zero-function as its vertex. Clearly, if T is a salient sub-
space of S then S¤ µ T ¤. Furthermore, note that for every F 2 S¤ the extension
Fext 2 (V [S])¤ of S, corresponds with [(F;0)] 2 V [S¤].
The partial order relation ·S¤ on the adjoint S¤ of a salient space S satis¯es, for
every F;G 2 S¤:
F ·S¤ G () 8s 2 S : F(s) · G(s);
F <S¤ G () (8s 2 S : F(s) · G(s)) ^ (9s 2 S : F(s) < G(s)):
Besides a partial order relation on V [S¤] (cf. De¯nition 2.2.5 and subsequent con-
struction), the partial order relation ·S¤ on S¤ also induces a partial order rela-
tion ·¤ on (V [S])¤: for every f;g 2 (V [S])¤ we de¯ne
f ·¤ g :() 8s 2 S : f([(s;0)]) · g([(s;0)]);
f <¤ g :() (8s 2 S : f([(s;0)]) · g([(s;0)])) ^ (9s 2 S : f([(s;0)]) < g([(s;0)])):
Similar to the vector space situation, each salient pairing fS ; T ;B g de¯nes a map-
ping from either of the two salient spaces into the set of all salient functions on the
other. The salient map M : T ! S¤, induced by B, carries a member t 2 T into
the salient function Mt on S such that Mt(s) = B(s;t) for all s 2 S. Because of
the de¯nition of the bi-salient form, the map M is salient, and the image of each
member of T is a salient function on S. Consequently, M(T) := fMt 2 S¤ j t 2 Tg
is a salient subspace of the adjoint S¤ of S. If T is an arbitrary salient subspace of
S¤, then S and T form a salient pairing with the canonical bi-salient form Bcan on
S £ T, for all s 2 S and t 2 T, de¯ned by Bcan(s;t) = t(s). In the general case,
where T is not a salient subspace of S¤, we can identify an element t 2 T and its
image Mt. In case both the mapping from S into T ¤ and the mapping from T into
S¤ are a salient homomorphism, we say that the pairing is non-degenerate.
2.3.14 De¯nition (separating set). Consider a salient pairing fS ; T ;B g, and
let A be a subset of T. The set A separates the elements of S, with respect to the
bi-salient form B, if M(A) := fMa j a 2 Ag separates the elements of S, i.e., if for
all s1;s2 2 S, with s1 6= s2, there is an a 2 A such that Ma(s1) 6= Ma(s2).
Similar to the vector space situation, we ¯nd the following lemma.58 Salient Spaces
2.3.15 Lemma. A salient pairing fS ; T ;B g is non-degenerate if and only if S
separates T and T separates S, both with respect to the bi-salient form B.
2.3.16 Corollary. Since every salient space S separates the elements of its ad-
joint S¤, the canonical pairing fS ; S¤ ;Bcan g is non-degenerate if S¤ separates the
elements of S.












of Example 2.3.8 is not. 3
In the following statements we further explore the connection between a salient
pairing fS ; T ;B g and the properties of the vector spaces reproduced by S and T.
2.3.18 Lemma. Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing. Then a set A ½ T separates
the elements of S if and only if the collection AV [T] := f[(a1;a2)] 2 V [T] j a1;a2 2 Ag
separates the elements of V [S].
Proof.
Let s1;s2 2 S. Consider the following sequence of equivalent statements
8a 2 A : B(s1;a) = B(s2;a);
8a1;a2 2 A : B(s1;a1) + B(s2;a2) = B(s2;a1) + B(s1;a2);
8[(a1;a2)] 2 AV [T] : B(s1;a1) + B(s2;a2) ¡ B(s2;a1) ¡ B(s1;a2) = 0;
8[(a1;a2)] 2 AV [T] : Bext([(s1;s2)];[(a1;a2)]) = 0;
where Bext is de¯ned in Proposition 2.3.11. Note that s1 6= s2 is equivalent with
[(s1;s2)] 6= [(0;0)]. 2
2.3.19 Corollary. A salient pairing fS ; T ;B g is non-degenerate if and only if
the linear pairing fV [S]; V [T];Bext g is non-degenerate.
2.3.20 Example. Reconsider the two salient spaces S and T of Example 2.3.10.
Let JS be the salient isomorphism between S and V+[S], and let JT be the salient
isomorphism between T and V+[T]. Since JS (S) separates V [T] and JT (T) sepa-
rates V [S], we conclude that the salient pairing fS ; T ;B g is non-degenerate. 32.3. Pairing and duality 59
2.3.21 De¯nition (partial order relations related to a salient pairing).
Let fS ; T ;B g be a non-degenerate salient pairing. The partial order relation ·B,
induced by the salient space T on the salient space S is, for elements s1;s2 2 S,
given by
s1 ·B s2 :() 8t 2 T : B(s1;t) · B(s2;t):
Similarly, the partial order relation ·B on T, is for all t1;t2 2 T given by
t1 ·B t2 :() 8s 2 S : B(s;t1) · B(s;t2):
Note that ·B, de¯ned above, both on S and on T, is a partial order relation, since
T separates S and S separates T.
2.3.22 Proposition. Let fS ; T ;B g be a non-degenerate salient pairing. Then
the partial order relation ·B on S satis¯es:
8s1;s2 2 S : s1 ·S s2 =) s1 ·B s2:
If a salient space and its adjoint form a non-degenerate salient pairing, then, by
de¯nition, there is a salient homomorphism L from S in the adjoint S¤¤ of S¤, i.e.,
S is embedded in the salient space S¤¤. Hence, we can consider the following partial
order relation on S, induced by S¤¤: for every s1;s2 2 S, we de¯ne
s1 ·S¤¤ s2 :() 9x 2 S¤¤ : s1 + LÃ(x) = s2
() 8F 2 S¤ : (LÃ(s1))(F) · (LÃ(s2))(F)
() 8F 2 S¤ : F(s1) · F(s2):
In case the salient homomorphism from S into S¤¤ turns out to be a salient isomor-
phism, i.e., in case all positive functions on S¤ arise from elements of S, we say that
the salient space S is re°exive. Hence, we ¯nd the following lemma.
2.3.23 Lemma. Let S be a re°exive salient space. Then the partial order rela-
tion ·S on S is equivalent with the partial order relation ·S¤¤ on S, i.e., 8s1;s2 2 S:
s1 ·S s2 () 8F 2 S
¤ : F(s1) · F(s2):
Clearly, if S is re°exive then V [S] is isomorphic with V [S¤¤]. One may wonder
whether in this case V [S] is also isomorphic with (V [S])¤¤. The underlying problem
is under which conditions V [S¤] is isomorphic with (V [S])¤. Clearly, the linear map




1 ([(s1;s2)]) ¡ F
ext
2 ([(s1;s2)]);
is a homomorphism from V [S¤] into (V [S])¤.60 Salient Spaces
One of the questions we try to answer in the next chapter, especially in Section 3.3,
is under which condition, the homomorphism L is an isomorphism. The following
counterexample shows, among other things, that V [S¤] is not necessarily isomorphic
to (V [S])¤.
2.3.24 Example. Consider the salient space S = f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g [
f(0;0)g of Example 2.1.5. The adjoint S¤ of S satis¯es S¤ = f(0;f) 2 R2 j f ¸ 0g.
Clearly, the natural pairing fS ; S¤ ;Bcan g is not non-degenerate, and S is not
embedded in S¤¤. Furthermore, V [S¤] is not isomorphic with (V [S])¤. 3
The notion of non-degenerate pairing fS ; S¤ ;Bcan g also raises the question whether
the adjoint of a salient space S contains enough elements to be able to separate the
elements of S. The Hahn-Banach Theorem (cf. [7, Chapter III.6], [17, x6]) states
that if X is a real vector space and f is a linear function from a linear manifold M
of X into R, satisfying 8m 2 M : f(m) · q(m) where q : X ! R is a sub-linear
function, then there exists an extension ~ f : X ! R of f that remains dominated by
q, i.e., 8x 2 X : ~ f(x) · q(x). Note that the linearity of ~ f implies that
8x 2 X : ¡q(¡x) · ~ f(x) · q(x):
Hence, if we can ¯nd a non-trivial sub-linear function q on the vector space V [S],
satisfying 8s 2 S : q([(s;0)]) · 0, and a linear function f 6= 0 on a subspace of V [S],
then the Hahn-Banach Theorem implies that the linear function ¡ ~ f acts positively
on V+[S]. Since V+[S] is isomorphic with S, and since ~ f is not equal to the zero-
function, this would imply that the adjoint S¤ of S is non-trivial, i.e. is not equal to
f0g. In the following proposition we apply this construction to a partially ordered
vector space, using an order unit of the positive cone.
2.3.25 Proposition. Let (V;·) be a partially ordered vector space, let V+ be the
positive cone of V and assume that V+ has an order unit. Then there is a linear
function f 2 V ¤ such that 8s 2 V+ : f(s) ¸ 0.
Proof.
Let u be an order unit for V+. De¯ne the set K := V+ ¡ u and observe that 0 is an
internal point of K. Let pK : V ! R+ be the Minkowski functional (cf. [7, page
106]) of K, i.e.,
8v 2 V : pK(v) = inff¸ ¸ 0 j v 2 ¸Kg:
We remark that for every ¸ > 0 the set ¸K is equal to V+ ¡ ¸u. Since ¸u 2 V+ for
all ¸ ¸ 0, we ¯nd that 8¸ > 0 8s 2 V+ : s 2 ¸K. Hence, 8s 2 V+ : pK(s) = 0. Let
x 2 V , and de¯ne the subspace X of V , by X := f¸x j ¸ 2 Rg. We de¯ne the linear2.3. Pairing and duality 61
function g : X ! R for every ¸ 2 R by g(¸x) = ¸pK(x). By the Hahn-Banach
Theorem, there is a linear function ~ g : V ! R such that 8v 2 V : ~ g(v) · pK(v)
and ~ g(x) = pK(x). When we de¯ne the function f : V ! R by f := ¡~ g, then we
conclude 8s 2 V+ : f(s) ¸ 0. 2
Proposition 2.3.25 has the following direct consequence for salient spaces.
2.3.26 Proposition. If a salient space S has an order unit, then S¤ 6= f0g.
This proposition can also be proved in the following manner.
Proof.
Let u be an order unit for S. The set U ½ V [S], de¯ned by U := f¸[(u;0)] j ¸ 2 Rg,
is a subspace of V [S]. By Lemma 2.2.17, we ¯nd
8[(x1;x2)] 2 V [S] 9¸ ¸ 0 : ¡¸[(u;0)] · [(x1;x2)] · ¸[(u;0)]:
Thus, we can de¯ne the sub-linear function q : V [S] ! R by
q([(x1;x2)]) := inff¸ 2 R j [(x1;x2)] · ¸[(u;0)]g:
De¯ne fu(¸[(u;0)]) := ¸, for every ¸ 2 R. With this de¯nition, fu : U ! R is a
positive linear function on U satisfying 8¸ 2 R : fu(¸[(u;0)]) := q(¸[(u;0)]). By the
Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists a linear function ~ fu : V [S] ! R such that on
the set U, ~ fu is equal to fu, and 8[(x1;x2)] 2 V [S] : ¡q([x2;x1]) · ~ fu([(x1;x2)]) ·
q([(x1;x2)]). Hence, for all s 2 S : ~ fu([(0;s)]) · q([(0;s)]) · 0. 2
Recall that if u is an order unit for C, then so is ¸u + c for every c 2 C and every
¸ 2 R+. The above construction implies that for every order unit u, the function ~ fu
satis¯es ~ fu(u) = 1. Hence, existence of one order unit results in the existence of
in¯nitely many positive linear functions on C.
In the previous sections, for example on page 44, we have seen that every salient
space S is isomorphic with V+[S], and that V+[S] = (V [S])+. Since the adjoint S¤
of S is a salient space, we ¯nd that S¤ is isomorphic with V+[S¤] = (V [S¤])+ =
f[(F1;F2)] 2 V [S¤] j [(0;0)] ·S¤ [(F1;F2)]g. Furthermore, the salient mapping
L : S¤ ! (V [S])¤
+ = ff 2 (V [S])¤ j 8s 2 S : f([(s;0)]) ¸ 0g, for every G 2 S¤
de¯ned by L(G) := Gext, is a salient isomorphism.
2.3.27 De¯nition (self-adjoint salient space). A salient space S is self-adjoint
through the bi-salient form Bcan if there is a salient isomorphism L between S and
its adjoint S¤. For every s1;s2 2 S the bi-salient form Bcan is given by Bcan(s1;s2) =
(L(s2))(s1).62 Salient Spaces
2.3.28 Example. The ¯nitely generated salient space Rn




2.3.29 Example. The salient space S of all real, positive n £ n matrices is self-
adjoint, where for all A;F 2 S the action of F on A is given by tr(AF). Indeed,
for every positive linear function F : S ! R+, there is a set f®ij 2 R j i 2
f1;:::;ng;j ¸ ig such that for every A 2 S, we have F(A) :=
P
i;j¸i ®ijaij. Then






2®ij if j > i
fij := 1







®ijaij = F(A). Left to prove that F is positive.
Let x 2 Rn and de¯ne the matrix X by xij := xixj, then X is symmetric and satis¯es
8y 2 Rn : hXy;yi = (
P
i
xiyi)2 ¸ 0. We conclude that X 2 S. Since F 2 S¤, we






fijxixj = hFx;xi. 3
2.4 Extreme sets and salient bases
In this section, we show the connection between the concept of salient basis of a
salient space S, and the concept of extreme ray of S. We start with the de¯nition
of extreme set.
2.4.1 De¯nition (extreme set). Let K be a convex set. A subset E of K is
extreme if ¿k1 + (1 ¡ ¿)k2 2 E, with ¿ 2 (0;1) and k1;k2 2 K implies k1;k2 2 E.
In case an extreme set E consist of exactly one element, we call that element an
extreme point of K. Both the sets ; and K are extreme in K, and are called the
trivial extreme sets.
2.4.2 Proposition. Let E be an extreme set of a convex set K and let L be a
convex subset of K, then E \ L is an extreme set of L.
Proof.
Let e be an element of E \ L and assume e = ¿l1 +(1 ¡ ¿)l2 for certain l1 and l2 in
L, and ¿ 2 [0;1]. Since E is an extreme set of K both l1 and l2 belong to E. We
conclude that E \ L is an extreme set of L. 22.4. Extreme sets and salient bases 63
2.4.3 Proposition. Every extreme set of a salient space S is closed under multi-
plication over R+, i.e., is a cone in S.
Proof.
Let E be an extreme set of S and let e 2 E. Let ¸ ¸ 1. Then e = 1
¸¸e + (1 ¡ 1
¸)0,
where ¸e and 0 2 S. Since E is extreme in S, we ¯nd ¸e and 0 2 E. Let 0 · ¸ < 1.
Then e = 1
2¡¸¸e + (1 ¡ 1
2¡¸)2e, where ¸e and 2e 2 S. Since E is extreme in S, we
¯nd ¸e and 2e 2 E. 2
Note that this implies that every salient space has got exactly one extreme point,
namely its vertex.
2.4.4 Proposition. Let E be a non-empty, convex, extreme set of a salient
space S. Then E is a salient subspace of S.
Proof.
In order to prove this proposition, we only have to prove that E is closed under
addition. Let e1;e2 2 E. Since E is convex, we ¯nd 1
2e1 + 1
2e2 2 E. By Proposi-
tion 2.4.3, we ¯nd that 2(1
2e1 + 1
2e2)) = e1 + e2 2 E. 2
2.4.5 Example. Consider the salient space S of Example 2.1.12, generated by
the ¯nite set A0. For every element a0 2 A0 the ray fs 2 S j 9¸ ¸ 0 : s = ¸a0g is
extreme in S. Moreover, the set E = ray(A0) is extreme in S. Note that E is not
convex. We also observe that, for example, sal(A0) = sal(A0 [ f(0;0;1)g) and that
the ray generated by (0;0;1) is not an extreme ray of sal(A0). 3
Without proof we state the following lemma concerning isomorphic salient spaces
and extreme sets.
2.4.6 Lemma. Let S and T be two isomorphic salient spaces with respect to the
salient isomorphism L : S ! T. If E is an extreme set of S, then L(E) is an
extreme set of T.
Next, we focus on the relationship between a salient basis of a salient space S
and extreme rays of S. Recall (De¯nition 2.1.15) that a salient basis is a saliently
independent collection ray(B) of rays, such that B ½ S nf0g and sal(B) = S. Also,
recall that it is possible that a salient space does not have a salient basis.
2.4.7 Lemma. Let S be a salient space, generated by the set S0 ½ S n f0g. Let
E 6= f0g be a non-empty extreme set of S. Then, E \ S0 6= ;.64 Salient Spaces
Proof.
Let e 2 E n f0g. Since the set S0 generates S, there is a ¯nite set F ½ S0, with at
least two elements, such that e 2 sal(F). By assumption, e 6= 0, hence
9f0 2 F 9® > 0 9f 2 sal(F n ff0g) : e = ®f0 + f:
Proposition 2.4.3 states that E is closed under multiplication over R+, hence, with-
out loss of generality, we may assume ® = 1
2. Since E is an extreme set of S, we
¯nd that e = 1
2f0 + 1
2(2f) implies f0 2 E. 2
2.4.8 Lemma. Let S be a salient space, let E be a non-empty set in S n f0g, and
assume that ray(E) is equal to the set of all extreme rays of S. Then ray(E) is
saliently independent.
Proof.
Let e 2 E, and let F µ E be a ¯nite set, such that ray(e) ½ sal(F). Since e 6= 0,
we ¯nd
9f0 2 F 9® > 0 9f 2 sal(F n ff0g) : e = ®f0 + f:
Since ray(e) is extreme ray of S and since ray(e) is closed under multiplication over
R+, we conclude ray(e) = ray(f0). 2
The following property states that if a salient space has a salient basis, then this
basis equals the set of all extreme rays. In Theorem 3.3.10, we will see that every
re°exive ¯nite-dimensional salient space has a salient basis.
2.4.9 Proposition. Let S be a salient space and let ray(A) be a salient basis for
S. Let s0 2 S n f0g. Then
ray(s0) ½ ray(A) () ray(s0) is extreme in S:
Proof.
Assume ray(s0) ½ ray(A0). Let s1;s2 2 S, and assume that for certain ¿ 2 (0;1)
we have ¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2 2 ray(s0). In case ¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2 = 0, we conclude
s1 = s2 = 0 and we are done. Next, consider the case where there is ® > 0 such that
s0 = ®(¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2). Since sal(A) = S, there are ¯nite sets F1 µ A and F2 µ A
such that s1 2 sal(F1) and s2 2 sal(F2). De¯ne c F1 := ff 2 F1 j f 62 ray(s0)g and
c F2 := ff 2 F2 j f 62 ray(s0)g. Then,
9f1 2 c F1 9f2 2 c F2 9¸1;¸2 ¸ 0 : s1 = f1 + ¸1s0 and s2 = f2 + ¸2s0
implies that
s0 = ® ( ¿f1 + (1 ¡ ¿)f2) ) + ® ( ¿¸1 + (1 ¡ ¿)¸2 )s0:2.4. Extreme sets and salient bases 65
Since S is pointed, we ¯nd that ® ( ¿¸1 + (1 ¡ ¿)¸2 ) · 1. Now, suppose ® ( ¿¸1 +
(1 ¡ ¿)¸2 ) < 1, then we ¯nd (1 ¡ ® ( ¿¸1 + (1 ¡ ¿)¸2 ))s0 2 sal(c F1 [ c F2) which is in
contradiction with the construction of c F1 and c F2 and the assumption that ray(s0) ½
ray(A). We conclude that ® ( ¿¸1 + (1 ¡ ¿)¸2 ) = 1, i.e., ® ( ¿f1 + (1 ¡ ¿)f2 ) = 0.
Since ® > 0 and ¿ 2 (0;1), we ¯nd f1 = f2 = 0. Hence, both s1 and s2 are elements
of ray(s0).
The converse is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4.7. 2
We conclude this section with the following theorem concerning ¯nitely generated
salient spaces.
2.4.10 Theorem. If S is a ¯nitely generated salient space, then so is S¤.
The proof of the above proposition makes use of the following lemma, which can be
found in [32].
2.4.11 Lemma. Let n 2 N en let K ½ Rn be a ¯nitely generated, pointed convex
cone. Let h:;:iE denote the Euclidean inner product on Rn. Then the polar set K± of
K, de¯ned by K± := fy 2 Rn j 8z 2 K : hy;zi · 0g is a ¯nitely generated, pointed
convex cone in Rn.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.10
Since the salient space S is ¯nitely generated there is a ¯nite set F ½ S such that
S = sal(F). Furthermore, the dimension of S is ¯nite. De¯ne n := dim(V [S]) and
let © : V [S] ! Rn be an isomorphism. De¯ne the isomorphism ª : Rn ! (V [S])¤
by
8[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] 8x 2 R
n : (ª(x))([(s1;s2)]) = h©([(s1;s2)]);xiE:
Note that ©(S) = sal(©(F)), so ©(S) is a ¯nitely generated salient space in Rn.
Lemma 2.4.11 implies that (©(S))± = fx 2 Rn j 8y 2 ©(S) : hx;yiE · 0g is ¯nitely
generated. So, for S¤ we ¯nd:
S¤ = fF 2 (V [S])¤ j 8s 2 S : F(s) ¸ 0g
= fF 2 (V [S])¤ j 8s 2 S : h©([(s;0)]);ª¡1(F)iE ¸ 0g
= fF 2 (V [S])¤ j 8x 2 ©(S) : hx;ª¡1(F)iE ¸ 0g
= ª(fy 2 Rn j 8x 2 ©(S) : hx;yiE ¸ 0g)
= ¡ª((©(S))±):
Hence, S¤ = ¡ª((©(S))
±), which implies that S¤ is ¯nitely generated. 266 Salient SpacesChapter 3
Salient Spaces and Topology
Introduction
In order to be able to prove the equilibrium existence theorems stated in Section 4.8,
we need to de¯ne continuity of salient mappings. Hence, we like to have a natural,
intuitive construction of a topology on a salient space. More precisely, since the
models of Chapter 4 are constructed around the concept of a salient pairing, we are
looking for a topology on a salient space S which is not only compatible with the
salient structure of S, but is also, in some way, induced by a salient space T and a
bi-salient form B, where fS ; T ;B g is a salient pairing.
The ¯rst section of this chapter starts with an intuitive way of introducing a topology
on a salient space, and continues with a way of constructing a topology by means
of semi-metrics. Furthermore, we give a method for constructing semi-metrics on
a salient space S from semi-norms on S. A special example will be a collection
of semi-metrics, and thus a topology, induced by a salient pairing. In Section 3.2,
we consider continuity and convergence, related to the topologies described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Finally, in Section 3.3 we discuss some aspects of ¯nite-dimensional salient
spaces. In particular, we prove that every re°exive salient space has a salient basis,
as de¯ned in De¯nition 2.1.15, and we give an adaption of Brouwer's Fixed Point
Theorem which is related to salient spaces.
3.1 Salient topology
We start with a de¯nition of a topology for a salient space which is compatible with
its structure.
3.1.1 De¯nition (salient topology, bounded set). Let S be a salient space and
let ¿ be a topology on S. The topology ¿ is salient if the mappings (s1;s2) ! s1+s268 Salient Spaces and Topology
and (®;s) ! ®s are continuous from S £ S into S, and from R+ £ S into S,
respectively, where S£S and R+£S carry the product topology. A (salient) topology
is Hausdor® if for every s1;s2 2 S, with s1 6= s2, there are open neighbourhoods
O1;O2 of s1 and s2, respectively, such that O1 \ O2 = ;. A set A ½ S is bounded
with respect to topology ¿ if for every open set O 2 ¿, with 0 2 O, there is ® 2 R+
such that A ½ ®O.
Since topology on vector spaces is a well-explored topic in mathematics, the con-
struction in the following example is a straightforward way to obtain a salient topol-
ogy.
3.1.2 Example. Let S be a salient space, and let ¿ be a linear topology on the
vector space V [S], i.e., (V [S];¿) is a topological vector space (cf. [7, section IV.1]).
When we endow V+[S] with the relative topology induced by ¿, and subsequently
derive the corresponding topology on S such that the canonical isomorphism JS :
S ! V+[S] becomes a homeomorphism, then the resulting topology on S is a salient
topology. 3
The question arises whether the other way around is also possible: when starting
with a salient space S with a salient topology ¿, is it possible to extend ¿ to a
linear topology on V [S]? If this question could be answered a±rmatively, then a
¯nite-dimensional salient space carries only one salient topology. In this chapter, we
partly go into the question under which kind of conditions a salient topology can be
extended.
Furthermore, since we regard the salient space, rather than the vector space repro-
duced by it, to be the essential mathematical concept of this thesis, another goal we
try to achieve in this section is the construction of a salient topology on a salient
space S, without making use of the underlying linear structure of V [S].
Due to the absence of the inverse with respect to addition, the direct construction
of a salient topology by means of a suitable norm or a collection of semi-norms on
a salient space, as is common for vector spaces, is not possible. Instead, we will use
a metric or a collection of semi-metrics on a salient space S to de¯ne a topological
structure on S, and give extra conditions (homegeneity of degree 1 and translation-
invariance) on each (semi-)metric in order to guarantee that the generated topology
is indeed a salient topology as described above. This idea is inspired by replacing
the arbitrary linear topology ¿ of Example 3.1.2 with a locally convex topology,
generated by a collection P of semi-norms on V [S] (cf. [7, Chapter IV]). Before we
show the construction of a salient topology from a collection of semi-metrics, we
¯rst give the formal de¯nition of a (semi-)metric on a salient space.3.1. Salient topology 69
3.1.3 De¯nition (semi-metric and metric on a salient space). Let S be a
salient space. A semi-metric on S is a function d : S £ S ! R+ with the following
properties:
² 8s 2 S : d(s;s) = 0,
² symmetry: 8s1;s2 2 S : d(s1;s2) = d(s2;s1),
² triangle inequality: 8s1;s2;s3 2 S : d(s1;s2) · d(s1;s3) + d(s3;s2).
A metric on S is a semi-metric d satisfying d(s1;s2) = 0 if and only if s1 = s2.
If ¼ is a semi-norm on the vector space V [S], then d¼ : S £ S ! R+, for every
s1;s2 2 S de¯ned by d¼ (s1;s2) := ¼([(s1;s2)]), is a semi-metric on S. Indeed, d is
symmetric since
d¼ (s1;s2) = ¼([(s1;s2)]) = ¼(¡[(s2;s1)]) = ¼([(s2;s1)]) = d¼ (s2;s1);
and the triangle inequality follows from
d¼ (s1;s2) = ¼([(s1;s2)])
= ¼([(s1;s3)] + [(s3;s1)])
· ¼([(s1;s3)]) + ¼([(s3;s2)])
= d¼ (s1;s3) + d¼ (s3;s2):
Note that if ¼ is a norm on V [S], then d¼ is a metric on S.
It is not di±cult to derive that the semi-metric d¼ satis¯es the following two prop-
erties:
² homogeneity of degree 1: 8s1;s2 2 S 8® 2 R+ : d¼ (®s1;®s2) = ®d¼ (s1;s2),
² translation-invariance: 8s1;s2;s3 2 S : d¼ (s1 + s3;s2 + s3) = d¼ (s1;s2).
Furthermore, let s 2 S, let " > 0 and let ¼ be a semi-norm on V [S], then de¯ning
B¼([(s;0)];") := f[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S] j ¼([(s + t2;t1)]) < ";g
implies that the set
Bd¼(s;") = ft 2 S j d¼ (s;t) < "g
satis¯es
JS (Bd¼(s;")) = f[(t;0)] 2 V [S] j ¼([(s;t)]) < "g
= V+[S] \ B¼([(s;0)];"):70 Salient Spaces and Topology
So, if ¿P is the locally convex topology on V [S], induced by the collection P of semi-
norms on V [S], then the corresponding topology on S, as derived in Example 3.1.2,
is equal to the topology induced by the collection DP := fd¼ j ¼ 2 Pg.
Hence, a salient topology can be generated by a (speci¯c) collection of semi-metrics,
of which each semi-metric is translation-invariant and homogeneous of degree 1.
3.1.4 Example. Let fS ; T ;B g be a non-degenerate salient pairing. Each ele-
ment t 2 T induces a semi-norm ¼t on V [S] by de¯ning, for every [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S]:
¼t([(s1;s2)]) := jB(s1;t) ¡ B(s2;t)j:
Since T separates S, we ¯nd
(8t 2 T : ¼t([(s1;s2)]) = 0) () s1 = s2;
so T induces a Hausdor® locally convex topology on V [S]. Note that this is the
\smallest" topology on V [S] in which every element of T induces a continuous semi-
norm on V [S]. We denote this topology by w(V [S];T). Above, we have seen that
this implies that T induces a salient topology on S. This topology is generated by
the collection fd¼t j t 2 Tg, for every t 2 T and every s1;s2 2 S, is de¯ned
d¼t (s1;s2) := ¼t([(s1;s2)]) = jB(s1;t) ¡ B(s2;t)j:
We denote this topology, which is homeomorphic with the restriction of w(V [S];T)
to V+[S], by w(S;T).
We remark that this construction of semi-metrics on S is not compatible with the
order relation on T. Indeed, if t;u 2 T satisfy t ·T u, then this does not necessarily
imply that 8s1;s2 2 S : d¼t (s1;s2) · d¼u (s1;s2). 3
Next, we concentrate on semi-metrics which are homogeneous of degree 1 and
translation-invariant.
3.1.5 De¯nition (salient semi-metric and salient metric). A salient (semi-)-
metric d : S £ S ! R+ is a (semi-)metric with the following properties:
² homogeneity of degree 1: 8s1;s2 2 S 8® 2 R+ : d(®s1;®s2) = ®d(s1;s2),
² translation-invariance: 8s1;s2;s3 2 S : d(s1 + s3;s2 + s3) = d(s1;s2).3.1. Salient topology 71
3.1.6 Lemma. Let d : S £S ! R+ be a salient semi-metric on a salient space S.
Then d satis¯es, for all ®;¯ 2 R+ and for all s;s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S:
a) if s1 + t2 = s2 + t1 then d(s1;t1) = d(s2;t2);
b) d(s1 + s2;t1 + t2) · d(s1;t1) + d(s2;t2);
c) d(®s;¯s) = j® ¡ ¯jd(s;0):
Proof.
Let s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S and ®;¯ 2 R+. Then a) follows, since s1 + t2 = t1 + s2 im-
plies d(s1;t1) = d(s1 + t2;t1 + t2) = d(t1 + s2;t1 + t2) = d(s2;t2). Furthermore, a),
combined with the symmetry of d, implies c). Finally, since the semi-metric d satis-
¯es the triangle inequality, b) follows from d(s1 + s2;t1 + t2) · d(s1 + s2;t1 + s2)+
d(t1 + s2;t1 + t2) = d(s1;t1) + d(s2;t2). 2
We remark that, when using salient semi-metrics to describe the topology on a
salient space S, properties b) and c) of the above lemma imply the continuity of
addition and scalar multiplication over R+, respectively.
3.1.7 De¯nition (directed set of salient semi-metrics). Let D be a collection
of salient semi-metrics on a salient space S. On D, the partial order relation ·D,
is, for semi-metrics d1;d2 2 D, given by
d1 ·D d2 :() 8s1;s2 2 S : d1 (s1;s2) · d2 (s1;s2):
The collection D is directed if
8d1;d2 2 D 9d 2 D : d1 ·D d and d2 ·D d:
As announced above, we can use a speci¯c collection of salient semi-metrics to
generate a salient topology.
3.1.8 De¯nition (¿D). Let S be a salient space and let D denote a collection of
salient semi-metrics on S, which has the property that for every s1;s2 2 S:
(8d 2 D : d(s1;s2) = 0) =) s1 = s2:
This collection induces a Hausdor® salient topology ¿D on S, with sub-basis neigh-
bourhood system (cf. [30])
fBd(s;") j d 2 D;s 2 S;" > 0g;
where, for every d 2 D, s 2 S, and " > 0:
Bd(s;") := ft 2 S j d(s;t) < "g:
The corresponding topology on V+[S], such that the canonical isomorphism JS is a
homeomorphism, is also denoted by ¿D.72 Salient Spaces and Topology
3.1.9 Corollary. Let S be a salient space and let d : S £ S ! R+ be a salient
metric on S. Then the topology generated by d on S is a salient topology.
3.1.10 Lemma. Let S be a salient space and let D be a collection of salient semi-
metrics on S. Then there is a collection e D of salient semi-metrics on S which is
directed and satis¯es ¿ e D = ¿D.
Proof.
De¯ne e D to be the collection of all ¯nite (pointwise) sums of elements of D. 2
3.1.11 Remark. If D is a countable set, i.e. if D = fdn j n 2 Ng, then e D can be
de¯ned as
e D := f
n X
i=1
di j n 2 Ng:
3
The above described process of constructing a salient semi-metric d¼ on a salient
space S from a semi-norm ¼ on V [S], can be reversed.
3.1.12 De¯nition (¼d). Let d : S £S ! R+ be a salient semi-metric on a salient
space S. Then the mapping ¼d : V [S] ! R+ is, for every [(s1;s2)] 2 V [S], given by
¼d ([(s1;s2)]) := d(s1;s2):
Note that every semi-norm ¼ on V [S] satis¯es ¼d¼ = ¼, and that every salient
semi-metric d on S satis¯es d¼d = d.
3.1.13 Proposition. Let d be a salient semi-metric on a salient space S. Then
the mapping ¼d : V [S] ! R+ is a semi-norm on V [S]. Furthermore, d is a salient
metric on S if and only if ¼d is a norm on V [S].
Proof.
Let s1;s2;t1;t2 2 S. The mapping ¼d is de¯ned independently of the choice of rep-
resentatives: if [(s1;s2)] = [(t1;t2)], i.e., if s1 + t2 = s2 + t1, then ¼d ([(s1;s2)]) =
d(s1;s2) = d(s1 + t1;s2 + t1) = d(s1 + t1;s1 + t2) = d(t1;t2) = ¼d ([(t1;t2)]). Fur-
thermore, ¼d satis¯es the triangle inequality:
¼d ([(s1;s2)] + [(t1;t2)]) = d(s1 + t1;s2 + t2)
· d(s1 + t1;s2 + t1) + d(s2 + t1;s2 + t2)
= d(s1;s2) + d(t1;t2)
= ¼d ([(s1;s2)]) + ¼d ([(t1;t2)]):3.1. Salient topology 73
The rest of the proof is left to the reader. 2
A collection D of salient semi-metrics on S, induces a collection PD = f¼d j d 2 Dg
of semi-norms on V [S], where PD satis¯es
(8¼ 2 PD : ¼([(s1;s2)]) = 0) =) [(s1;s2)] = [(0;0)];
if and only if D satis¯es
(8d 2 D : d(s1;s2) = 0) =) s1 = s2:
So, if the collection D generates a Hausdor® salient topology ¿D on S, then the
collection PD generates a Hausdor® locally convex topology ¿PD on V [S], with sub-
basis neighbourhood system
fB¼d([(s1;s2)];") j d 2 D;[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S];" > 0g;
where, for every d 2 D, s1;s2 2 S, and " > 0:
B¼d([(s1;s2)];") := f[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S] j ¼d ([(s1 + t2;s2 + t1)]) < "g:
We remark that the topology ¿D on V+[S] is the relative topology of ¿PD, when
restricted to V+[S].
It is well-known that a topological vector space is a locally convex space if and only
if there is a basis, consisting of convex, balanced and absorbing sets, for the neigh-
bourhood system at 0. This basis induces the collection of semi-norms that in turn
induces the locally convex topology. One can wonder, whether a salient space with
a salient topology ¿ also contains an element of which the neighbourhood system
induces a set of salient semi-metrics that generates ¿. However, we are more inter-
ested in a di®erent way of constructing salient semi-metrics.
We show a way to construct a salient semi-metric on a salient space S from a semi-
norm on S. Since in a salient pairing fS ; T ;B g each element of T, through B,
induces a semi-norm on S, this results in a way of constructing a salient topology
on S without directly using the well-known vector space concepts of topology.
In comparison with the salient topology of Example 3.1.4, we will see that the new
method results in a topology which is compatible with the order relation on T. Fur-
thermore, we will see that the new construction allows for a nice introduction of
continuity. More precisely, it turns out that if T has an order unit, then this order
unit induces a metric on S and hence the topology (and the continuity of functions)
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Above, we have seen that every salient metric d : S £ S ! R+ on a salient space S
induces a norm on the vector space V [S]. Thus, restricting this norm to the positive
cone V+[S] of V [S], and subsequently applying the salient isomorphism JS, we ¯nd
a norm on the salient space S. In the following, we generalise this idea to a salient
space setting. We start with the de¯nition, some properties and some examples of
a semi-norm on a salient space. Thereafter, we give the construction of a salient
metric from a semi-norm on a salient space.
3.1.14 De¯nition (semi-norm and norm on a salient space). Let S be a
salient space. A function ' : S ! R+ is a semi-norm on S if for all s;s1;s2 2 S and
for all ® 2 R+: ½
'(s1 + s2) · '(s1) + '(s2)
'(®s) = ®'(s):
A semi-norm ' on S is a norm on S if for all s 2 S:
'(s) = 0 =) s = 0:
Let ' : S ! R+ be a semi-norm on a salient space S. Then T := fs 2 S j '(s) = 0g
is a salient subspace of S. In case T 6= f0g, de¯ne the equivalence relation »T on S
by
s1 »T s2 := 9t1;t2 2 T : s1 + t1 = s2 + t2;
and the equivalence class [s1] of s1 by
[s1] := fs2 2 S j s2 »T s1g;
then the salient quotient space S=T = f[s] j s 2 Sg is a salient space where addition
and multiplication over R+ are given by [s1] + [s2] := [s1 + s2] and ®[s] := [®s],
respectively. The equivalence class [0] is the vertex of S=T. Furthermore, ~ ' :
S=T ! R+, de¯ned by ~ '([s]) := '(s), is a norm on S=T.
3.1.15 Example. The function ' : R3
+ ! R+, for every x = (x1;x2;x3) 2 R3
+
de¯ned by '(x) := x1, is a semi-norm on R3
+. In this situation, T = fx 2 R3
+ j x1 =
0g and [x] = fy 2 R3
+ j y1 = x1g. Clearly, ~ '([x]) = x1 = 0 implies [x] = [0]. Note
that R3
+=T is equivalent with R+. 3
3.1.16 De¯nition (monotonous semi-norm). A semi-norm ' : S ! R+, on a
salient space S is monotonous, with respect to the order relation ·S, if
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3.1.17 Example. Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing and let t be an element of
T. Then Mt, as de¯ned on page 57 is a monotonous semi-norm on S. In particular,
every element of the adjoint S¤ of S acts as a monotonous semi-norm on S. 3
3.1.18 Example. Let S be a salient space and let u 2 S be an order unit of S.
Then 'u : S ! R+, for every s 2 S de¯ned by
'u (s) := inff¸ j s ·S ¸ug;
is a semi-norm on S. Note that 'u is monotonous with respect to the order rela-
tion ·S. 3
3.1.19 Example. The trace, denoted by tr, is a norm on the salient space S
of all real, positive n £ n matrices. Clearly, tr : S ! R+ is a semi-norm on S.
Let A 2 S. If tr(A) = 0, then every diagonal element of A equals 0. Consider





® if k = i
¯ if k = j
0 if k 2 f1;:::;ng n fi;jg
:
The matrix A is positive, so hAx;xi = 2aij®¯ ¸ 0. Since this must hold for all
®;¯ 2 R, we conclude aij = 0. We conclude that tr is a norm on S. Note, that tr
satis¯es 8A;B 2 S : A ·S B =) tr(A) · tr(B), i.e., the norm tr is monotonous. 3
3.1.20 De¯nition (partial ordering of semi-norms on a salient space).
Let S be a salient space. Every collection P of semi-norms on S can be ordered
pointwise, by de¯ning
'1 · '2 :() 8s 2 S : '1 (s) · '2 (s):
Next, we construct a salient semi-metric from a semi-norm on a salient space S.
Since every salient semi-metric d on a salient space S induces a semi-norm ¼d on
V [S], this implies a way of constructing a semi-norm on V [S] from a semi-norm
on S. We will investigate whether this semi-norm on V [S] is an extension of the
semi-norm on S.
Let S be a salient space, and let d : S £ S ! R+ be a salient semi-metric on
S. In De¯nition 3.1.12, we have seen that d induces the semi-norm ¼d on V [S],
of which the restriction to the set V+[S] is a semi-norm on S. The question arises
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space S, does there exist a salient semi-metric d' on S, induced by ', such that
8s 2 S : '(s) = d' (s;0). If this is the case, then ¼d' : V [S] ! R+ would be an
extension of ' to a semi-norm on V [S].
To this end, observe that a salient semi-metric d, induced by a semi-norm ', satis¯es
d(s1;s2) · '(s1) + '(s2):
Furthermore, if s1 + t1 = s2 + t2 then d satis¯es
d(s1;s2) = d(s1 + t1;s2 + t1) = d(s2 + t2;s2 + t1) = d(t2;t1):
So, we ¯nd that for all s1;s2 2 S, the semi-metric d has to satisfy
d(s1;s2) · inff'(t1) + '(t2) j t1;t2 2 S with s1 + t1 = s2 + t2g:
This leads us to the following de¯nition.
3.1.21 De¯nition (d'). Let ' : S ! R+ be semi-norm on a salient space S.
Then the mapping d' : S £ S ! R+ is, for every s1;s2 2 S, given by
d' (s1;s2) := inff'(q) + '(r) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg:
The following proposition shows, among other things, that for every semi-norm '
on S, the mapping d' is a salient semi-metric on S.
3.1.22 Proposition. Let S be a salient space and let ' : S ! R+ be a semi-norm
on S. Then d' : S £ S ! R+ is a salient semi-metric on S, satisfying:
d' (s;0) · '(s):
Proof.
It can be easily checked that d' is symmetric and satis¯es 8s 2 S : d' (s;s) = 0. So,
in order to complete the proof that d' is a semi-metric, we prove that the triangle
inequality holds. Let s1;s2;s3 2 S, then
d' (s1;s2) + d' (s2;s3)
= inff'(q) + '(r) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg
+inff'(b q) + '(b r) j b q;b r 2 S with s2 + b q = s3 + b rg
= inff'(q) + '(r) + '(b q) + '(b r) j q; b q;r;b r 2 S; s1 + q = s2 + r;s2 + b q = s3 + b rg
¸ inff'(q + b q) + '(r + b r) j q; b q;r;b r 2 S; s1 + q + s2 + b q = s2 + r + s3 + b rg
= inff'(q + b q) + '(r + b r) j q; b q;r;b r 2 S with s1 + q + b q = s3 + r + b rg
= d' (s1;s3):3.1. Salient topology 77
Since the translation invariance and homogeneity of degree 1 are easily checked by
the reader, we ¯nd that d' is a salient semi-metric.
Since, for every s 2 S, we can always choose q = 0 and r = s, it follows immediately
that d' (s;0) · '(s). 2
We remark that even in case ' : S ! R+ is a norm on a salient space S, the above
construction of d' only implies that d' is a semi-metric and not that d' a metric on
S. We will come back to this observation on page 88.
3.1.23 Proposition. Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing. Every t 2 T induces a
semi-metric dMt on S. The semi-norm on V [S], generated by dMt is an extension
of the semi-norm Mt : S ! R+. Furthermore, if the pairing fS ; T ;B g is non-
degenerate and if t0 2 int(T) then the salient semi-metric, generated by t0 is a metric
on S.
Proof.
Let t 2 T. The function Mt : S ! R+ is a semi-norm on S, so dMt is indeed a
salient semi-metric on S. Since dMt satis¯es
dMt (s;0) = inffB(q;t) + B(r;t) j s + q = rg
= inffB(s;t) + 2B(q;t) j s + q = rg
= B(s;t);
we conclude that the semi-norm on V [S], generated by dMt is an extension of the
semi-norm Mt : S ! R+.
Let t0 2 int(T). Let s1;s2 2 S and suppose dMt (s1;s2) = 0. Then, there are
sequences (qn)n2N and (rn)n2N in S, such that limn!1 B(qn;t0) = limn!1 B(rn;t0) =
0 and 8n 2 N : s1 + qn = s2 + rn. For every t 2 T, we ¯nd limn!1 B(qn;t) =
limn!1 B(rn;t) = 0, i.e., 8t 2 T : B(s1;t) = limn!1(B(s1;t)+B(qn;t)) = (B(s2;t)+
B(rn;t)) = B(s2;t). Since T separates S, we conclude s1 = s2. 2
3.1.24 Corollary. Let S be a salient space. Every F 2 S¤ induces a salient
semi-metric dF on S, satisfying dF (s;0) = F(s). The action of ¼dF on V+[S] is
equivalent to the action of F on S. If S¤ separates S and if F 2 int(S¤), then dF is
a salient metric on S.
The question arises whether the observed statement 8s 2 S : dF (s;0) = F(s), or in
other words \¼dF is an extension of the semi-norm F to V [S]", not only holds for
elements of S¤ but for every semi-norm on S. Before we answer this question, we
¯rst de¯ne the salient topology on a salient space S, induced by a salient space T
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3.1.25 De¯nition (topology ¿(S;T)). Let fS ; T ;B g be a non-degenerate
salient pairing. Every element t 2 T induces the semi-metric dMt, on S. With
¿(S;T), we denote the locally convex topology on S, induced by the collection
fdMt (j;t) 2 Tg.
We remark that the collection fdMt j t 2 Tg is a directed set and that, since T
separates S, the topology ¿(S;T) is Hausdor®. If the salient space T has an order
set U, then the topology ¿(S;T) is generated by the collection fdu j u 2 Ug. In
Lemma 2.2.9 we have seen that if T has a ¯nite order set, then T has an order
unit u. In this situation, the topology ¿(S;T) is generated by the salient metric du,
i.e, the topology ¿(V [S];T) is generated by the norm ¼u. If t;u 2 int(T) satisfy
t ·T u, then we ¯nd dMt ·D dMu, where D = fdMt j t 2 Tg and ·D is as de-
¯ned in De¯nition 3.1.7. Since for all t0;t1 2 int(T) there are ¹;¸ > 0 such that
¹t0 ·T t1 ·T ¸t0, we conclude that all the salient metrics, generated by elements of
int(T), are equivalent.
Without proof, we state the following proposition.
3.1.26 Proposition. Let fS ; T ;B g be a non-degenerate salient pairing. A sub-
set A ½ S is ¿(S;T)-bounded if and only if
8t 2 T 9® ¸ 0 8a 2 A : B(a;t) · ®;
i.e., if
9u 2 int(T) 9® ¸ 0 8a 2 A : B(a;u) · ®:
In Corollary 3.1.24 we saw that for every F in the adjoint of a salient space S,
the function ¼dF is an extension of F to a semi-norm on V [S]. More generally, for
a non-degenerate salient pairing fS ; T ;B g, we have seen that for every function
Mt : S ! R+, with t 2 T, the semi-metric on V [S], generated by dMt is an exten-
sion of Mt.
Below, we investigate whether every semi-norm on a salient space S can be extended
to a semi-norm on V [S], i.e. whether for all s 2 S : d' (s;0) = '(s). If this is the
case, we have a nice way of describing the continuity of salient functions; a way
which is similar to the vector space situation where continuity of a linear function is
equivalent to continuity of that function in 0. Indeed, if S is a salient space, endowed
with salient topology ¿D, where D is a directed collection of salient semi-metrics,
and if V [S] is endowed with the topology ¿PD as de¯ned on page 73, then a salient
function L : S ! R+ is ¿D-continuous if and only if jL(s)j · ¼d([(s;0)]) = d(s;0)
for a certain salient semi-metric d 2 D. If this semi-metric is generated from a
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function is determined by the collection of semi-norms that generates the set D. We
remark that this implies that every Mt is continuous with respect to ¿(S;T). In
case we cannot prove the desired property, the question remains if continuity with
respect to the semi-norms is necessary or su±cient.
We start the investigation with some new notation.
3.1.27 De¯nition (Ãd). Let d be a salient semi-metric on a salient space S. Then
the mapping Ãd : S ! R+ is, for every s 2 S, given by
Ãd (s) := d(s;0):
The fact that Ãd is equivalent with the restriction of ¼d to V+[S], implies the following
proposition.
3.1.28 Proposition. Let d be a salient semi-metric on a salient space S, then the
mapping Ãd : S ! R+ is a semi-norm on S. Furthermore, d and Ãd satisfy
8s1;s2 2 S : d(s1;s2) · Ãd (s1) + Ãd (s2):
Note, that if d is a metric on S then Ãd is a norm on S.
The question now translates to the following. When we start with a semi-norm
' : S ! R+ on a salient space S, derive the salient semi-metric d' and de¯ne the
semi-norm Ãd' : S ! R+, for every s 2 S, by Ãd' (s) := d' (s;0), is Ãd' equal
to '? Clearly, Ãd' · '. The following proposition shows that monotony of ' is a
su±cient condition to guarantee that ' · Ãd'. Note that this condition is true for
the semi-norms considered in Proposition 3.1.23 en Corollary 3.1.24
3.1.29 Proposition. Let ' : S ! R+ be a monotonous semi-norm on a salient
space S. Then the semi-norm Ãd' on S satis¯es Ãd' = '.
Proof.
Let s 2 S. For all x;y 2 S, satisfying s+x = y, we ¯nd s ·S x+y = s+2x. Hence,
'(s) · '(x + y) · '(x) + '(y), and we ¯nd '(s) · d' (s;0). 2
We remark that if ' : S ! R+ is a monotonous semi-norm on a salient space S, then
for all s1;s2;s3 2 S, we ¯nd that s1 = s2+s3 implies d' (s1;s2) = d' (s3;0) = '(s3).80 Salient Spaces and Topology
3.1.30 Example. Let S be the salient space of all real, positive n£n matrices. In
Example 3.1.19, we have seen that tr : S ! R+ is a norm on S, which is monotonous
with respect to the partial order relation ·S. Let A;B 2 S, and note that the set
fM1;M2 2 S j A + M1 = B + M2 and tr(M1 + M2) · tr(A + B)g is compact in S.
The above proposition implies that dtr : S £ S ! R+, de¯ned by
dtr (A;B) := minftr(M1 + M2) j M1;M2 2 S and A + M1 = B + M2g;
is a salient semi-metric on S, satisfying dtr (A;0) = tr(A), i.e., Ãdtr = tr. Proposi-
tion 3.1.13 implies that ¼dtr : V [S] ! R+, de¯ned by ¼dtr ([(A;B)]) := dtr (A;B), is
a semi-norm on the set of all symmetrical n£n matrices, satisfying ¼dtr ([(A;0)]) =
tr(A). 3
Proposition 3.1.31 and Example 3.1.33 show that monotony of the semi-norm ' :
S ! R+, with respect to the order relation ¸S of a salient space S, is not a necessary
condition to guarantee that Ãd' = '.
3.1.31 Proposition. Let S be a salient space and let ¼ be a semi-norm on V [S].
De¯ne the norm ' : S ! R+, for every s 2 S, by '(s) := ¼([(s;0)]). Then Ãd' = '.
Proof.
Let s 2 S. Then 8q 2 S : '(s) = ¼([(s + q;q)]) · ¼([(s + q;0)]) + ¼([(0;q)]) =
'(s + q) + '(q). Hence, '(s) · inff'(q) + '(r) j q;r 2 S with s + q = rg =
d' (s;0). 2
We want to emphasise that in the above situation, ¼d' is not necessarily equal to ¼
(cf. Example 3.1.34).
3.1.32 Corollary. Let V be a partially ordered vector space, with positive cone
V+. Let k : k be a norm on V . Let the salient metric d : V+ £ V+ ! R+, for every
v1;v2 2 V+, be de¯ned by d(v1;v2) := k v1 ¡ v2 k . Then 8v 2 V+ : Ãd (v) = k v k .





2x1 + x2 ¸ 0
x1 + 2x2 ¸ 0
¾
;
and let ' : S ! R+ be de¯ned by '(x) :=
p
(x1)2 + (x2)2. In this situation, '
is not monotonous with respect to ·S: choose x = (¡1;2) and y = (2;¡1), then
x;y 2 S and '(x) = '(y) =
p
5 while '(x + y) = '((1;1)) =
p
2. Although
Proposition 3.1.29 is not applicable, Proposition 3.1.31 implies that Ãd' = '. 33.1. Salient topology 81
The following example shows that if the norm ' on S is derived from a norm
k : k on V [S], restricted to the pointed convex cone V+[S], then it is possible that
k : k 6= ¼d'. However, on V+[S], the norms are equal since they are both an extension
of ' : S ! R+.
3.1.34 Example. Consider the norm k : k1 on R2. This norm induces a
semi-norm ' on the salient space R2
+, by de¯ning for every x = (x1;x2) 2 R2
+:
'(x) := k x k1 = maxfx1;x2g. Choose x = (2;1) and y = (1;2), then
k [(x;y)] k1 = k [( (2;1) ; (1;2) )] k1 = k [( (1;0) ; (0;1) )] k1 = 1:
However, ¼d' ([(x;y)]) = inff'(v) + '(w) j v;w 2 R2
+ with x + v = y + wg =
k (1;0) k1 + k (0;1) k1 = 2. Hence, k : k1 6= ¼d', or put di®erently,
d' (s1;s2) 6= k s1 ¡ s2 k1 for certain s1;s2 2 S. 3
The following proposition implies that in case the partially ordered set (S;·S) is
a lattice, then the in¯mum in the de¯nition of the salient semi-metric d' from a
semi-norm ' : S ! R+ is attained and so both d' and ¼d' can be made explicit.
3.1.35 Proposition. Let S be a salient space, let ' : S ! R+ be a monotonous
semi-norm on S, and let JS denote the salient isomorphism between S and V+[S].
Let [(s1;s2)] be an element of the partially ordered vector space (V [S];·S), such that
the positive part [(s1;s2)]+ and the negative part [(s1;s2)]¡ exist in V+[S]. Then


















Let q;r 2 S satisfy s1 + q = s2 + r, then [(r;0)] is an upper bound of the set
f[(s1;s2)];[(0;0)]g, and [(q;0)] is an upper bound of the set f[(s2;s1)];[(0;0)]g.
Hence, we ¯nd [(s1;s2)]+ · [(r;0)] and [(s1;s2)]¡ · [(q;0)], which is equivalent with
J
¡1
S ([(s1;s2)]+) ·S r and J
¡1
S ([(s1;s2)]¡) ·S q. By the monotony of ' : S ! R+,






























· '(q) + '(r):













Note, that if, in the above proposition, ' : S ! R+ is a norm on S, then ¼d' is a
norm on V [S].82 Salient Spaces and Topology
3.1.36 Example. Let (V;·) be a partially ordered vector space such that for
every v 2 V there are v+;v¡ 2 V+ such that v = v+ ¡ v¡. Let ' : V+ ! R+ be a
semi-norm on the positive cone of V . Then










3.1.37 Example. Consider the salient space Rn
+ and let ' : Rn
+ ! R+ be the
p-norm, p 2 (0;1), on Rn

































where 8j 2 f1;:::;ng : x
+
j := maxfxj;0g and x
¡
j := maxf0;¡xjg. Note that ¼d'
restricted to Rn
+ is equal to '. 3
The following example shows that in Proposition 3.1.35, the requirement that S is
a lattice, indeed is not necessary.
3.1.38 Example. Let S be the salient space of all real, positive n£n matrices. In
Example 3.1.30 we have seen that ¼dtr : V [S] ! R+, is a semi-norm on the set V [S]
of all symmetrical n £ n matrices, satisfying ¼dtr ([(A;0)]) = tr(A). Let M 2 V [S].
In Example 2.2.30, we have seen that although S does not have a lattice structure,
the least upper bound M+ of the set f0;Mg and the least upper bound M¡ of the
set f0;¡Mg exist in S. Hence, ¼dtr (M) = tr(M+ + M¡). 3
Let S be a salient space which is a lattice and let s1;s2 2 S. In Remark 2.2.28,
we showed that [( (s1 _ s2) ; s2 )] is equal to the positive part of [(s1;s2)], and that
[((s1_s2); s1)] is equal to the negative part of [(s1;s2)]. Hence, we ¯nd the following
corollary.
3.1.39 Corollary. Let S be a salient space, which is a lattice, let ' : S ! R+ be
a monotonous semi-norm on S, and let s1;s2 2 S. Let p;q 2 S satisfy
s2 + p = (s1 _ s2) and s1 + q = (s1 _ s2):
Then
d' (s1;s2) = '(p) + '(q):3.2. Continuity of salient mappings 83
3.2 Continuity of salient mappings
Let S and T be salient spaces, each with a salient topology generated by a collection
of salient semi-metrics. In this section, we focus on the continuity of salient mappings
L : S ! T. We start with the de¯nition of continuity with respect to a single
semi-metric dS on S and a single semi-metric dT on T. This approach is directly
applicable to situations in which the topology of both S and T is generated by one
metric. Furthermore, we will see that this approach easily leads to the de¯nition
of continuity with respect to several semi-metrics and continuity with respect to
semi-norms on S and T. Also, we will derive the relationship with the continuity of
the extended mapping Lext : V [S] ! V [T].
3.2.1 De¯nition (continuity with respect to salient semi-metrics). Let S
and T be two salient spaces, and let dS : S £S ! R+ and dT : T £T ! R+ be two
salient semi-metrics. Then a salient mapping L : S ! T is continuous with respect
to ¼dS and ¼dT if
8s1 2 S 8" > 0 9± > 0 8s2 2 S : dS (s1;s2) < ± =) dT (L(s1);L(s2)) < ":
The salient mapping L is uniformly continuous with respect to dS and dT if
8" > 0 9± > 0 8s1;s2 2 S : dS (s1;s2) < ± =) dT (L(s1);L(s2)) < ":
The following lemma shows that continuity of the linear mapping Lext : V [S] !
V [T], is determined from the action of Lext on the positive cone V+[S].
3.2.2 Lemma. Let S and T be two salient spaces, let dS : S £ S ! R+ and
dT : T £ T ! R+ be two salient semi-metrics, and let L : S ! T be a salient
mapping. Then Lext : V [S] ! V [T] is continuous with respect to the semi-norms
¼dS and ¼dT if and only if L : S ! T is uniformly continuous with respect to dS and
dT. Furthermore, if one of the above conditions holds then















8" > 0 9± > 0 8s1;s2 2 S : dS (s1;s2) < ± =) dT (L(s1);L(s2)) < ":84 Salient Spaces and Topology
Furthermore, choose " = 1 and take ± as indicated above. Then for all ¸ > 0:
±












¸ + ¼dS ([(s1;s2)])
¶¶
< 1;
which yields the required result. 2
3.2.3 Corollary. Let S and T be two salient spaces, and let dS : S £S ! R+ and
dT : T £ T ! R+ be two salient semi-metrics. Let L : S ! T be a salient mapping.
Then L is uniformly continuous with respect to dS and dT, if and only
9· 2 R+ 8s1;s2 2 S : dT (L(s1);L(s2)) · ·dS (s1;s2):
The previous results have the following consequence for the continuity of salient
mappings between salient spaces with salient topologies induced by a collection of
salient semi-metrics.
3.2.4 Proposition. Let S1 and S2 be two salient spaces, and let D1 and D2 be
two separating collections of salient semi-metrics on S1 and S2, respectively. If
the collection D1 is a directed set (cf. De¯nition 3.1.7), then the salient mapping
L : S1 ! S2 is continuous if and only if for every d2 2 D2 there is d1 2 D1 such that
L is continuous with respect to d1 and d2. The linear mapping Lext : V [S1] ! V [S2]
is continuous with respect to the topologies generated by the collections PD1 and PD2
if and only if 8d2 2 D2 there is d1 2 D1 such that L is uniformly continuous with
respect to d1 and d2.
It is well known that a linear function on a vector space is continuous if and only
if it is continuous in 0. Next, we explore the salient space related version of this
property.
3.2.5 Proposition. Let S and T be two salient spaces, let 'S : S ! R+ and
'T : T ! R+ be two semi-norms, and let L : S ! T be a salient mapping. If
9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : 'T (L(s)) · ·'S (s);
then L is uniformly continuous with respect to the salient semi-metrics d'S and d'T.
Proof.
Suppose 9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : 'T (L(s)) · ·'S (s). Let s1;s2 2 S. Then
d'T (L(s1);L(s2))
= inff'T (L(q)) + 'T (L(r)) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg
· ·inff'S (q) + 'S (r) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg
= ·d'S (s1;s2):3.2. Continuity of salient mappings 85
2
Contrary to the proposition above, the next result gives a condition which is neces-
sary and su±cient for uniform continuity of a salient mapping L : S ! T.
3.2.6 Proposition. Let S and T be two salient spaces, let 'S : S ! R+ and
'T : T ! R+ be two semi-norms, and let L : S ! T be a salient mapping. Then
the following four statements are equivalent.
a) L is uniformly continuous with respect to d'S and d'T,
b) L is continuous in 0 with respect to d'S and d'T,
c) 9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : ÃT (L(s)) · ·ÃS (s),
d) 9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : ÃT (L(s)) · ·'S (s);
where ÃS and ÃT denote Ãd'S and Ãd'T , respectively.
Proof.
\a =) b" is obvious.
\b =) c": Suppose L is continuous in 0, then
9± > 0 8s 2 S : d'S (s;0) < ± =) d'T (L(s);0) < 1:









¸ + ÃS (s)
d'S (s;0) =
±ÃS (s)
¸ + ÃS (s)
< ±:












¸ + ÃS (s)
ÃT (L(s)):
This implies
ÃT (L(s)) · lim
¸ # 0






\c =) d" is implied by ÃS · 'S .
\d =) a": Let s1;s2 2 S, and let q;r 2 S satisfy s1 + q = s2 + r. Then
d'T (L(s1);L(s2)) = d'T (L(q);L(r))
· d'T (L(q);0) + d'T (L(r);0) = ÃT (L(q)) + ÃT (L(r))
· ·('S (q) + 'S (r)):
Hence, d'T (L(s1);L(s2)) · ·inff'S (q) + 'S (r) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg =
·d'S (s1;s2). 2
The following statements are a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2.6.86 Salient Spaces and Topology
3.2.7 Corollary. Let S and T be two salient spaces, with a salient topology gen-
erated by the salient metrics d'S and d'T, respectively, where 'S : S ! R+ and
'T : T ! R+ are semi-norms. The following two statements are equivalent.
² L : S ! T is uniformly continuous,
² L : S ! T is continuous in 0.
3.2.8 Corollary. Let S and T be two salient spaces, let 'S : S ! R+ and 'T :
T ! R+ be two semi-norms. Assume ÃT = 'T. Then a salient mapping L : S ! T
is uniformly continuous with respect to d'S and d'T if and only if
9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : 'T (L(s)) · ·'S (s):
Corollary 3.2.8 implies that, if S and T are two salient spaces with semi-norms
'S : S ! R+ and 'T : T ! R+, respectively, and if 8t 2 T : d'T (t;0) = 'T (t),
then the set of all salient mappings which are continuous with respect to the salient
metrics d'S and d'T, is a salient space.
By taking T = R+ with the canonical norm 'T : R+ ! R+, for every x 2 R+,
de¯ned by 'T (x) := x, we ¯nd 'T = ÃT. Hence, we arrive at the following corollary
of Proposition 3.2.6.
3.2.9 Corollary. Let S be a salient space and let 'S : S ! R+ be a semi-norm
on S. Then a salient function F : S ! R+ is uniformly continuous, with respect to
d'S if and only if
9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : F(s) · ·'S (s):
3.2.10 Example. Recall from Corollary 3.1.24, that for a salient space S, every
F 2 S¤ can be regarded as a semi-norm on S, satisfying F = ÃdF. Hence, every
G 2 S¤, satisfying G ·S¤ F, is uniformly continuous with respect to the salient semi-
metric dF. Clearly, if F is an order unit for S¤, then every G 2 S¤ is continuous
with respect to dF. 3
Propositions 3.2.4, 3.2.6 and 3.1.23 imply the following corollary.
3.2.11 Corollary. Consider a non-degenerate salient pairing fS ; T ;B g with the
salient topology ¿(S;T) on S. Then the continuity of a salient mapping F : S ! R+
is equivalent with each of the following statements
a) 9t 2 T : F is uniformly continuous with respect to dMt,3.2. Continuity of salient mappings 87
b) 9t 2 T : F is continuous in 0 with respect to dMt,
c) 9t 2 T 9· ¸ 0 8s 2 S : F(s) · ·B(s0;t),
Hence, for every t 2 T, the salient function and semi-norm Mt : S ! R+ is
continuous with respect to ¿(S;T).
When, in the above example, we choose T = S¤, we ¯nd the ¯rst part of the following
lemma.
3.2.12 Lemma. Let S be salient space. Each F 2 S¤ is continuous with respect
to ¿(S;S¤). Furthermore, 8F 2 S¤ 8s1;s2 2 S : jF(s1) ¡ F(s2)j · dF (s1;s2).
Proof.
For every t1;t2 2 S, satisfying s1 + t1 = s2 + t2, we ¯nd
jF(s1) ¡ F(s2)j = jF(t1) ¡ F(t2)j · F(t1) + F(t2):
Hence, we conclude
jF(s1)¡F(s2)j · inffF(t1)+F(t2) j t1;t2 2 S with s1+t1 = s2+t2g = dF (s1;s2):
2
3.2.13 Corollary. Let S be a salient space, let A ½ S¤ and let F0 2 S¤ with
8F 2 A : F ·¤
S F0. Then, for every s1;s2 2 S:
jF(s1) ¡ F(s2)j · dF0 (s1;s2):
3.2.14 De¯nition (bounded salient mapping with respect to 'S and 'T).
Let S and T be two salient spaces, let 'S : S ! R+ and 'T : T ! R+ be two
semi-norms, and let 'T = ÃT. For a salient mapping L : S ! T, de¯ne
½(L) := supf'T (L(s)) j s 2 S and 'S (s) = 1g:
If ½(L) < 1, then the salient mapping L is bounded with respect to 'S and 'T.
We remark that in case both 'S : S ! R+ and 'T : T ! R+ are norms, then ½ is a
norm on the salient space of all salient mappings which are continuous with respect
to the salient metrics d'S and d'T.
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3.2.15 Proposition. Let S and T be two salient spaces, let 'S : S ! R+ and
'T : T ! R+ be two semi-norms, and let 'T = ÃT. Let L : S ! T be a bounded
salient mapping with respect to d'S and d'T. Then ½(L) = k Lext k , where k Lext k
is the norm of Lext, regarded as a bounded linear mapping from the vector space V [S],
with semi-norm 'S, into the vector space V [T], with semi-norm 'T.
The following theorem states that the continuity of a linear mapping L : V !
W, between two partially ordered vector spaces, and satisfying L(V+) µ W+, is
determined by its action on the positive cone V+.
3.2.16 Theorem. Let (V;·V) and (W;·W) be partially ordered vector spaces. Let
'V : V+ ! R+ and 'W : W+ ! R+ be norms which are extended to norms on V and
W, by ¼d'V and ¼d'W . Let L : V ! W be a linear mapping such that L(V+) ½ W+.
Then L is continuous with respect to the extended norms on V and W if and only if
9· ¸ 0 8v 2 V+ : k L(v) kW · · k v kV :
Proof.
Use Lemma 3.2.2, Proposition 3.1.32 and Proposition 3.2.6. 2
As mentioned directly after the proof of Proposition 3.1.22, in case ' : S ! R+ is a
norm on a salient space S, the construction
d' (s1;s2) := inff'(q) + '(r) j q;r 2 S with s1 + q = s2 + rg
of the salient semi-metric d' does not guarantee that d' is a metric on S. Indeed,
if for certain s1;s2 2 S we have d' (s1;s2) = 0 we can conclude only that there are
sequences (qn)n2N and (rn)n2N in S such that limn!1 '(qn) = limn!1 '(rn) = 0
and 8n 2 N : s1 + qn = s2 + rn. Considering all F 2 S¤, which are continuous with
respect to d', we see that F(s1) = F(s2). This leads us to the following de¯nitions
and results.
3.2.17 De¯nition (T' and '0). Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing, and let
' : S ! R+ be a semi-norm on S. Then the subset T' of T is given by
T' := ft 2 T j supfB(s;t) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g < 1g;
Furthermore, the semi-norm '0 : T' ! R+ is, for every t 2 T', given by
'0(t) := supfB(s;t) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g
= inff· ¸ 0j8s 2 S : B(s;t) · ·'(s)g:3.2. Continuity of salient mappings 89
We remark that
8t 2 T' 8s 2 S : B(s;t) · '
0(t)'(s):
Clearly, T' is the set of all elements t of T for which Mt : S ! R+ is (uniformly)
d'-continuous. Note that T' = ft 2 T j '0(t) < 1g, that the set T' is a salient
subspace of T and that '0 is a monotonous semi-norm on T', so '0(t) = d'0 (t;0),
for all t 2 T'.
3.2.18 Proposition. Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing, let ' : S ! R+ be a
semi-norm on S, and let T' separate the elements of S. Then d' is a salient metric
on S, and ¼d' is a norm on V [S].
Proof.
Let s1;s2 2 S and suppose d' (s1;s2) = 0. Then, there are sequences (qn)n2N and
(rn)n2N in S, such that limn!1 '(qn) = limn!1 '(rn) = 0 and 8n 2 N : s1 + qn =
s2 + rn. For every t 2 T', we ¯nd limn!1 B(qn;t) = limn!1 B(rn;t) = 0, i.e.,
8t 2 T' : B(s1;t) = limn!1(B(s1;t) + B(qn;t)) = (B(s2;t) + B(rn;t)) = B(s2;t).
Since T' separates S, we conclude s1 = s2. 2
3.2.19 Example. Let S be a salient space for which S¤ separates the elements of
S. Let F0 be an order unit of S¤ (cf. Corollary 2.2.11). Then the above proposition
implies that S¤
F0 = S¤ and dF0 : S £ S ! R+ is a salient metric on S, satisfying,
among other things, 8s 2 S : dF0(s;0) = F0(s). Furthermore, ¼dF0 is a norm on
V [S]. Hence topology ¿(S;S¤) is induced by the salient semi-metric dF0. 3
3.2.20 Proposition. Let S be a salient space, and let ' : S ! R+ be a semi-norm
on S. Endow S¤
' = fF 2 S¤ j supfF(s) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g < 1g with the
salient semi-metric d'¤. Here, the norm '¤ is de¯ned by
'
¤(F) := supfF(s) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g:
Let (Fn)n2N be a Cauchy sequence in S¤
', then there is F 2 S¤
' such that the sequence
(Fn)n2N converges to F, uniformly on the set fs 2 S j '(s) · 1g.
Proof.
Let (Fn)n2N be a Cauchy sequence in S¤
'. Let s 2 S, n;m 2 N and let G;H 2 S¤
'
satisfy Fn+H = Fm+G. Then Fn(s)¡Fm(s) = G(s)¡H(s) · ('¤(G)+'¤(H))'(s)
implies jFn(s)¡Fm(s)j · ('¤(G)+'¤(H))'(s). Hence, by the de¯nition of d'¤, we
¯nd
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which implies
8s 2 S;'(s) · 1 8n;m 2 N : jFn(s) ¡ Fm(s)j · d'¤ (Fn;Fm);
i.e, (Fn)n2N is a uniform Cauchy sequence on the set fs 2 S j '(s) · 1g. Since
for every s 2 S, the sequence (F(s))n2N is Cauchy in R, we can de¯ne F 2 S¤, for
every s 2 S, by F(s) := limn!1 Fn(s). Let " > 0. We have to prove
9n1 2 N 8n > n1 8s 2 S;'(s) · 1 : jFn(s) ¡ F(s)j < ":
Choose n0 2 N such that




Let n > n0 and let s 2 S satisfy '(s) · 1. Then




Let m > n0, then we ¯nd
jFn(s) ¡ F(s)j · jFn(s) ¡ Fm(s)j + jFm(s) ¡ F(s)j < ":
Now, there is only left to prove that F 2 S¤
'. This is implied by
8n 2 N 8s 2 S;'(s) · 1 : F(s) · jF(s) ¡ Fn(s)j + Fn(s)
and the fact that (Fn)n2N is a sequence in S¤
'. 2
In the following two statements, we investigate the connection between re°exivity
and closedness for ¯nite-dimensional vector spaces. Further discussion regarding
salient spaces of ¯nite linear dimension can be found in Section 3.3.
3.2.21 Lemma. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional salient space. Then S¤ is complete
with respect to topology ¿(S¤;S).
Proof.
Let (Fn)n2N be a sequence in S¤, which is Cauchy with respect to ¿(S¤;S). Let
s 2 S, let n;m 2 N, and let G;H 2 S¤ satisfy Fn + H = Fm + G. Then, Fn(s) ¡
Fm(s) = G(s)¡H(s) · G(s)+H(s), implies jFn(s)¡Fm(s)j · G(s)+H(s). Hence,
8s 2 S 8n;m 2 N : jFn(s) ¡ Fm(s)j · ds (Fn;Fm), which implies that for every
s 2 S, the sequence (Fn(s))n2N is Cauchy in R+. Let F : S ! R+, be the element
of S¤ which, for every s 2 S, satis¯es F(s) = limn!1 F(sn). Since S is ¯nite-
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Since V [S¤] is complete with respect to ¿(V [S¤];S), there is [(F1;F2)] 2 V [S¤] such
that
8s 2 S : lim
n!1
Fn(s) ¡ F1(s) + F2(s) = 0:
Since limn!1 Fn(s) ¡ F1(s) + F2(s) = F(s) ¡ F1(s) + F2(s), and since S separates
the elements of S¤, this implies that [(F1;F2)] = [(F;0)], i.e., limn!1 Fn = F. 2
3.2.22 Corollary. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space. Then S
is complete with respect to topology ¿(S;S¤).
3.2.23 Theorem. Let S be a salient space with ¯nite linear dimension and for
which S¤ separates S. Then the following three statements are equivalent.
a) S is re°exive,
b) S is complete with respect to ¿(S;S¤),
c) V+[S] is closed in V [S] with respect to ¿(V [S];S¤).
Proof.
\ a =) b " This is Corollary 3.2.22,
\ b =) c " Due to the homeomorphism between S and V+[S], the pointed convex
cone V+[S] is complete and since V [S] is complete, V+[S] is closed in V [S].
\ c =) a " Since S has a ¯nite linear dimension, we ¯nd that V [S], (V [S])¤ and
(V [S])¤¤ have the same linear dimension as S. For convenience of notation, we
identify V [S] and (V [S])¤¤. Endow V [S] with the topology ¿(V [S];S¤). Note that
the image V+[S¤¤] of S¤¤ under the salient isomorphism JS¤¤ is a pointed convex
cone in (V [S])¤¤ = V [S], such that V+[S] ½ V+[S¤¤]. Suppose S is not re°exive, i.e.,
suppose
9x 2 S
¤¤ 9F 2 S
¤ : x(F) 6= F(s):
De¯ne [(t1;t2)] := JS¤¤ (x). Since V+[S] is convex and closed in V [S] and since
[(t1;t2)] 62 V+[S], the Strong Separation Theorem of Minkowski ([24, page 59]) im-
plies that there is f0 2 (V [S])¤ such that
f0([(t1;t2)]) < 0 and 8[(s1;s2)] 2 V+[S] : f0([(s1;s2)]) ¸ 0:
De¯ne F0 2 S¤, for every s 2 S, by F0(s) := f0([(s;0)]), then x 2 S¤¤ implies
x(F0) ¸ 0. Since x(F0) = f0([(t1;t2)]) < 0, we arrive at a contradiction, and we
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3.3 Finite-dimensional salient spaces
In this section, we derive some statements concerning salient spaces which are re-
°exive or have a ¯nite linear dimension.
Consider a non-degenerate salient pairing fS ; T ;B g. By Lemma 2.3.18, we ¯nd
that in this case V [S] separates the elements of V [T] and, conversely, V [T] separates
V [S]. If the salient space S has a ¯nite linear dimension, then V [S] is also ¯nite-
dimensional and we conclude that the dimension of V [T] equals the dimension of
V [S], i.e., V [S] and V [T] are isomorphic. Conversely, if S is a salient space with
¯nite linear dimension, and if fS ; T ;B g is a salient pairing, such that V [S] and
V [T] are isomorphic (¯nite-dimensional) vector spaces, then Lemma 2.3.18 implies
that the pairing is non-degenerate. Summarising, we ¯nd the following proposition.
3.3.1 Proposition. Let fS ; T ;B g be a salient pairing of which the salient
space S has a ¯nite linear dimension. Then
fS ; T ;B g is non-degenerate () V [S] is isomorphic with V [T]:
Next, we consider the special case where T = S¤. So, let S be a salient space such
that S¤ separates S. Then the canonical pairing fS ; S¤ ;Bcan g is non-degenerate.
For a ¯nite-dimensional salient space S, the previous proposition states that S¤ sep-
arates S if and only if the vector spaces V [S] and V [S¤] are isomorphic.
We are interested in the situation where V [S¤] = (V [S])¤, and we will see that the
condition S¤ separates S is necessary and su±cient.
3.3.2 Proposition. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional salient space. Then
S
¤ separates the elements of S () V [S
¤] = (V [S])
¤:
Proof.
For every ¯nite-dimensional salient space S, the vector space V [S] is isomorphic
with (V [S])¤. Proposition 3.3.1 completes the proof. 2
3.3.3 Example. For the salient space S = f(x1;x2) 2 R2 j x1 > 0g [ f(0;0)g of
Examples 2.1.5 and 2.3.24, the vector space V [S¤] is not isomorphic with (V [S])¤.
Furthermore, S¤ does not separate the elements of S. 33.3. Finite-dimensional salient spaces 93
If a ¯nite-dimensional salient space S is re°exive, then
dim((V [S])
¤¤) = dim(V [S]) = lin dim(S) = lin dim(S
¤¤) = dim(V [S
¤¤]):
As a consequence, we ¯nd dim(V [S¤]) = dim(V [S]), i.e., lin dim(S¤) = lin dim(S),
and we conclude that S¤ separates S.
If S is a salient space for which S¤ separates S, and which satis¯es V [S¤] = (V [S])¤,
then every linear function on V [S] is continuous with respect to the locally convex
topology ¿(V [S];S¤). So, if S¤ has a countable order set, Proposition 3.3.5 below
implies that V [S], and therefore also S, is ¯nite-dimensional. Summarising, we ¯nd
the following proposition.
3.3.4 Proposition. Let S be a salient space which has a countable order set and
for which S¤ separates S. Then
V [S
¤] = (V [S])
¤ () S is ¯nite-dimensional:
3.3.5 Proposition. Let V be an in¯nite-dimensional topological vector space, for
which the topology is generated by a countable collection fpn j n 2 Ng of semi-norms,
satisfying fx 2 V j 8n 2 N : pn(x) = 0g = f0g. Then there is an unbounded linear
function F : V ! R.
Proof.
Without loss of generality (cf. Remark 3.1.11), we may assume
8n 2 N : pn · pn+1:
Let H = fhi j i 2 Ig be a maximal linearly independent subset, or Hamel basis (cf.
[7]), in V . For every x 2 V , let the function Lx : I ! R be de¯ned such that the
set fi 2 I j Lx(i) 6= 0g is ¯nite and x =
P
i2I
Lx(i)hi. Let ~ H = fhin j n 2 Ng be a
countable subset of H satisfying 8n 2 N : pn(hin) 6= 0. Then 8n;m 2 N : Lhim(in) =





We shall prove that F is unbounded, i.e., we prove that
8n 2 N 8® > 0 9x 2 V : jF(x)j > ®pn(x):
Let n 2 N and let ® > 0. Take m 2 N, such that m > maxfn;®g. Then
jF(him)j = mpm(him) ¸ mpn(him) > ®pn(him):
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3.3.6 Remark. The condition in the above proposition that the collection fpn j
n 2 Ng of semi-norms is countable is necessary. Indeed, consider the set RN of all
real sequences, and de¯ne the subset ¡ ½ RN, consisting of all ¯nite sequences, for
every x = (xn)n2N 2 RN by
x 2 ¡ :() 9N 2 N 8n > N : xn = 0:





Clearly, the set f¼a j a 2 RNg is uncountable. Furthermore, every linear functional
on ¡ is continuous. Indeed, let F : ¡ ! R be a linear functional, then there is
f 2 RN such that 8x 2 ¡ : F(x) = ¼f(x). 3
Next, we present a salient space related characterisation of int(S) (cf. De¯ni-
tion 2.1.28) for ¯nite-dimensional salient spaces.
3.3.7 Lemma. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional salient space and let s 2 S. Then
s 2 int(S) if and only if 8G 2 S¤ n f0g : G(s) > 0.
Proof.
Let s 2 int(S) and let G 2 S¤ n f0g. There is s1 2 S with G(s1) > 0. Since
s 2 int(S), there is " > 0 and s2 2 S such that s = "s1 +s2. We conclude G(s) > 0.
For the converse, suppose s 2 bd(S)nf0g. Since S is a convex set, int(S) is a convex
set. We remark that Corollary's 2.2.11 and 2.2.12 guarantee that int(S) 6= ;. By
the Weak Separation Theorem of Minkowski ([24, p.60])
9 F 2 (V [S])
¤ n f0g 9 ® 2 R :
½
8 ¸ ¸ 0 : F(¸s) · ®
8 u0 2 int(S) : F(u0) ¸ ®:
Choosing ¸ equal to 0, and choosing a sequence in int(S) converging to 0, we ¯nd
® = 0. As a consequence F 2 S¤ n f0g. By subsequently choosing ¸ equal to 1, we
¯nd F(s) · 0. 2
Note, that as a consequence of this lemma, we ¯nd (int(S))¤ = S¤.
If S is a ¯nite-dimensional salient space, for which S¤ separates S, then the set int(S)
coincides with the ¿(V [S];S¤)-interior of S. Hence, every element of the ¿(V [S];S¤)-
interior of S is an order unit, with respect to the partial order relation ·S on S.
Furthermore, every element F 2 S¤ is continuous with respect to topology ¿(S;S¤).
The following corollary summarises some statements which we will need in the com-
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3.3.8 Corollary. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space. Then the
following statements hold.
a) Let F0 2 int(S¤) and let (sn)n2N be a sequence in S. Then (sn)n2N converges
to 0 with respect to the topology ¿(S;S¤) if and only if limn!1 F0(sn) = 0.
b) Let A be a subset of S and let F0 2 int(S¤). Then A is ¿(S;S¤)-bounded if and
only if the set fF0(a) j a 2 Ag is bounded.
c) For all F0 2 int(S¤), the sets fs 2 S j F0(s) · 1g and fs 2 S j F0(s) = 1g are
¿(S;S¤)-compact.
3.3.9 Lemma. Let S be a salient space for which S¤ separates S and int(S¤) 6= ;,
let A be a subset of S, and let u0 2 int(S). Then A is ¿(S;S¤)-bounded if 9¸ ¸ 0 :
A ½ fs 2 S j s ·S ¸u0g. If, in addition, S is re°exive and ¯nite-dimensional, then
A is ¿(S;S¤)-bounded if and only if A ½ fs 2 S j s ·S ¸u0g, for some ¸ ¸ 0.
Proof.
Suppose 9¸ ¸ 0 8a 2 A : a ·S ¸u0. Let F0 2 int(S¤), then 8a 2 A : F0(a) ·
¸F0(u0), hence A is bounded.
Now, suppose 8¸ ¸ 0 9a 2 A : :(a ·S ¸u0), i.e., 8¸ ¸ 0 9a 2 A 9F 2 fG 2
S¤ j G(u0) = 1g : F(a) > ¸F(u0). Then, for every n 2 N there is an 2 A and
Fn 2 fG 2 S¤ j G(u0) = 1g such that 1
nFn(an) > Fn(u0). To prove the lemma, we
show that the sequence (an)n2N is unbounded. Suppose (an)n2N is bounded. Since S
is assumed to be ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive, we may assume that the sequence
(an)n2N is convergent with limit a 2 S, and the sequence (Fn)n2N is convergent with
limit F 2 fG 2 S¤ j G(u0) = 1g. This implies 0 = limn!1
1
nFn(an) ¸ 1. We
conclude that A is unbounded. 2
3.3.10 Theorem. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional re°exive salient space. Then S
has a salient basis.
In the proof of this theorem, we use the following well known theorem.
3.3.11 Krein-Milman Theorem (cf. [24, p.191])
Each non-empty compact convex set K in a ¯nite-dimensional vector space is the
convex hull of its set of extreme points, i.e., K = co(ext(K)).
Proof of Theorem 3.3.10.
Let F0 2 int(S¤) and de¯ne the set K := fs 2 S j F0(s) = 1g. By Corollary 3.3.8.c,
the set K is compact. Since K is also non-empty and convex, the Krein-Milman
Theorem implies that co(ext(K)) = K. We shall prove that E := fray(e) j e 2
ext(K)g is a saliently independent set.96 Salient Spaces and Topology
Claim: For every e in ext(K) the set ray(e) is extreme in S.
Proof: Let ¹ ¸ 0. Take ¹e = ¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2 for some s1;s2 2 S and
¿ 2 (0;1). If ¹ = 0 then s1 = s2 = 0 because 0 is an extreme point of
S. So assume ¹ > 0. If s1 = 0 or s2 = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we
assume s1 6= 0 6= s2. Now, e = ¿
s1
¹ + (1 ¡ ¿)
s2
¹ = ¿t1 + (1 ¡ ¿)t2 where
t1;t2 2 S. We shall prove that t1 and t2 (and therefore also s1 and s2)
are elements of ray(e).










both elements of K. Since e is an extreme point of K, this implies that
t1=F0(t1) = t2=F0(t2) = e. We conclude that t1 and t2 (and therefore
also s1 and s2) are elements of ray(e).
Conversely, by Proposition 2.4.2, every extreme ray R of S corresponds with the ex-
treme point r 2 ext(K), where frg = E\K. By Corollary 2.4.8 the set ray(ext(K))
is saliently independent. Since sal(K) = sal(ext(K)) = S, we conclude that ext(K)
is a salient basis of S. 2
Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space and let s0 2 int(S). Then by
Corollary 3.3.8.c, the set L := fF 2 S¤ j F(s0) = 1g is ¿(S;S¤)-compact. When we
de¯ne Us0 : S ! R+ and Ls0 : S ! R+ by
Us0(s) := maxfF(s) j F 2 Lg
Ls0(s) := minfF(s) j F 2 Lg;
then Ls0(s) · F(s) · Us0(s) for all F 2 L and s 2 S. Clearly, Ls0(s) > 0 if
s 2 int(S). Note, that this also proves that every s0 2 int(S) is an order unit.
3.3.12 Lemma. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space, and let
(sn)n2N be a sequence in int(S), with limit s0 2 int(S). Then, the functions Us0 :
S ! R+ and Ls0 : S ! R+ satisfy






Using the de¯nition of L, Us0 and Ls0, given above, let F 2 L satisfy F(s0) =
Us0(s0) = 1 and, similarly, for all n 2 N, let Fn 2 L satisfy Fn(sn) = Us0(sn). Since,
for all n 2 N : Us0(sn) ¸ F(sn), we ¯nd that liminfn!1 Us0(sn) ¸ F(s0) =
1. Let (snk)k2N be a subsequence of (sn)n2N, satisfying limsupn!1 Us0(sn) =
limk!1 Us0(snk). The sequence (Fnk)k2N lies in the compact set L, so (Fnk)k2N







Fnk(snk) = G(s0) = 1 · liminf
n!1
Us0(sn):3.3. Finite-dimensional salient spaces 97
A similar argument can be used to prove limn!1 Ls0(sn) = 1. 2
3.3.13 Schauder-Tychono® Fixed-Point Theorem ([11, Theorem V.10.5])
Let K be a non-empty compact convex subset of a locally convex linear topological
space and let F : K ! K be a continuous mapping. Then there exists x 2 K with
x = F(x).
This theorem is a generalisation of Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem.
3.3.14 Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem ([7, Theorem V.9.1])
Let K be a non-empty compact convex subset of a ¯nite-dimensional normed vector
space X and let F : K ! K be a continuous mapping, then there exists x 2 K such
that F(x) = x, i.e., F has a ¯xed point in K.
Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem has the following consequence for continuous func-
tions on a ¯nite-dimensional salient space.
3.3.15 Theorem. Let S be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space. Let H :
S nf0g ! S be a continuous function with respect to ¿(S;S¤). Then there exists an
s 2 S n f0g such that H(s) = ®s for some ® ¸ 0. In fact, for all F0 2 int(S¤) there
is s 2 S such that H(s) = F0(H(s))s.
Proof.
Let F0 2 int(S¤). The set L := fs 2 S j F0(s) = 1g is non-empty, convex, and





Then H0 is a continuous function. By the preceding theorem the function H0 has a
¯xed point s in L, so s = H0(s) =
s+H(s)
1+F0(H(s)). 298 Salient Spaces and TopologyChapter 4
Models and Theorems
Introduction
In this chapter, we present models of pure exchange economies, with and without
price rigidities, and of private ownership economies. These models are extensions of,
or new approaches to the neoclassical models as introduced by Arrow and Debreu
and the model concerning price rigidities and rationing (cf. Chapter 1 for a short
description). We recall that these neoclassical models have the Euclidean structure
of Rk0, k0 2 N, as a mathematical basis. In particular, the consumption set of each
agent is modelled by (a subset of) the positive orthant R
k0
+ of Rk0, thus implying
that every commodity can be considered separately.
We will show that the notion of salient space, as introduced in Chapter 2 is a more
natural concept to model the consumption set of agents. The use of salient spaces
instead of Euclidean spaces results in a more general model of a pure exchange
economy; this approach allows for links between commodities, and induces a more
natural way to order the set of all exchangeable objects in an economy. As a con-
sequence, the mathematical assumption that preferences are monotonous, re°ects
the economic intuition that agents prefer more over less, is a better way. Further-
more, the equilibrium existence results, stated at the end of this chapter, are proved
without the requirement that this ordering has a lattice structure. Recall that the
set Rk0, which is used by Arrow and Debreu to model the consumption set of each
agent, has a lattice structure.
We model situations in which the concept of commodity does not exist, or situations
in which commodities do not occur separately. However, our model can be used also
for the neoclassical situation of separate commodities, or for a combination of these
situations.
Since, for our models, commodities do not need to occur separately, this approach
can be used to model a situation in which links between commodities occur. For100 Models and Theorems
example, apart from the neoclassical situation of a pure exchange economy in which
separate commodities occur, our model of a pure exchange economy is able to cap-
ture the non-neoclassical situation in which there is trade in ¯xed combinations,
or packages, of commodities without a®ecting the natural order relation of these
packages (cf. Example 1.3.1 and Example 4.1.1). Moreover, this approach is able to
capture a model of an exchange economy in which the agents value speci¯c charac-
teristics of commodities instead of the commodities themselves (cf. Example 4.1.2
and the work of Lancaster, [21]).
In case of price rigidities (cf. Section 1.2.3), the concept of equilibrium is rede¯ned
by imposing additional constraints on excess supply and excess demand for the
agents. As we described shortly in Section 1.2.3, Drµ eze introduces these restrictions
for every commodity, separately. This approach is not applicable to our case where
the concept of commodity is not present. In Section 4.4, we will introduce a way
of rationing supply and demand that does not depend on the existence of separate
markets.
In Section 1.2.2, we have seen that in the Arrow-Debreu model of a private owner-
ship economy, a production plan is modelled by an element of the vector space Rk0.
As an example, we saw that the vector (¡1;2;¡3;1) 2 R4 represents the production
plan where two units of commodity 2 and one unit of commodity 1 are produced
from one unit of commodity 1 and three units of commodity 3. In our models con-
cerning production, we assume that the salient space C, which represents the set
of all objects of trade, is a sum of two salient subspaces Cprod and Ccons. Each ele-
ment x 2 C is a unique concatenation (x
prod;x
cons) of a production part x
prod 2 Cprod
and a consumption part x
cons 2 Ccons. Only elements of Cprod can be used as input
for a production process whereas the output is always an element of Ccons. Thus,
x = (x
prod;x
cons) 2 C represents not only an exchangeable object but also a produc-
tion process which produces x
cons out of x
prod.
In the ¯rst part of this chapter, we introduce the primary concepts of our mod-
els. Each section deals with one of them. After the introduction of all the primary
concepts needed for a model, that particular model is presented. Model A con-
cerns a pure exchange economy, and Model B introduces price rigidities into this
setting. Both Model C and Model D describe a private ownership economy with
two types of bundles of exchange: production bundles that can be used as input of
a production process and consumption bundles which can represent the output of
a production process. In Model C it is assumed that agents consume both types of
bundles, whereas in Model D the preferences of the agents are restricted to the set
of consumption bundles. In the ¯nal section of this chapter we state several equi-
librium existence theorems for these models and we discuss the extra mathematical4.1. Objects of exchange 101
assumptions which are made to guarantee the existence.
4.1 Objects of exchange
We represent the collection of all exchangeable objects, being it separate commodi-
ties, bundles of commodities or other objects, by a salient space C. Every element
x of C represents \something that can be exchanged or traded". We refer to the
elements of the salient space C as \exchangeable object", \bundles of exchange", or
\bundles of trade".
In Section 1.3, we motivated the use of a salient space C to model the set of all
bundles of exchange. There, we saw that the two salient operations, addition and
(scalar) multiplication over R+, represent the construction of new bundles of ex-
change from other bundles; if x and y are bundles of exchange, then x+y represents
the bundle of exchange obtained by joining x and y. Furthermore, 3x 2 C, rep-
resents the bundle x + x + x, and so on. The adjective \salient", indicating that
C does not contain a linear subset, re°ects that two bundles of exchange cannot
cancel each other out. Finally, the partial order relation ·C which is induced by C
(cf. De¯nition 2.2.5), represents a natural way to order bundles of exchange. By
means of an example, we explained in Section 1.3 the di®erence between the nature
of these exchangeable objects and the familiar term \commodity", as used in the
neoclassical models. In this section, we give two more examples and elaborate on
this di®erence. We want to emphasise that the conditions for Example 4.1.1 are
essentially di®erent from the conditions for Example 1.3.1.
4.1.1 Example. Consider a model of a pure exchange economy in which three
separate commodities are available: commodities a, b and c. We denote the neoclas-
sical commodity bundles by x = (xa;xb;xc) 2 R3
+. Assume that these commodities
can only be purchased by trade in the following ¯xed commodity bundles:
² bundle 1: (0;1;1),
² bundle 2: (1;2;2).
The agents are allowed to break up the traded bundles into smaller pieces, as long as
the trade is established in the above described proportions. For example, bundle 1
can represent a small box of breakfast cereal (commodity b denoting cereal and
commodity c denoting cardboard), and bundle 2 a large box of cereal with a plastic
toy (commodity a) in it.
The set of exchangeable objects consists of all linear combinations of these two
bundles, such that the resulting bundle is greater than or equal to the zero bundle102 Models and Theorems
(0;0;0) 2 R3
+, i.e., every ®1;®2 2 R such that
®1(0;1;1) + ®2(1;2;2) ¸E (0;0;0);
represents a bundle of trade. Here ¸E denote the Euclidean order relation on R3.
Hence, every pair (®1;®2) 2 R2 represents a bundle of trade if and only if ®1+2®2 ¸ 0
and ®2 ¸ 0. Clearly, the set C of all exchangeable objects in this model is equal to
the salient space
C = f(®1;®2) 2 R
2 j ®1 + 2®2 ¸ 0 and ®2 ¸ 0g:
For example, the exchangeable object h = (¡2;1) denotes the commodity bundle
(1;0;0). Hence, agents can exchange the separate plastic toy, since a large box of










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.1.1: An example of the set of exchangeable objects in R3
Furthermore, an element (®1;®2) 2 C is greater than or equal to (¯1;¯2) 2 C, with
respect to the order relation ·C, if and only if ®1 + 2®2 ¸ ¯1 + 2¯2 and ®2 ¸ ¯2.
Note that if bundle ®1(0;1;1) + ®2(1;2;2) contains at least as much of all three
commodities a, b and c as bundle ¯1(0;1;1) + ¯2(1;2;2), then (¯1;¯2) ·C (®1;®2).
Hence, the Euclidean order relation is stronger than ·C. The two order relations
are not equivalent. For example exchangeable object g = (0;1), which represents
commodity bundle 2, is greater than f = (1;0), which represents commodity bun-
dle 1 (see Figure 4.1.1).
The neoclassical approach to model this situation would be to consider the two
¯xed bundles as separate commodities and introduce R2
+ as the set of all commodity
bundles. Note that in this case, the bundle (1;0;0) is not a commodity bundle.
Furthermore, the Euclidean order relation on R2, restricted to R2
+, does not represent
the natural ordering of the exchangeable objects; commodity bundle 1, represented
by (1;0) is not comparable to commodity bundle 2, represented by (0;1).
34.1. Objects of exchange 103
The above example and Example 1.3.1, show two di®erent situations in which a
model based upon a salient space can incorporate ¯xed links between di®erent com-
modities. For instance, an economy can be modelled in which only ¯xed, prescribed
combinations of commodities can be exchanged. Examples are pre-packed o®ers, or
special products received when purchasing a large amount of a commodity, examples
which are frequently observed in e.g. supermarkets or drugstores.
Also, using a salient space-based model, we can describe a situation in which the
preferences of the agents are in terms of characteristics of commodities rather than
in terms of the commodities themselves. For instance, an economic agent may ask
for a speci¯c colour, the possibility of extensions, certain quality of service, etc.
4.1.2 Example. Consider a hotel where each day the guests can choose between
breakfast combination A or B. In the evening the guests can choose between dinner
menu C or D. Suppose a guest (a professional cyclist) is looking for a healthy











Figure 4.1.2: Preferences based on characteristics of commodities
carbohydrates, proteins and ¯bers, respectively. Suppose the bundle y = (y1;y2;y3)
denotes the proper proportion of the nutritional values. The picture suggests that
there are two di®erent ways to obtain the bundle y: by combining breakfast A with
menu C, or by combining breakfast B with menu D. 3
In general, an \exchangeable object" can be considered to be a carrier of several at-
tributes (cf. the work of Lancaster, [21]). Moreover, the same attribute may appear
in more than one object of exchange. The models introduced in this chapter, allow
for this mixture of attributes to be inextricable both in characteristics and in time.104 Models and Theorems
In the labour market, for instance, a ¯rm may ask for an employee with a certain
education, intelligence and working experience. In this setting, one can consider an
\object of exchange" to be a person with such (and perhaps other) speci¯c attributes.
On the other hand, we want to emphasise, that although it is not assumed espe-
cially, separate commodities may be present. Note that Rk
+ with the Euclidean order
relation is a salient space. Also, a situation in which several commodities are linked
and some of these and possibly other commodities are also available separately, ¯ts
into each of our models.
4.2 Pricing functions
In Section 1.3, we have seen that if the set C of bundles of exchange is a salient
space then the set of all possible price systems also satis¯es the de¯nition of salient
space. For the moment, we denote the salient space of all possible price systems by
S, and by B(x;p), we denote the value that p assigns to bundle of exchange x. We
assume that every price system p 2 S acts in a salient way on the elements of C: if
x;y;z 2 C satisfy x = ®y + ¯z for certain ®;¯ 2 R+ then the value B(x;p) that p
assigns to x has to be equal to ® times B(y;p) plus ¯ times B(z;p). Mathematically
speaking, we ¯nd that B is a bi-salient form (cf. De¯nition 2.3.6).
The salient space C, which represents the set of exchangeable objects, the salient
space S, which represents the set of all possible price systems, and the form B which
represents the assigning of value to exchangeable objects given a price system, form
a salient pairing fC ; S ;B g. In Chapter 2, on page 57, we have seen that the salient
space S is salient isomorphic to (a subset of) the adjoint C¤ of C. Since S represents
the set of all possible price systems that meet the requirements stated in Section 1.3,
we ¯nd that, mathematically speaking, S is isomorphic with the adjoint C¤ consist-
ing of all salient functionals on C.
Henceforth, we take the adjoint C¤ of C as the set of all price systems, i.e., we say
that price systems are salient functions on C, and that for every P 2 C¤ the value
of an element x 2 C is equal to P(x). Hence, we consider the canonical pairing
fC ; C¤ ;Bcan g (cf. Corollary 2.3.16). Proposition 2.3.26 guarantees that in case
the salient space C has an order unit with respect to the partial order relation ·C,
then C¤ 6= f0g, i.e., pricing functions unequal to the zero function exist. Due to
price regulations or other reasons, it is possible that in a model some elements of C¤
are not recognised as pricing functions. We denote the subset of C¤ of all admissible
pricing functions for a model, by P. In case P is a salient subspace of C¤ the model
is based on the salient pairing fC ; P ;Bcan g.4.2. Pricing functions 105
4.2.1 Example. Recall the model introduced in Example 4.1.1. We have seen
that the set C of all exchangeable objects in this model is equal to the salient space
C = f(®1;®2) 2 R
2 j ®1 + 2®2 ¸ 0 and ®2 ¸ 0g:
It is not di±cult to derive (see Figure 4.2.1) that the set S consisting of all possible
salient functions on C is represented by
S = f(®1;®2) 2 R
2 j ®2 ¸ 2®1 and ®1 ¸ 0g:


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2.1: The set of exchangeable objects C and its adjoint C¤
3
4.2.2 Example. Recall the model in Example 1.3.1, where the set of all exchange-
able objects is represented by
C = f(xa;xb;xc) 2 R3




®1 + ®2 + 2®3 + ®4 = xa
®1 + 2®2 + ®3 + 2®4 = xb






Also in this example, the bi-salient form is equal to the inner product.
The set of all possible pricing functions, i.e., the set of all salient functions on C,
for this model is represented by
S = f(pa;pb;pc) 2 R3 j 8(xa;xb;xc) 2 C : paxa + pbxb + pcxc ¸ 0g
= sal((¡1;3;¡1);(¡1;¡1;3);(2;¡1;0);(2;0;¡1)):
Note, that in the ¯rst neoclassical approach, as described in Example 1.3.1, where
the consumption set was taken to be the restriction of R3
+ to the pointed convex cone106 Models and Theorems
C, the set of all possible pricing functions is equal to R3
+, which is a strict subset of
C¤. Hence, the neoclassical approach boils down to taking the set of all admissible
price vectors equal to (a subset of) R3
+, whereas the salient space approach allows
for a larger choice of P. 3
4.2.3 Example. Consider a model for a pure exchange economy, where the set of
all objects of trade is modelled by the salient space C of all positive 2 £ 2-matrices
(cf. Examples 2.1.20, 2.3.9 and 2.3.29). Then the set S of all possible price systems
is also represented by C. The bi-salient form B is for each bundle of exchange M 2 C
and each pricing function P 2 C given by B(M;P) = tr(MP). 3
Above, we have seen the ¯rst two primary concepts of a salient space based model of
a pure exchange economy: the set of all objects of trade is represented by a salient
space C and the set of all admissible pricing functions is represented by a subset P
of C¤. In case P is a salient subspace of C¤, then the two primary concepts of a pure
exchange economy form a salient pairing fC ; P ;Bcan g, where, for every x 2 C and
every P 2 P,
Bcan(x;P) = P(x);
denotes the value of x at pricing function P.
4.3 Agents
The third primary concept of a pure exchange economy concerns the agents. Similar
to the neoclassical model of a pure exchange economy (cf. Section 1.2.1), the fea-
tures of an economic agent are an element w 2 C, called initial endowment, and a
preference relation º de¯ned on C, on the basis of which the agents makes choices.
This preference relation º on C is assumed to satisfy (cf. page 10):
² re°exivity: 8x 2 C : x º x,
² transitivity: 8x;y;z 2 C : ( x º y and y º z ) =) x º z,
² completeness: 8x;y 2 C : x º y or y º x.
This completes the introduction of all three primary concepts of a model of a pure
exchange economy; we have de¯ned the set of all exchangeable objects, the set of all
pricing functions and the agents. Next, we brie°y introduce the secondary concepts,
of which the construction is similar to the construction in the neoclassical model of
Section 1.2.1.4.3. Agents 107
For a given pricing function P 2 P, the budget set of an agent with initial endow-
ment w 2 C is given by
B(P;w) := fx 2 C j P(x) · P(w)g;
and consists of all exchangeable objects that can be a®orded at pricing function P 2
P. For an agent with an initial endowment w 2 C and a preference relation º on
C, the set
D(P;w;º) := fx 2 B(P;w) j 8y 2 B(P;w) : x º yg
of all best (most preferable) elements of the budget set B(P;w), with respect to
preference relation º, is called the demand set.
4.3.1 Example. Reconsider the model of a pure exchange economy, presented in
Example 4.1.1, where the set of all bundles of exchange is represented by the salient
space
C = f(®1;®2) 2 R
2 j ®1 + 2®2 ¸ 0 and ®2 ¸ 0g:
In Example 4.2.1, we have seen the the set of all possible pricing functions is repre-
sented by
S = f(¼1;¼2) 2 R
2 j ¼2 ¸ 2¼1 and ¼1 ¸ 0g;
where the value of exchangeable object (®1;®2) at pricing function (¼1;¼2) is equal
to the inner product ¼1®1 + ¼2®2.
Consider an agent with initial endowment w = (2;2) 2 C and preference relation º
on C, for every (®1;®2);(¯1;¯2) 2 C, given by
(®1;®2) º (¯1;¯2) :() minf®2;®1 + 2®2g ¸ minf¯2;¯1 + 2¯2g:
It is not di±cult to check that this is indeed a preference relation on C. At pricing
function (1;3) 2 S, the budget set of this agent is equal to
B((1;3);w) = f(®1;®2) 2 C j ®1 + 3®2 · 8g:
Furthermore, it is not di±cult to derive that the demand set of this agent at pricing
function (1;3) is equal to D((1;3);w;º) = f(¡4;4)g. 3
With the concepts thus far introduced, we are ready to state the ¯rst model, with
corresponding equilibrium concept. In Section 4.8, we give two existence theorems
related to this model, Theorems A1 and A2, and we discuss the additional mathe-
matical assumptions made in these theorems. Both of these theorems will explicitly
assume that the set P of all admissible pricing functions is equal to the adjoint C¤
of C.108 Models and Theorems
Model A: pure exchange economy
Primary concepts:
² the set of all exchangeable objects is modelled by a salient space C;
² the set of price systems is modelled by a subset P of the adjoint C¤ of C;
² there is a ¯nite number, i0, of agents, where agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, is
characterised by an initial endowment wi 2 C and a preference relation ºi
on C.
Secondary concepts:




i (P) := B(P;wi) = fx 2 C j P(x) · P(wi)g;




i (P) := D(P;wi;ºi) = fx 2 B
A
i (P) j 8y 2 B
A
i (P) : x ºi yg:
A Walrasian equilibrium for Model A is an (i0+1)-tuple (d1;:::;di0;Peq) 2 Ci0£P
such that
² Peq 6= 0,
² di 2 DA








In words, an i0-tuple of exchangeable objects for each agent, and a pricing func-
tion, form a Walrasian equilibrium if the pricing function is nonzero, each agent
chooses a most preferable object in his budget set at the given pricing function,
and the total demand is smaller than or equal to the total initial endowment.
A pricing function Peq 2 P nf0g, satisfying the conditions in the above de¯nition,
is called a (Walrasian) equilibrium pricing function.4.4. Rationing schemes 109
4.4 Rationing schemes
In the neoclassical Arrow-Debreu model, where C = R
k0
+ , Drµ eze introduced price
rigidities by restricting prices to the set
P = fp 2 R
k0
+ j f(p) = 1 and p ¸E p ¸E pg:
Then, a rationing scheme is introduced on the budget sets of the agents, ensuring
the existence of a constrained equilibrium price vector p 2 P. If p is on the boundary
of P, then there is a set K ½ f1;:::;k0g such that 8k 2 K : pk = pk or pk = p
k.
The number of elements of K determines the number of restrictions in the rationing
scheme. If pk = pk then the net demand of each agent for commodity k is rationed,
and if pk = p
k, the net supply is rationed.
We now introduce price regulations or price rigidities into the above described model,
Model A, of a pure exchange economy. So, we reconsider the model of a pure ex-
change economy where the set of all bundles of exchange is represented by the salient
space C, where the adjoint C¤ represents the set of all pricing functions, and where
the features of an agent are an exchangeable object w 2 C, called his initial en-
dowment, and a preference relation º de¯ned on C. However, now, we assume that
the set P of admissible pricing functions is a strict salient subspace of C¤. As a
consequence, we cannot apply Theorem A1 or Theorem A2 of Section 4.8 which
correspond to Model A, since they both explicitly assume P = C¤. In other words,
the equilibrium pricing functions, of which the theorems corresponding to Model A
prove the existence, may be elements of C¤ nP. When this is the case, we ¯nd that
for every pricing function in P, the demand of the agents cannot be realised from the
present initial endowment. In this situation, the description of a new equilibrium
concept should include how commodities are allocated. This allocation is regulated
by using a so-called rationing scheme for each agent.
A rationing scheme is a regulation which restricts the set of exchangeable objects
that an agent is allowed to purchase or to o®er for trade with regard to his initial
endowment. The idea behind a rationing scheme is that if a pricing function lies on
the boundary of the set P and cannot be used to equalise total demand and total
supply, the rationing scheme takes over this role.
We let a rationing scheme be determined by three variables: N1;N2 2 C¤ and
® 2 R+, in the following way. At a rationing scheme (N1;N2;®) 2 C¤ £ C¤ £ R+,
the demand set of an agent with initial endowment w in C and preference relation º
on C, is restricted to the set
R(N1;N2;®;w) := fx 2 C j N1(x) ¡ N1(w) ¡ N2(x) + N2(w) · ®g:110 Models and Theorems
Note, that in V [C]-terminology this means that the demand is restricted to a set
which is isomorphic with the intersection of V+[C] and a half-space. This half-space
consists of all the elements of V [C] that have a value smaller than or equal to ® plus
the value of w, both with respect to the linear function [N1;N2] 2 V [C]. Further-
more, if N1 = N2, then restriction set R(N1;N2;®;w) is equal to C.
For every P 2 P, for every N1;N2 2 C¤ and for every ® 2 R+, the constrained
budget set of the agent is given by
B(P;w;N1;N2;®) := B(P;w) \ R(N1;N2;®;w):
The constrained demand set for the agent, at P 2 P, at N1;N2 2 C¤ and at ® 2 R+,
is the set of all best elements of B(P;w;N1;N2;®) with respect to the preference
relation º, i.e.,
D(P;w;º;N1;N2;®) := fx 2 B(P;w;N1;N2;®) j 8y 2 B(P;w;N1;N2;®) : x º yg:
Note, that for all P 2 P, for all N1;N2 2 C¤ and for all ® 2 R+, we ¯nd
w 2 B(P;w;N1;N2;®). Secondly, the restriction of the demand to a half-space
makes sure that the rationing scheme does not simultaneously a®ect supply and
demand in any direction. Finally, we mention that for all w 2 C;P 2 P, N 2 C¤
and ® 2 R+, the constrained budget set B(P;w;N;N;®) equals the unconstrained
budget set fx 2 C j P(x) · P(w)g de¯ned in Model A.
The choice of the rationing is one of the things to be speci¯ed in a model allowing
for price rigidities. In the general set up as we have chosen for Model A, such a
speci¯cation becomes highly untransparent. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the
following situation.
² V is a ¯nite-dimensional inner product space, where the inner product is de-
noted by h:;:i.
² C is a salient space, represented by the solid, pointed convex cone K in V (cf.
De¯nition 2.1.21).
² C¤ is represented by the solid, pointed convex cone K¤ in V , given by
K
¤ := fp 2 V j 8k 2 K : hk;pi ¸ 0g:
The above introduced restriction set R(N1;N2;®;w) is described by a half space in
V intersected by K. Henceforth, we use a di®erent notation for a rationing scheme
and for the restriction set. For every w 2 K, for every n 2 V and for every ® 2 R+,
we de¯ne
R(n;®;w) := fx 2 K j hx ¡ w;ni · ®g:4.4. Rationing schemes 111
Note that n 2 V represents [(N1;N2)] 2 V [C¤], so a rationing scheme can be repre-
sented by a pair (n;®), with n 2 V and ® 2 R+.
With the concepts thus far introduced, we are ready to state the second model, with
corresponding equilibrium concept. In Section 4.8, we give an existence theorem that
is related to this model, and we discuss the additional mathematical assumptions
made in that theorem.
Model B: price rigidities and rationing
Primary concepts:
² the set of all exchangeable objects is modelled by a solid pointed convex
cone K in a ¯nite-dimensional inner product space V ;
² the set of price systems is modelled by a strict subcone P of K¤, where K¤
in V is given by
K
¤ = fx 2 V j 8k 2 K : hx;ki ¸ 0g;
² there is a ¯nite number, i0, of agents, where agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, is
characterised by an initial endowment wi 2 K and a preference relation ºi
on K,
² the set of all rationing schemes is modelled by V £ R+.
Secondary concepts:
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every p 2 P, for every n 2 V and for every
® 2 R+, the constrained budget set of agent i is given by
B
B
i (p;n;®) := fx 2 K j hx ¡ wi;pi · 0 and hx ¡ wi;ni · ®g;
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every p 2 P, for every n 2 V and for every
® 2 R+, the constrained demand set of agent i is given by
D
B
i (p;n;®) := fx 2 B
B
i (p;n;®) j 8y 2 B
B
i (p;n;®) : x ºi yg:
A constrained equilibrium for Model B is an (i0 + 3)-tuple
(d1;:::;di0;peq;neq;®eq) 2 C
i0 £ P £ V £ R+;112 Models and Theorems
Model B (continued)
such that
² peq 6= 0,
² di 2 DB








² if peq 2 int(P), then neq = 0,
² if peq 2 bd(P) then there is x0 2 int(K) such that hx0;neqi = 0 and the set
fx 2 V j hx;neqi = hpeq;neqig
is a supporting hyperplane of Px0 = fp 2 P j hp;x0i = 1g at peq.
In words, an i0-tuple of exchangeable objects for each agent, a price vector, and
a rationing scheme form a constrained equilibrium if the price vector is nonzero,
each agent chooses a most preferable object in his constrained budget set at the
given price vector, and the total demand is equal to the total initial endowment.
Furthermore, if the equilibrium price vector is not on the boundary of P, then
there is no rationing. If the equilibrium price vector peq is an element of the
boundary of P, then the rationing vector neq is orthogonal to Px0 at peq, for some
x0 2 int(K). So, if the pricing function cannot adapt in a certain direction,
because it lies on the boundary of P, a rationing scheme is introduced which con-
strains every agent's net demand in the same direction.
We call peq 2 P n f0g, satisfying the conditions in the above de¯nition, a (con-
strained) equilibrium price vector.
We note that the choice of the inner product is not speci¯ed, and the de¯nition of
orthogonality is related to this choice. Therewith the choice of the rationing scheme
¯xed by n 2 V , is still arbitrary since it depends on the choice of the inner product.
Of course, when V = R
k0
+ , there is the natural tendency to choose the Euclidean
inner product. A choice for the cone K in the Euclidean setting with V = R3
+ is
depicted in Figure 2.1.3, page 36.
Finally, we remark that, contrary to the approach of Drµ eze, a rationing scheme in the4.5. Firms 113
above model, where the price rigidity set P is a convex subcone of K¤, is speci¯ed
by one restriction only.
4.5 Firms
In a model of a private ownership economy, four primary concepts occur: the set
of all exchangeable objects, the price set, the agents, and the ¯rms. On the ¯rst of
these primary concepts, we have to be a bit more speci¯c. The last one has to be
introduced.
We model a private ownership economy in which production and consumption will
play a distinguished role. Each bundle of exchange, i.e., each element of C is a unique
concatenation of a production bundle and a consumption bundle, where only pro-
duction bundles can be used as input for a production process whereas the output
of this process is a consumption bundle. However, bundles of both types are allowed
to be consumed by economic agents and bundles of both types may be present in
the initial endowment. Each of the two types of bundles is assumed to establish a
salient space. The set consisting of all exchangeable objects is taken to be the direct
sum of two salient spaces Cprod and Ccons. Here Cprod is the salient space consisting
of all production bundles, and Ccons is the salient space containing all consumption
bundles.
4.5.1 De¯nition (direct sum of two salient spaces). The direct sum of two
salient spaces Cprod and Ccons is the salient space Cprod © Ccons, consisting of all or-
dered pairs x = (x
prod;x
cons) with x
prod 2 Cprod and x
cons 2 Ccons. The salient space

















For every x 2 Cprod © Ccons, there are unique x
prod 2 Cprod and x
cons 2 Ccons such that
x = (x
prod;x
cons). Since Cprod © Ccons is a salient space, every property derived for
salient spaces (in Chapters 2 and 3) is also applicable to Cprod © Ccons.
The partial order relation ·C of the salient space C := Cprod © Ccons satis¯es:














cons:114 Models and Theorems
Hence, if we model the set of all bundles of trade by a salient space C = Cprod©Ccons,





that P = (P
prod; P
cons). The value of an element x = (x
prod;x
cons) 2 C at pricing
function P 2 C¤
prod © C¤











cons denote the vertex of Cprod and Ccons, respec-
tively. As a consequence, C := Cprod © Ccons is also non-trivial.
Thus, we have presented the realisation of the set of all objects of trade, as being
the direct sum C = Cprod ©Ccons, and the set of all admissible pricing functions as a
subset of the direct sum C¤
prod © C¤
cons. Now, we concentrate on the introduction of
the primary concept of ¯rm.
We start modelling so-called production processes, i.e., processes that incorporate
the possibility of converting production bundles into consumption bundles. We
present a production process by an element x = (x
prod;x
cons) 2 C; a production
process (x
prod;x
cons) converts production bundle x
prod 2 Cprod into consumption bun-
dle x
cons 2 Ccons. A collection of production processes being technologically feasible
is said to be a production technology. So, a production technology is a subset T
of C. One may think of a production technology as being the set of all production
processes that can be executed due to the presence of a speci¯c group of machinery.
The primary concept of ¯rm is completely characterised by a production technology.
From a feasibility point of view, each production technology T satis¯es the following
natural assumptions.
a) The production process \no production" belongs to T;
b) A production process in T with zero input has zero output;
c) Free disposal, both of input and of output.
If x = (x
prod;x





prod 2 Cprod, then (~ x
prod;x
cons) is also a feasible production process since after dis-
posal of y
prod, production process x can be executed. This is what we mean by free
disposal of input. Put di®erently, if x 2 T and ~ x
prod 2 Cprod with x




cons) 2 T. Similarly, we say that there is free disposal of output if
x = (x
prod;x
cons) is a feasible production process and x
cons = y




cons 2 Ccons, then (x
prod; ~ x
cons) is also a feasible production process since after
production of x
cons out of x
prod, y
cons can be disposed of, leaving ~ x
cons as output. So,4.5. Firms 115
if x 2 T and ~ x





For the formal de¯nition of production technology, we need the following notation.
For all x 2 Cprod © Ccons the set Fx is given by





Let A be a subset of C. For all x 2 A the set Rx(A) is given by
Rx(A) := fz 2 A j x 2 Fz and Fz ½ Ag:
Furthermore, the set E(A) is given by
E(A) := fe 2 A j Re(A) = fegg:
The following three properties immediately follow.
4.5.2 Lemma. Let A ½ C and let x 2 C. Then
² x 2 Rx(A) () Fx ½ A,
² 8y 2 Fx : Fy ½ Fx,
² y 2 Fx and x 2 Fy () x = y.
In fact, if T ½ C satis¯es the afore mentioned properties a, b and c, then for every
x 2 T, the set Fx is a subset of T, since Fx consists of precisely all the production
processes in C which are executable due to the two free disposal property c and the
fact that x 2 T. It turns out that E(T) describes the set of all e±cient elements of
a set T of production processes.
So, translating the properties a, b and c with the help of the new notation, we come
to the following de¯nition of the concept of production technology.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.5.1: Production technology
with bounded set of consumption bun-
dles
Figure 4.5.2: Production technology
with unbounded set of consumption
bundles
We remark that, in comparison with the neoclassical private ownership economy,
presented in Section 1.2.2, it is not assumed that there is a \maximally possible
output". Figure 4.5.1 and Figure 4.5.2 show two examples of a production tech-
nology, in case Cprod = Ccons = R+. Note, that in Figure 4.5.2 the non-smooth set
Fy[f(x
prod;0) 2 C j x
prod 2 Cprodg ¯ts the de¯nition of a production technology also.
We call a production process (x
prod;x
cons) of a technology T e±cient, if at least x
prod
is needed to produce x
cons, and if it is not possible to produce more than x
cons out of
x
prod. Mathematically speaking, this boils down to the following de¯nition.
4.5.4 De¯nition (e±cient production process). Let T be a production tech-








=) x = e:
Put di®erently, e is e±cient if and only if e 2 E(T). Note that (0
prod;0
cons) 2 E(T).
The following lemma gives conditions on an arbitrary set T ½ C under which this set
is convex. These conditions will be assumed in the equilibrium existence theorems
concerning this model of a private ownership economy.




Fe and assume 8e;f 2 E(T) 8¿ 2 [0;1] : ¿e+(1¡¿)f 2 T: Then the set
T is convex.4.5. Firms 117
Proof.
Let x;y 2 T and ¿ 2 [0;1]. By the ¯rst property of T, there exist e;f 2 E(T) such
that x 2 Fe and y 2 Ff. Thus,








cons + ~ x








cons + ~ y
cons:
To prove convexity of T we shall show that ¿x+(1¡¿)y 2 F(¿e+(1¡¿)f). Indeed, this
proves the assertion since both properties of T, combined with the second property
of Lemma 4.5.2, yield F(¿e+(1¡¿)f) ½ T.
Firstly, note that
¿x
prod + (1 ¡ ¿)y
prod = ¿(e
prod + ~ x
prod) + (1 ¡ ¿)(f
prod + ~ y
prod)
= (¿e
prod + (1 ¡ ¿)f
prod) + (¿~ x




cons + (1 ¡ ¿)y
cons) + (¿~ x
cons + (1 ¡ ¿)~ y
cons) = ¿e
cons + (1 ¡ ¿)f
cons:
Since ¿~ x
prod + (1 ¡ ¿)~ y
prod 2 Cprod and ¿~ x
cons + (1 ¡ ¿)~ y
cons 2 Ccons, we conclude that
¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y 2 F(¿e+(1¡¿)f). 2
As far as we know, in the neoclassical models, consumption bundles and production
bundles are not distinguished explicitly. In Section 1.2.2, we have seen that the
neoclassical models recognise a production technology (production set) as a subset Y
of the Euclidean vector space Rk0. Although Rk0 can be regarded as the product
of the positive cone R
k0
+ and the negative cone ¡(R
k0
+ ) (cf. page 15), and thus Y




+ , the set ~ Y does not satisfy the conditions
we impose on T, in general. In fact, it is the lattice structure of Rk0 which makes
this \comparison" possible, and in our model, lattice structures are not involved at
all. We shall not explicitly discuss whether the neoclassical notion of production
technology (Y ) is generalised by our notion of production technology (T). The
following example indicates the similarity between these two concepts, when the set
C has a lattice structure.
4.5.6 Example. We take Cprod = Ccons = R+. Let production technology T be
given by T = fx 2 R2
+ j x
prod = (x
cons)2g (see Figure 4.5.3). The correspond-
ing neoclassical production set Y which models the same technology is depicted in
Figure 4.5.4.
3118 Models and Theorems
In order to come to the secondary concept of supply, we introduce the concept of
gain of a production process. Given a pricing function P 2 C¤ and a production
process x 2 T, the pro¯t or gain G(x;P) of the pair (x;P) equals the value of the
consumption bundle x
cons, produced as output, minus the value of the production
bundle x






Note that the following two properties are a direct consequence of the de¯nition of
G and Fx.
² Let x 2 C, P 2 C¤ and y 2 Fx, then G(x;P) ¸ G(y;P).
² Let x 2 C, P 2 int(C¤) and let y 2 Fx satisfy y 6= x, then G(x;P) > G(y;P).
Given P 2 C¤, the (possibly empty) set of all gain maximizing production processes
in T is called the supply set S(P;T) of T, i.e.,
S(P;T) = fx 2 T j 8y 2 T : G(x;P) ¸ G(y;P)g:
The assumptions on T and the de¯nition of E(T) imply that 8P 2 C¤ : S(P;T) µ
E(T). Note, that (0
prod;0
cons) 2 T implies 8P 2 C¤ 8x 2 S(P;T) : G(x;P) ¸ 0.
Thus far, we have treated three of the four primary concepts of a private ownership
economy: the set of exchangeable objects, the price set, and the ¯rms. In the next
section we rede¯ne the primary concept of agent (cf. Section 4.3). In fact, all we
have to do is to characterise an agent not only by initial endowment and preference








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.5.3: Production technology T
in R+ © R+
Figure 4.5.4: Corresponding produc-
tion set Y in R24.6. Agents and shares 119
4.6 Agents and shares
An economic agent as described in Section 4.3 is characterised by his initial endow-
ment w which is an element of the set C of all bundles of trade, and a preference rela-
tion º de¯ned on C. Let j0 be the number of ¯rms present. For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
¯rm j is characterised by production technology Tj. For each j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the
agent has a share µj, where 0 · µj · 1, in the gain of ¯rm j, i.e., if ¯rm j executes
production process xj 2 Tj at pricing function P 2 C¤, then the agent may add the
amount of µjG(xj;P) to the value P(w) of his initial endowment at pricing func-
tion P. By µ, we denote the vector of shares (µ1;:::;µj0).
Thus, at pricing function P 2 C¤ and executed production processes xj 2 Tj, (one
for each ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g), the income or capital of the agent is de¯ned by




where the ¯rst term denotes the value of the initial endowment and the second term
denotes the total value received from shares in the gain that the ¯rms obtain by
executing the chosen production processes from their production technologies. This
income represents the value which is available to him, so he is allowed to choose
the most preferable element which has a value which is less than or equal to this
income. Hence, at given pricing function P 2 C¤, and given production processes
x1;:::;xj0, the budget set and the demand set of this agent are given by
B(P;w;µ;x1;:::;xj0) := fx 2 C j P(x) · K(P;w;µ;x1;:::;xj0)g;
and
D(P;w;µ;º;x1;::;xj0) :=
fx 2 B(P;w;µ;x1;::;xj0) j 8y 2 B(P;w;µ;x1;::;xj0) : x º yg;
respectively.
With the concepts thus far introduced, we are ready to state the third model, con-
cerning a private ownership economy. Furthermore, we give the corresponding equi-
librium concept. In Section 4.8, we give two existence theorems related to this
model, and we discuss the additional mathematical assumptions made in these the-
orems.120 Models and Theorems
Model C: private ownership economy
Primary concepts:
² the set of all exchangeable objects is represented by the salient space C :=
Cprod © Ccons, where the non-trivial salient space Cprod represents the set of
all production bundles, and the non-trivial salient space Ccons represents the
set of all consumption bundles;
² the set of admissible pricing functions is represented by a subset P of the
adjoint C¤ = C¤
prod © C¤
cons of the salient space C;
² there is a ¯nite number, j0, of ¯rms, where for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, ¯rm j
is characterised by production technology Tj ½ C;
² there is a ¯nite number, i0, of agents, where for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, agent i




i ) 2 C, a preference
relation ºi de¯ned on C, and share vector µi in the gains of each ¯rm. These




and 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g 8j 2 f1;:::;j0g : µij ¸ 0.
Secondary concepts:




j (P) := S(P;Tj) = fx 2 Tj j 8y 2 Tj : G(x;P) ¸ G(y;P)g;
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every P 2 P, the budget set of agent i at given
executed production processes x1;:::xj0 2 T1 £ ¢¢¢ £ Tj0, is given by
B
C
i (P;x1;:::;xj0) := B(P;wi;µi;x1;:::;xj0);
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every P 2 P, the demand set of agent i at given
executed production processes x1;:::xj0 2 T1 £ ¢¢¢ £ Tj0, is given by
D
C
i (P;x1;:::;xj0) := D(P;wi;µi;ºi;x1;:::;xj0):4.6. Agents and shares 121
Model C (continued)




² Peq 6= 0,
² sj 2 SC
j (Peq) for all j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
² di 2 DC




















In words: a j0-tuple of production plans (to be executed) for each ¯rm, an i0-tuple
of exchangeable objects for each agent, and a pricing function, form a Walrasian
equilibrium if the pricing function is nonzero, if each ¯rm maximises pro¯t, and
if each agent chooses a most preferable object in his budget set at the given pric-
ing function. Furthermore, the total demand (including the production bundles
needed for production) is smaller than or equal to the total supply (after produc-
tion).
We call Peq 2 P n f0g, satisfying the conditions in the above de¯nition, a (Wal-
rasian) equilibrium pricing function.
4.6.1 Remark. The market clearance of a Walrasian equilibrium for Model C, is
equivalent with
8
> > > <































i.e., the total demand of the agents for production bundles plus the production
bundles needed for production must not exceed the available production bundles
of the total initial endowment. Furthermore, the total demand of the agents for
consumption bundles must not exceed the total initial endowment regarding con-
sumption bundles plus the consumption bundles created by the executed production
processes. 3122 Models and Theorems
4.7 Agents revisited
In order to obtain a model in which agents show a disinterest for production bundles,
assuming that they are unable to consume production bundles (for instance due to
the absence of a \second time period" in which the agents are able to exchange
purchased production bundles), we adapt the de¯nition of the primary concept of
agents. We assume that the preference relations of the agents are not de¯ned on the
direct sum Cprod © Ccons, but only on the set Ccons of consumption bundles.
So, regarding the primary concepts, we consider an economy in which two di®erent
types of bundles of trade occur: production bundles and consumption bundles. Bun-
dles of both types may be present in the initial endowment of the agents, however
only consumption bundles can be consumed by economic agents. Their preference
relation is de¯ned on the set of consumption bundles, only.
Let j0 denote the number of production technologies, as de¯ned in De¯nition 4.5.3,
in the economy, and let for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g ¯rm j be characterised by produc-
tion technology Tj ½ C. As mentioned above, an agent chooses only a consumption
bundle, for example because production bundles are of no use to him. In this setting,
an economic agent is characterised by an element w = (w
prod;w
cons) 2 C, represent-
ing his initial endowment, a preference relation º de¯ned on Ccons, modelling his
taste over the set of all consumption bundles, and share rates µj, j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
introduced similarly as in Section 4.6.
For a given pricing function P 2 C¤ and given executed production processes xj 2
Tj, for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the income and the budget set of this agent are given
by





cons 2 Ccons j P
cons(x
cons) · K(P;w;µ;x1;:::;xj0)g:
Consequently, the demand set Dcons(P;w;µ;º;x1;:::;xj0) of this agent is equal to
fx
cons 2 Bcons(P;w;µ;x1;:::;xj0) j 8y
cons 2 Bcons(P;w;µ;x1;:::;xj0) : x
cons º y
consg:
We emphasise that both the budget set and the demand set are subsets of Ccons.
Having introduced all four primary concepts for a model of a private ownership eco-
nomy, we now come to the description of Model D.
In Section 4.8, we give an existence theorem related to this model, Theorem D, and
we discuss the additional mathematical assumptions made in that theorem.4.7. Agents revisited 123
Model D: preferences on the consumption bundles
Primary concepts:
² the set of all exchangeable objects is represented by the salient space C :=
Cprod © Ccons, where the non-trivial salient space Cprod represents the set of
all production bundles, and the non-trivial salient space Ccons represents the
set of all consumption bundles;
² the set of admissible pricing functions is represented by a subset P of the
adjoint C¤ = C¤
prod © C¤
cons of the salient space C;
² there is a ¯nite number, j0, of ¯rms, where for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, ¯rm j
is characterised by production technology Tj ½ C;
² there is a ¯nite number, i0, of agents, where for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, agent i,




i ) 2 C, a preference
relation ºi de¯ned on Ccons and share vector µi in the gains of each ¯rm.




and 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g 8j 2 f1;:::;j0g : µij ¸ 0.
Secondary concepts:




j (P) := S(P;Tj) = fx 2 Tj j 8y 2 Tj : G(x;P) ¸ G(y;P)g;
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every P 2 P, the budget set of agent i at given
executed production processes x1;:::xj0 2 T1 £ ¢¢¢ £ Tj0, is given by
B
D
i (P;x1;:::;xj0) := Bcons(P;wi;µi;x1;:::;xj0);
² for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, for every P 2 P, the demand set of agent i at given
executed production processes x1;:::xj0 2 T1 £ ¢¢¢ £ Tj0, is given by
D
D
i (P;x1;:::;xj0) = Dcons(P;wi;µi;ºi;x1;:::;xj0):124 Models and Theorems
Model D (continued)









² Peq 6= 0,
² sj 2 SD



























In words, a j0-tuple of production plans (to be executed) for each ¯rm, an i0-tuple
of exchangeable objects for each agent, and a pricing function, form a Walrasian
equilibrium if the pricing function is nonzero, if each ¯rm maximises pro¯t and
if each agent chooses a most preferable consumption bundle in his budget set at
the given pricing function. Furthermore, the total demand (i.e., the consumption
bundles demanded by the agents and the production bundles needed for produc-
tion) is smaller than or equal to the total supply (after production).
We call Peq 2 P n f0g, satisfying the conditions in the above de¯nition, a (Wal-
rasian) equilibrium pricing function.
4.7.1 Remark. The market clearance of Walrasian equilibrium for Model D is
similar to the corresponding item of Model C, with the exception that here d
prod
i = 0
for all i 2 f1;:::;i0g:
8
> > > <


























i.e., the total input needed to execute the production processes must not exceed
the total initial endowment regarding production bundles. Furthermore, the total
demand of the agents must not exceed the available consumption bundles of the
total initial endowment plus the consumption bundles created by the production
processes. 34.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 125
4.8 Equilibrium existence theorems
In this section, we state equilibrium existence theorems for the models introduced in
this chapter. Although all these models are presented in the general terms of salient
spaces, existence of a corresponding equilibrium situation will be guaranteed only if
some assumptions are made, of which the assumption that the salient space C, rep-
resenting the set of all exchangeable objects, is ¯nite-dimensional, is the strongest.
Among other things, it guarantees that int(C¤) is nonempty. Furthermore, the as-
sumption that C is also re°exive implies that C¤ separates the elements of C. An
important conclusion is that every closed bounded set in C is ¿(C;C¤)-compact. In
Chapter 5, we will use this to prove that every budget set corresponding with an
interior pricing function is compact.
Despite this strong assumption regarding the dimension of C, we feel that the es-
sential idea of our models is the use of the concept of salient space and concepts
related to it. Forcing ourselves to cope with this general model structure, we have
to apply an analysis and techniques which may be of use when tackling models for
economies where the ¯nite-dimensionality restriction is not satis¯ed.
Theorem A1
Model A of a pure exchange economy admits a corresponding Walrasian equilib-
rium under the following assumptions:
Assumption A1.1 C is a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space.
Assumption A1.2 P = C¤.
Assumption A1.3 For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi on C is
a) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 C : x ¸C y implies x ºi y,
b) strictly convex: 8 x;y 2 C;¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
c) continuous: 8 y 2 C the sets fx 2 C j x ºi yg and fx 2 C j y ºi xg are
¿(C;C¤)-closed in C.
Assumption A1.4 8 P 2 C¤ n f0g : P(wtotal) > 0.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, Assumption A1.1 guarantees that
every ¿(C;C¤)-bounded set (and also every ¿(C¤;C)-bounded set) is pre-compact.126 Models and Theorems
Re°exivity of C implies that V+[C] is ¿(V [C];C¤)-closed in V [C].
Assumption A1.2 states that a pricing function can be any element of the adjoint C¤,
thus implying that \prices are °exible".
Assumption A1.3 is the salient space equivalence of the assumptions made on the
preference relations of the agents in the neoclassical model of a pure exchange eco-
nomy (cf. Section 1.2.1). It yields that every demand set is a singleton, thus implying
the use of demand functions instead of demand sets. Note that continuity, stated in
Assumption A1.3.c, is with respect to topology ¿(C;C¤) and that monotony of the
preference relations (Assumption A1.3.a) is with respect to the partial order relation
·C.
Finally, Assumption A1.4 is the salient space equivalence of the neoclassical assump-
tion, related to the minimum income hypothesis, that the total initial endowment
is strictly positive.
In case C = Rn
+, the assumptions of Theorem A1 coincide with the assumptions
Arrow and Debreu made (cf. Section 1.2.1). So, Theorem A1 can be seen as a true
generalisation of the Arrow and Debreu equilibrium existence theorem.
The proof of Theorem A1 can be found in Section 5.4. We will see that the equilib-
rium pricing function of which the existence is proved is an element of int(C¤), by
construction. Also, we will see that Assumption A1.3 allows for the use of demand
functions.
Similar to the neoclassical situation, we have made the assumption that in each
model the consumption set of each agent is equal to the set C of all bundles of
trade. However, we remark that all the equilibrium existence theorems, presented
in this section, still hold when every agent is assumed to have a consumption set
that is a non-empty, closed, convex subset of C, of which the initial endowment of
the agent is a saliently internal point.
The following equilibrium theorem, Theorem A2, also concerns Model A, but di®ers
from the previous theorem in the following two aspects. Firstly, the monotony as-
sumption (A1.3.a) is weakened to the non-saturation assumption (A2.3.a). Secondly,
the assumption that the total initial endowment wtotal is strictly positive (A1.4) is
strengthened to the assumption that every initial endowment is strictly positive
(A2.4).4.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 127
Theorem A2
Model A of a pure exchange economy admits a corresponding Walrasian equilib-
rium under the following assumptions:
Assumption A2.1 C is a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space.
Assumption A2.2 P = C¤.
Assumption A2.3 For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi on C is
a) non-saturated: 8 x 2 C 9y 2 C;y 6= x : y ºi x,
b) strictly convex: 8 x;y 2 C;¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
c) continuous: 8 y 2 C the sets fx 2 C j x ºi yg and fx 2 C j y ºi xg are
¿(C;C¤)-closed in C.
Assumption A2.4 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g 8P 2 C¤ n f0g : P(wi) > 0.
The proof of Theorem A2 can be found in Section 5.6. This proof allows for an
equilibrium pricing function in the set bd(C¤). We explain by means of an example,
how this can be achieved.
4.8.1 Example. Take C = P = R2
+. Consider an agent with initial endowment
w = (6;1) and preference relation º on R2
+, for every (x1;x2);(y1;y2) 2 R2
+, given
by
(x1;x2) º (y1;y2) :() x2 ¡ (x1 ¡ 4)
2 ¸ y2 ¡ (y1 ¡ 4)
2:
It is not di±cult to check that this preference relation satis¯es Assumption A2.3.
The demand for this agent, at price vector pn = ( 1










Furthermore, the demand of the agent at p = (0;1) is equal to the bundle (4;1). 3
The next theorem concerns Model B, the model of a pure exchange economy with
price rigidities and rationing.128 Models and Theorems
Theorem B
Model B of a pure exchange economy with price restrictions and rationing admits
a constrained equilibrium under the following assumptions:
Assumption B.1: K is a closed solid pointed convex cone in a ¯nite-dimensional
inner product space V .
Assumption B.2: P is a closed convex subcone of int(K¤) [ f0g and satis¯es
P \ int(K) 6= ;, where
K
¤ = fx 2 V j 8k 2 K : hx;ki ¸ 0g:
Assumption B.3: For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi is
a) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 K : x ·K y implies y ºi x,
b) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 K, ¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
c) continuous: 8y 2 K the sets fx 2 K j x ºi yg and fx 2 K j y ºi xg are
closed in K.
Assumption B.4: For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g initial endowment wi satis¯es wi 2
int(K).
Assumption B.1 is the regular assumption, already discussed below Theorem A1.
Assumption B.2 is a technical condition on the restricted price set P. Assump-
tion B.3 is similar to Assumption A1.3, and Assumption B.4 is equivalent with
Assumption A2.4. Theorem B is proved in Section 5.13.
The next theorem is related to Model C, the model of a private ownership economy.
Theorem C1
Model C of a private ownership economy admits a corresponding Walrasian equi-
librium under the following assumptions:
Assumption C1.1 C is a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space.4.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 129
Theorem C1 (continued)
Assumption C1.2 P = C¤.





b) Tj is closed with respect to topology ¿(C;C¤),
c) if e1;e2 2 E(Tj), e1 6= e2, ¿ 2 (0;1) then ¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 2 Tj and
¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 62 E(Tj).
Assumption C1.4 For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi is
a) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 C : x ·C y implies y ºi x,
b) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 C, ¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
c) continuous: 8y 2 C the sets fx 2 C j x ºi yg and fx 2 C j y ºi xg are
¿(C;C¤)-closed in C.
Assumption C1.5 Furthermore,
a) 9P 2 int(C¤) 8j 2 f1;:::;j0g : SC
j (P) 6= ;,
b) for all P
cons 2 C¤
cons n f0
consg satisfying 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : P
cons(w
cons
i ) = 0,












i ) > 0.
Assumption C1.1 and Assumption C1.2 are the regular assumptions made in an
economy without price rigidities, and already discussed with regard to Theorem A1.
The interpretation of Assumption C1.3.a is that for every production process x 2
Tj, there is an e±cient production process e 2 E(Tj) such that x 2 Fe, i.e., x
is the result of e being an e±cient production process and the possibility of free
disposal. Assumption C1.3.b, replaces the \strict convexity condition" made by
Arrow and Debreu (cf. Section 1.2.2), and guarantees uniqueness of the supply.
Assumptions C1.3.b and c guarantee the continuity of the supply functions.
Similar to Assumption A1.4, Assumption C1.4 implies that we deal with continuous
demand functions.
Assumption C1.5.a yields that the total supply function has a non-empty domain.
Assumption C1.5.b states that if P
cons 6= 0 is such that P
cons(w
cons
i ) = 0 for every i 2130 Models and Theorems
f1;:::;i0g, there is a ¯rm j 2 f1;:::;j0g which can produce something with positive
value at P
cons. If this were not the case, every agent would have zero income at pricing
function (0
prod;P
cons). Assumption C1.5.c requires only that the production part Pi0
i=1 w
prod
i of the total initial endowment is strictly positive. This is an assumption
more natural than the one which is usually made (cf. [9], Section 1.2.2), stating
that the total initial endowment wtotal is strictly positive. Hence, in this model,






In this situation, all consumption bundles have to be produced from the available
production bundles. Assumption C1.5.b guarantees that production actually takes
place. Moreover, Assumptions C1.5.b and C1.5.c can be replaced by the weaker,
but rather technical Assumption C1.5.b'.
Assumption C1.5.b') For every sequence (Pn)n2N in the domain of the total sup-











Here Sj denotes the supply function of ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g.
4.8.2 Lemma. Assumptions C1.5.b and C1.5.c imply Assumption C1.5.b'.
Proof.
Let (Pn)n2N be a sequence in the domain of the total supply function, with limit
P 2 C¤ n f0g. We have to prove



























i 2 int(Cprod), we may as well assume P
prod =
0
prod. Furthermore, we may as well assume that 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : P
cons(w
cons
i ) = 0.
By Assumption C1.5.b, 9^ ´ 2 f1;:::;j0g 9x 2 T^ ´ : P
cons(x
cons) > 0. The continuity of
the function G yields 9n0 2 N 8n > n0 : G(S^ ´(Pn);Pn) ¸ G(x;Pn) > 1
2G(x;P) > 0.
Take ^ ³ 2 f1;:::;i0g such that µ^ ³^ ´ 6= 0 and the proof is done. 2
We remark that Assumption C1.5.b' is implied by Assumption A1.4:
8P 2 C




The proof of Theorem C1 can be found in Section 5.8. There, we will see that, by
construction, the equilibrium pricing function of which the existence is proved, is an
element of int(C¤).4.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 131
The di®erence between the next equilibrium theorem and the previous theorem lies
in the assumptions concerning the production technologies, only.
Theorem C2
Model C of a private ownership economy admits a corresponding Walrasian equi-
librium under the following assumptions:
Assumption C2.1 C is a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space.
Assumption C2.2 P = C¤.





b) E(Tj) is closed with respect to topology ¿(C;C¤),
c) if e1;e2 2 E(Tj), e1 6= e2, ¿ 2 (0;1) then ¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 2 int(Tj).
Assumption C2.4 For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi is
a) monotonous: 8 x;y 2 C : x ·C y implies y ºi x,
b) strictly convex: 8x;y 2 C, ¿ 2 (0;1) : x ºi y and x 6= y imply ¿x+(1¡
¿)y Âi y,
c) continuous: 8y 2 C the sets fx 2 C j x ºi yg and fx 2 C j y ºi xg are
¿(C;C¤)-closed in C.
Assumption C2.5 Furthermore,
a) 9P 2 int(C¤) 8j 2 f1;:::;j0g : SC
j (P) 6= ;,
b) for all P
cons 2 C¤
cons n f0
consg satisfying 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : P
cons(w
cons
i ) = 0,












i ) > 0.
Similar to the previous situation, Assumptions C2.5.b and C2.5.c can be replaced
by a weaker assumption.
Assumption C2.5.b') For every sequence (Pn)n2N in the domain of the total sup-
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As mentioned above Theorem C2, the assumptions on the production technologies
of this theorem, are di®erent from the corresponding ones concerning production
technologies in Theorem C1. Firstly, Assumption C2.3.c is related to the interior
of Tj, introduced in De¯nition 2.1.28, where the former version was not. Secondly,
Assumption C2.3.b only requires closedness of E(Tj) instead of closedness of Tj.
The connection between closedness of Tj and E(Tj) is investigated in Lemmas 4.8.3,
4.8.4 and 4.8.5.
The following observations (Lemma 4.8.3, 4.8.4 and 4.8.5), concerning the di®erence
between Assumption C1.3.b and C2.3.b, are made under the assumption that the
salient space C is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive.






prod 2 Cprod. If T is ¿(C;C¤)-closed, then the set fx





Since Ccons is a ¯nite-dimensional salient space, int(Ccons) 6= ; (Corollary 2.2.11). Let
b
cons
0 2 int(Ccons). Suppose the set fx
cons 2 Ccons j (a
prod;x
cons) 2 Tg is unbounded,
then, by Lemma 3.3.9, for every n 2 N there exists x
cons











By De¯nition 4.5.3.c we ¯nd (a
prod;nb
cons
0 ) 2 T for all n 2 N. Since T is con-
vex (Lemma 4.5.5) and contains (0
prod;0









0 ) 2 T, which is in contradiction with De¯nition 4.5.3.b. 2





Let the set S ½ T satisfy 9a
prod 2 Cprod 8s 2 S : s
prod ·prod a
prod. If T is ¿(C;C¤)-
closed, then S is ¿(C;C¤)-bounded.4.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 133
Proof.





Fs ½ T, so S ½ fx 2 C j (a
prod;x
cons) 2 Tg. By the previous lemma we ¯nd that S
is ¿(C;C¤)-bounded. 2





Let E(T) be ¿(C;C¤)-closed, and assume every sequence (en)n2N in E(T) satis¯es
(e
prod
n )n2N is ¿(C;C¤)-bounded =) (en)n2N is ¿(C;C¤)-bounded:
Then T is ¿(C;C¤)-closed.
Proof.
Let (xn)n2N be a convergent sequence in T with limit x 2 C. By assumption, we





n . Since the sequence (e
prod
n )n2N is bounded, the assumption implies
that (en)n2N is bounded. Without loss of generality, we may assume that (en)n2N is
convergent with limit e 2 E(T). By the continuity of the order relations ¸prod and
¸cons, and by De¯nition 4.5.3.c we ¯nd x 2 Fe ½ T. 2
In case int(Ccons) 6= ;, the previous three lemmas imply that for a production tech-
nology T satisfying Assumptions C2.3.a and C2.3.b, the following two statements
are equivalent:
² T is closed,
² \bounded input yields bounded output".
The proof of Theorem C2 can be found in Section 5.10. There, we will see that, by
construction, the equilibrium pricing function of which the existence is proved, is an
element of int(C¤).
We end this section with the equilibrium existence theorem concerning Model D.134 Models and Theorems
Theorem D
Model D of a private ownership economy admits a corresponding Walrasian equi-
librium under the following assumptions:
Assumption D.1 C = Cprod©Ccons is a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space.
Assumption D.2 P = C¤.





b) E(Tj) is closed with respect to topology ¿(C;C¤),
c) if e1;e2 2 E(Tj), e1 6= e2, ¿ 2 (0;1) then ¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 2 int(Tj).
Assumption D.4 For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi is
a) monotonous: 8 x
cons;y





b) strictly convex: 8x
cons;y










cons 2 Ccons the sets fx






consg are closed in Ccons.
Assumption D.5 Furthermore,
a) 9P 2 int(C¤) 8j 2 f1;:::;j0g : SD
j (P) 6= ;,
b) for all P
cons 2 C¤
cons n f0
consg satisfying 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : P
cons(w
cons
i ) = 0,












i ) > 0.
Similar to the previous two situations, Assumption D.5.b and D.5.c can be replaced
by the following weaker assumption.
Assumption D.5.b') For every sequence (Pn)n2N in the domain of the total supply











Here Sj denotes the supply function of production ¯rm j that corresponds to4.8. Equilibrium existence theorems 135
Model D.
Assumptions D.1 and D.2 are the regular assumptions on the salient space C and
the price set P, discussed below Theorem A1. Similar to the assumptions regarding
Theorem C2, Assumptions D.3 and D.4 imply that we can deal with supply and de-
mand functions. However, it is possible that the supply functions are continuous on
a domain which is larger than the domain de¯ned in the proofs concerning the pre-
vious model. More speci¯cally, the assumptions of Theorem D allow for zero value
for certain production bundles with respect to an equilibrium pricing function. Typ-
ically, production bundles which can only be used to produce certain consumption
bundles for which there is a cheaper way of producing them, will have zero-prices.
As a consequence, several proofs of the stated lemmas and propositions di®er from
the corresponding ones concerning Theorem C2.
We remark that since the domain of the total supply function may contain pricing
functions P satisfying P
prod 62 int(C¤), Assumption D.5.b' is slightly stronger than
Assumption C2.5.b'.
The proof of Theorem D can be found in Section 5.11. There, we will see that the
equilibrium pricing function of which the existence is proved, possibly is an element
of bd(C¤
prod) © int(C¤).136 Models and TheoremsChapter 5
Proofs
Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to prove the equilibrium existence theorems, Theo-
rems A1, A2, B, C1, C2 and D, stated in Section 4.8. We recall that in each of
these theorems it is assumed that the salient space C, representing the set of all
exchangeable objects, is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive. Hence, the salient topol-
ogy ¿(C;C¤) on C is generated by any element of int(C¤), and topology ¿(C¤;C)
on C¤ is generated by any element of int(C). Throughout this chapter, we identify
the salient space C and C¤¤, i.e., we identify x 2 C with its action P(x) on every
P 2 C¤. To show this duality to full advantage, we use lower case letters, e.g. p,
q, to denote elements of C¤. Furthermore, instead of p(x), we write [x;p] for every
p 2 C¤ and x 2 C.
In Section 5.1, we explain the general structure of the proofs of the theorems that are
stated in Section 4.8. We will describe the successive steps we use in these proofs,
and explain in which section of this chapter the precise description of each step can
be found. As indicated in the previous chapters, the adaption of Brouwer's Fixed
Point Theorem for salient spaces (cf. Theorem 3.3.15) plays an important role in
the proofs of this section. In Section 5.2, we will show that applying Theorem 3.3.15
to a speci¯c function, which is built around the excess demand value function as
de¯ned in Section 5.1, results in a proof of the existence of an equilibrium pricing
function.
5.1 Structure of the proofs
Roughly speaking, each proof of the existence theorems of Chapter 4 has the same
structure. In this section, we explain this general structure in an informal way; for
the exact de¯nitions and constructions we refer to the other sections of this chapter.138 Proofs
The main path we follow, when proving one of the equilibrium existence theorems
of Chapter 4, is the following.
Step a) If there is production (cf. Models C and D), then we show that each
¯rm has a continuous supply function. In Sections 5.7 and 5.9, we
give general conditions on the salient space representing all exchangeable
objects and on the production technologies Tj, j 2 f1;:::;j0g, under
which, for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g and for every p 2 C¤, the supply set
Sj(p) contains at most one element in E(Tj). As a consequence, we
can introduce supply functions on a suitable domain in C¤ as follows.
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the supply function Sj is de¯ned such that
Sj(p) denotes the unique element of the supply set Sj(p), where p is an
element of the domain fq 2 C¤ j Sj(q) 6= ;g of Sj. Furthermore, we show
that the conditions presented in Sections 5.7 and 5.9 imply that each
supply function is continuous on its domain and we show certain limit
behaviour of these functions. The imposed conditions on the salient
space of all bundles of trade are implied by Assumptions C1.1, C2.1
and D.1. The conditions on the production technologies are implied by
Assumptions C1.3, C2.3 and D.3. Hence, the conditions needed to take
step a, are met in theorems C1, C2 and D.
Step b) We show that each agent has a continuous demand function. In
Sections 5.3 and 5.5 we give general conditions on the salient space of all
bundles of trade, on the preference relations ºi, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, and on
the income functions Ki, i 2 f1;:::;i0g. For each model A, B, C and
D, introduced in Chapter 4, and for every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the
income function is given by
KA
i (p) = KB
i (p) = [wi;p];
KC
i (p) = KD




Here, Sj denotes the supply function of ¯rm j (This is why, in case of
production, Step a has to be taken before Step b). We show that for ev-
ery i 2 f1;:::;i0g, and for every p 2 C¤ for which the income function is
de¯ned, the demand set Di(p) contains at most one element. Hence, we
can introduce demand functions on a suitable domain in C¤, by de¯ning
the demand function Di of agent i, for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, as follows.
For every p 2 fq 2 C¤ j Di(q) 6= ;g, we let Di(p) denote the unique
element of the demand set Di(p). Also, we show that these demand
functions are continuous, we show that Walras' law holds (i.e. the value
of the total demand of the agents is equal to the total income of the5.1. Structure of the proofs 139
agents), and we show some limit behaviour concerning these functions.
The imposed conditions on the salient space of all bundles of trade are
implied by Assumptions A1.1, A2.1, B.1, C1.1, C2.1 and D.1. The con-
ditions concerning the agents are implied by Assumptions A1.3, A2.3,
B.3, C1.4, C2.4 and D.4. Hence, the conditions needed to take step b,
are met in each theorem of Section 4.8.
Step c) We construct the excess demand value function Z. If there is
production, then we de¯ne the total supply function S to be the sum of
all individual supply functions. We de¯ne the total demand function D to
be the sum of all individual demand functions. The function Z denotes
the value, with respect to an arbitrary q 2 C¤, of the total demand at
pricing system p minus the value of the total supply at p. This function
is for every model of Chapter 4 given by














where G(S(p);q) denotes the pro¯t of executing production process S(p) 2
C at pricing function q 2 C¤ (cf. page 118). Now, Lemma 2.3.23 im-
plies that p
eq 2 P n f0g is an equilibrium pricing function if and only if
Z(p
eq;q) · 0 for all q 2 C¤.
Step d) We construct an equilibrium function. (We do this only for Models
A, C and D. ) We call a function F : C¤ ! C¤ an \equilibrium function"
if F is continuous, and satis¯es that precisely those p 2 C¤nf0g for which
there is ® ¸ 0 such that F(p) = ®p, are equilibrium pricing functions. In
Section 5.2 we construct an equilibrium function from an excess demand





where L(x0) := fq 2 C¤ j [x0;q] = 1g, where ¹ is the Lebesgue measure
on L(x0) and where x0 2 int(C) can be taken arbitrarily.
Step e) We use a ¯xed point argument to prove existence of an equi-
librium. To this end we prove a general theorem in Section 5.2. In
case of Models A, C and D, Theorem 3.3.15 proves that if an equilibrium
function exists, then there exists an equilibrium pricing function. For
Model B, we use a stationary point argument to prove existence of an
equilibrium pricing function.140 Proofs
In each of the following sections of this chapter, we concentrate on one of the steps
of the above described structure at a time. As soon as we are ready to give the
complete proof of one of the equilibrium existence theorems of Section 4.8, we give
this proof in a separate section.
More precisely, in Section 5.3, we concentrate on Step b, i.e., the construction of
demand functions, as needed in the proof of Theorems A1, B, C1, C2 and D. In Sec-
tion 5.5, Step b is established for the proof of Theorem A2. This separate treatment
is needed due to the di®erent assumptions of Theorem A2, concerning the preference
relations of the agents in Model A of a pure exchange economy.
In Section 5.7, we concentrate on Step a, i.e., the construction of supply functions,
needed in the proof of Theorem C1. As explained in Section 4.8, there is a di®erence
between assumptions concerning the ¯rms in Theorem C1 and the assumptions con-
cerning the ¯rms in Theorems C2 and D. As a result, the supply functions derived
for the proof of Theorem C1 are only de¯ned for strictly positive pricing functions,
whereas the supply functions used in the proofs of Theorems C2 and D can also be
de¯ned for pricing functions which assign zero value to some bundles of exchange.
Section 5.9 deals with Step b, the construction of supply functions, as needed in the
proof of Theorems C2 and D. The structure of this section is essentially the same as
the structure of Section 5.7. However, some of the proofs presented in Section 5.9
are more elaborate than their counterparts in Section 5.7 due to the possibility of
bundles of exchange with zero value.
The de¯nition of the excess demand value function Z, i.e., Step c, will be given for
each theorem separately. Hence, Step c can be found in each of the Sections 5.4,
5.6, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11.
The heart of each equilibrium existence proof concerns Step d and Step e. In the
following section we prove a general theorem, Theorem 5.2.1, that realises these two
¯nal steps. Theorem 5.2.1 will be used in the proofs of Theorem A1, A2, C1, C2
and D.
The proof of Theorem B has a di®erent structure, since it makes use of an inner
product structure on the set of all bundles of exchange. In Section 5.12 we give
a mathematical introduction to some notions concerning inner product spaces and
hyperplanes. Thereafter, we give the proof of Theorem B, in Section 5.13.5.2. Equilibrium functions 141
5.2 Equilibrium functions
This section is devoted completely to the proof of the central theorem of this chapter.
As mentioned in the previous section, Theorem 5.2.1 represents the heart of the
proofs of Theorems A1, A2, C1, C2 and D. In order to be applicable to all the
di®erent environments of these theorems, we state Theorem 5.2.1 for general salient
spaces R and Q. When this theorem is applied, R will be represented by the set of
all bundles of trade, R¤ will be represented by the set of all possible pricing functions
and Qnf0g will be represented by the domain of the total demand function. Finally,
W will be replaced by the excess demand value function Z as described in Step c of
the previous section.
5.2.1 Theorem. Let R be a ¯nite-dimensional, re°exive salient space. Let Q be
a salient subspace of R¤ such that Q \ int(R¤) 6= ;. Let p0 2 Q \ int(R¤) and let
W : Q n f0g £ R¤ ! R be a function for which
I) W(p;p) = 0 for all p 2 Q n f0g, and W(p;®q) = ®W(p;q) for all ® 2 R+,
for all p 2 Q n f0g and for all q 2 R¤.
II) For every p 2 Q n f0g, the function q 7! W(p;q) is continuous on R¤.
III) There is x0 2 int(R) such that for every p1 2 Q n f0g and for every " > 0,
there is ± > 0 such that for all p2 2 Q n f0g:
d(p1;p2) < ± =) maxfjW(p1;q)¡W(p2;q)j j q 2 R
¤ with [x0;q] = 1g < ";
where, d : R¤ £ R¤ ! R+ is a salient metric on R¤.
IV) There is »0 > 0 such that for any sequence (pn)n2N in Q n f0g with limit
p 2 R¤ n Q, there is n 2 N such that W(pn;p0) > »0.
Then there is p¤ 2 Q with [x0;p¤] = 1 such that for all q 2 R¤ : W(p¤;q) · 0.
5.2.2 Remark. In fact, for the proof of Theorem 5.2.1, it is su±cient that Q is a
subset of R¤, that is closed under scalar multiplication over R+. 3
The remaining part of this section is devoted tot he proof of Theorem 5.2.1.
Choose x0 2 int(R) as indicated in Assumption 5.2.1.III. (Observe that by Corol-
lary 2.2.11, the ¯nite-dimensionality of R implies that int(R) 6= ;.) Then Corol-
lary 3.3.8.c and the re°exivity of R¤ imply that the set L(x0) := fq 2 R¤ j
[x0;q] = 1g is compact. Because of Assumption 5.2.1.II, we can de¯ne the func-





Here, ¹ is the Lebesgue measure on L(x0). Note that
8p 2 Q n f0g : W(p;F0(p)) ¸ 0: (5.2)
In order to establish Step d and e as described in the previous section, we want to
obtain a continuous function F : R¤ ! R¤ that extends F0 (that is, in case Q 6= R¤).
Then Theorem 3.3.15 states that there is a p 2 R¤ satisfying F(p) = ®p for some
® 2 R+. This will yield the p¤ required in Theorem 5.2.1.
Choose »0 as indicated in Assumption 5.2.1.IV, and de¯ne the sigma-oidal function





0 if » · 0
»
»0 if 0 < » < »0
1 if »0 · »:
(5.3)
Note that
8» 2 R : »´(») ¸ 0; and (5.4)
»´(») = 0 if and only if » · 0: (5.5)
By assumption, p0 2 Q \ int(R¤). The function F : R¤ ! R¤ is de¯ned by
F(p) :=
½
(1 ¡ ´(W(p;p0)))F0(p) + ´(W(p;p0))p0 p 2 Q n f0g
p0 p 2 (R¤ n Q) [ f0g:
(5.6)
Next, we prove that the function F : R¤ ! R¤ is an equilibrium function as de¯ned
in Step d of Section 5.1.
5.2.3 Lemma. Let p 2 R¤. Then
F(p) = 0 () 9 ® ¸ 0 : F(p) = ®p ()
½
p 2 Q n f0g and
8q 2 R¤ : W(p;q) · 0:
Proof.
Suppose p 2 Q n f0g and 8q 2 R¤ : W(p;q) · 0. Then, by (5.1), F0(p) = 0, and by
(5.3), ´(W(p;p0)) = 0. By (5.6), we conclude that F(p) = 0.
For the converse, suppose F(p) = ®p for some ® ¸ 0. From (5.6) and the fact
that Q is closed under scalar multiplication over R+, it follows that p 2 Q n f0g.
Assumption I of Theorem 5.2.1 yields
W(p;F(p)) = W(p;®p) = ®W(p;p) = 0:
By (5.6), (5.2) and (5.4) , we ¯nd
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Clearly,
(1 ¡ ´(W(p;p0)))W(p;F0(p)) = 0 (5.7)
and
´(W(p;p0))W(p;p0) = 0: (5.8)
By (5.8) and (5.5) we ¯nd W(p;p0) · 0, hence, using the de¯nition of ´, (5.7)
implies




So, we conclude that for all q 2 L(x0) : W(p;q) · 0. Assumption A implies
8q 2 R¤ : W(p;q) · 0. 2
We want to use Theorem 3.3.15 to prove that 9p 2 R¤ 9® ¸ 0 : F(p) = ®p. Hence,
we need to prove that the function F is continuous on R¤ n f0g, and for this, we
need the following lemma.
5.2.4 Lemma. The function F0 is continuous on Qnf0g with respect to ¿(Q;R).
Proof.
Recall the de¯nition of x0 and L(x0) in the de¯nition of the function F0. Impose
on R¤ the norm k : kx0 , for every p 2 R¤, given by k p kx0 := [x0;p]. Then,
by de¯nition, for all q 2 L(x0), we have k q kx0 = 1. Let d be a salient metric
on R¤. Using Assumption III of Theorem 5.2.1 and the fact that for all ®;¯ 2 R :
jmaxf0;®g ¡ maxf0;¯gj · j® ¡ ¯j, we ¯nd that for all p1 2 Q n f0g and for all
" > 0, there is ± > 0 such that for all p2 2 Q n f0g satisfying d(p1;p2) < ± we have











5.2.5 Proposition. The function F : R¤ n f0g ! R¤ is continuous.
Proof.
De¯ne ~ p0 :=
p0
[x0;p0] 2 L(x0). By Assumption III of Theorem 5.2.1, the mapping is
continuous, so by Assumption I of Theorem 5.2.1 the mapping r 7! ´(W(r;p0)) =
´([x0;p0]W(r; ~ p0)) is continuous on Q n f0g. We have seen that F0 is continuous144 Proofs
on Q n f0g, so the function F is continuous on Q n f0g. Remains to prove the
continuity of F on R¤ n Q. By de¯nition, F(p) = p0 for all p 2 R¤ n Q, so we only
have to consider a sequence (pn)n2N in Q n f0g with limit p 62 Q. Now, suppose the
sequence (F(pn))n2N does not converge to p0. Taking a subsequence if necessary,
we may assume F(pn) 6= p0, for all n 2 N. By Assumption IV of Theorem 5.2.1,
9n0 2 N : W(pn0;p0) ¸ »0. So, by (5.6) and (5.3), F(pn0) = p0. This is in
contradiction with the assumption that F(pn) 6= p0 for all n 2 N. 2
Applying Theorem 3.3.15 and Lemma 5.2.3 to the previous proposition, proves The-
orem 5.2.1.
5.2.6 Example. Let R be a ¯nite-dimensional re°exive salient space and let Q be
a salient subspace of R¤. Let E : Q n f0g ! R be a continuous function. Then the
mapping W : Q n f0g £ R¤ ! R, for every p 2 Q n f0g and every q 2 R¤ given by
W(p;q) := [E(p);q];
satis¯es Assumption III of Theorem 5.2.1. Indeed, let x0 2 int(R). Since the set
L(x0) is compact (Corollary 3.3.8.c), there is q0 2 int(R¤) such that 8q 2 L(x0) :
q ·R¤ q0. For every p1;p2 2 Q n f0g we ¯nd (cf. Corollary 3.2.13)
maxfjW(p1;q) ¡ W(p2;q)j j q 2 L(x0)g
= maxfj[E(p1);q] ¡ [E(p2);q]j j q 2 L(x0)g
· maxfjdq (E(p1);E(p2))j j q 2 L(x0)g
· dq0 (E(p1);E(p2)):
3
5.2.7 Example. Let R be a ¯nite-dimensional re°exive salient space and let Q be
a salient subspace of R¤. Let E1 : Q n f0g ! R and E2 : Q n f0g ! R be continuous
functions. Then, for every ®;¯ 2 R, the mapping W : Q n f0g £ R¤ ! R, for every
p 2 Q n f0g and every q 2 R¤ given by
W(p;q) := ®[E1(p);q] + ¯[E2(p);q]
satis¯es Assumption III of Theorem 5.2.1. Indeed, this is implied by
jW(p1;q) ¡ W(p2;q)j · j®jj[E1(p1);q] ¡ [E1(p2);q]j + j¯jj[E2(p1);q] ¡ [E2(p2);q]j:
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5.3 Demand functions 1
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 5.3.2, stated below. This lemma will
be used in the proofs of Theorem A1, B, C1, C2 and D, to realise Step b of Sec-
tion 5.1: the step from demand sets to demand functions. Also, several consequences
of Lemma 5.3.2 will be needed in order to apply Theorem 5.2.1 in the above men-
tioned proofs.
For the same reason as in the previous section, the central lemma of this section
is stated in terms of general salient spaces Q, R and S. When this lemma is ap-
plied, Q will be represented by the domain of the total demand function, R will be
represented by the set of all bundles of trade, R¤ by the set of all possible pricing
functions, and S will be represented by the subset of the set of all bundles of trade
on which the preference relations of the agents are de¯ned.
Let R be a salient space. In this section, we consider a ¯nite number i0 of economic
agents. Each agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has a preference relation ºi de¯ned on a salient
subspace S of R. We assume that R and the preference relations on S satisfy the
following assumption.
5.3.1 Assumption.
I) The salient space R is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive, and S is a re°exive
salient subspace of R.
II) For all i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi on S is
a) monotonous: 8 s1;s2 2 S : s1 ·S s2 implies s2 ºi s1,
b) strictly convex: 8s1;s2 2 S, ¿ 2 (0;1) : s1 ºi s2 and s1 6= s2 imply
¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2 Âi s2,
c) continuous: 8s1 2 S the sets fs 2 S j s ºi s1g and fs 2 S j s1 ºi sg are
closed in S, with respect to the relative topology of ¿(R;R¤) on S ½ R.
Assumption 5.3.1.I corresponds to the ¯rst assumption of every theorem stated in
Section 4.8. Furthermore, Assumption 5.3.1.II corresponds to Assumptions A1.3,
B.3, C1.3, C2.3 and D.3.
Throughout this section we assume that the above assumption holds.
Since R is assumed to be a ¯nite-dimensional salient space, topology ¿(R;R¤) is
equal to the relative topology of the unique norm topology of the ¯nite-dimensional
vector space V [R]. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 (on page 89), we have seen that146 Proofs
¿(R;R¤) is generated by any element p0 2 int(R¤), and ¿(R¤;R) on R¤ is the rela-
tive topology of the unique norm topology on the vector space V [R¤], generated by
any element of int(R). We denote the relative topology of ¿(R;R¤) on S by ¿(S;R¤).
Next to a preference relation, we assume that each agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has
an income or capital function Ki : Q ! R+. Here, Q is a salient subspace of
int(R¤) [ f0g, not dependent on the choice of i 2 f1;:::;i0g. At given p 2 Q, the
value Ki(p) denotes the maximum value of each element in the budget set of agent i.
Hence, for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, budget set Bi(p) at pricing function p 2 Q is given
by
Bi(p) := fs 2 S j [s;p] · Ki(p)g:
The demand set consists of the most preferable elements of the budget set, i.e.,
Di(p) := fb 2 Bi(p) j 8c 2 Bi(p) : b ºi cg:
The purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma.
5.3.2 Lemma. Let R be salient space, let S be salient subspace of R and let Q
be salient subspace of int(R¤) [ f0g. Because of Assumption 5.3.1 the following
statements are valid.
a) For all i 2 f1;:::;i0g and for all p 2 Q, the demand set Di(p) consists of exactly
one element.
b) De¯ne the demand function Di : Q ! S, such that Di(p) = fDi(p)g, for all
p 2 Q. If the function Ki is continuous on Q, then Di is continuous on Q,
with respect to ¿(R¤;R) and ¿(S;R¤).






Ki(p), for every p 2 Q.
d) Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Q, let (pn)n2N be ¿(R¤;R)-convergent with limit p 2
bd(R¤)nf0g such that [s;p] = 0 for some s 2 S, and let limsupn!1 Ki(pn) >
0 for certain i 2 f1;:::;i0g. Then the sequence (Di(pn))n2N is ¿(S;R¤)-
unbounded.
The proof of each item of Lemma 5.3.2 will be a direct result of several of the fol-
lowing lemmas. More precisely, the ¯rst part of Lemma 5.3.2 is a direct result of
Lemma 5.3.3 and Lemma 5.3.4. The continuity of the demand function is proved
in Lemma 5.3.10. Lemma 5.3.2.c is a direct result of Lemma 5.3.6, and, ¯nally,
Lemma 5.3.7 yields the last part of Lemma 5.3.2.
In the remainder of this section we consider agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, with preference
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5.3.3 Lemma. Let p 2 Q. Then the demand set Di(p) contains at most one
element.
Proof.
Suppose both d1 and d2 belong to Di(p) and d1 6= d2. On the one hand, using II.b
of Assumption 5.3.1, we ¯nd ¿d1 + (1 ¡ ¿)d2 Âi d1 for all ¿ 2 (0;1). And, on the
other hand, using convexity of the budget set, we ¯nd ¿d1 + (1 ¡ ¿)d2 2 Bi(p) for
all ¿ 2 (0;1). 2
5.3.4 Lemma. Let p 2 Q. Then the demand set Di(p) at pricing function p is
non-empty.
Proof.
Since Q ½ int(R¤), Corollary 3.3.8.(c) and Assumption 5.3.1.I imply that the budget
set Bi(p) is compact in S. For every b 2 Bi(p), de¯ne the set G(b) := fc 2 Bi(p) j
b Âi cg. The preference relation ºi is continuous (II.c of Assumption 5.3.1), so
every set G(b) is ¿(S;R¤)-open. Suppose the demand set were empty, then every
b0 2 Bi(p) is an element of at least one G(b). The collection fG(b) j b 2 Bi(p)g
is an open cover of the compact set Bi(p), so there is a ¯nite subset F ½ Bi(p)
such that Bi(p) =
S
f2F G(f). The preference relation ºi being transitive, F has a
maximal element f1 2 F. Since, f1 2 G(f2) for some f2 2 F, f2 6= f1, we arrive at
a contradiction. 2
Lemma 5.3.2.a is a direct result from the above two lemmas. As a consequence, we
can de¯ne the demand function Di : Q ! S, where for every p 2 Q, Di(p) is the
unique element of demand set Di(p).
Before we prove the continuity of this demand function, let us state some preliminary
lemmas concerning the budget set and the demand set of this agent. These lemmas
imply Lemmas 5.3.2.c and d.
5.3.5 Lemma. Let p 2 R¤, let · > 0, let s0 2 S, and suppose s0 ºi b for all
b 2 fs 2 S j [s;p] < ·g. Then s0 ºi b for all b 2 fs 2 S j [s;p] · ·g.
Proof.
Let b 2 S satisfy [b;p] = ·. We shall prove that s0 ºi b. Clearly, b 6= 0. So, for all
¿ 2 [0;1) we have [¿b;p] < · and thus s0 ºi ¿b. By II.c of Assumption 5.3.1, the
preference relation ºi is continuous, so s0 ºi b. 2
By the following lemma, Lemma 5.3.2.c is proved.148 Proofs
5.3.6 Lemma. Let p 2 Q. Then [Di(p);p] = Ki(p).
Proof.
In case Ki(p) = 0, the budget set Bi(p) equals f0g, and thus [Di(p);p] = [0;p] = 0.
Now, suppose Ki(p) > 0 and [Di(p);p] < Ki(p). Since int(S) ½ int(R), there is
s0 2 int(S) such that s0 >S Di(p) and [s0;p] > Ki(p) (cf. Lemma 2.2.12 and
Lemma 3.3.7). Consider the convex combination ¿s0 + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p) with ¿ 2 (0;1)
so small that [¿s0 + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p);p] · Ki(p). Then ¿s0 + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p) 2 Bi(p) and
¿s0 + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p) >S Di(p). By the monotony of preference relation ºi (II.a of
Assumption 5.3.1), ¿s0 + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p) ºi Di(p). Since s0 6= Di(p), we come to a
contradiction with Lemma 5.3.3. 2
5.3.7 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a convergent sequence in Q with limit p 2 R¤,
and assume the sequence (Ki(pn))n2N is convergent with limit ·. If · > 0 and the
sequence (Di(pn))n2N is bounded, then 8s 2 S n f0g : [s;p] > 0.
Proof.
Let · > 0 and let the sequence (Di(pn))n2N be bounded. We may as well assume
that the sequence (Di(pn))n2N is convergent. De¯ne Bi(p;·) := fs 2 S j [s;p] · ·g.
Suppose there is an element s 2 S n f0g, such that [s;p] = 0. Let b 2 Bi(p;·),
then by the monotony of ºi (II.a of Assumption 5.3.1), b + s ºi b + 1
2s ºi b.
By the strict convexity of ºi (II.b of Assumption 5.3.1), we ¯nd b + s Âi b. Since
b+s 2 Bi(p;·), we conclude that Bi(p;·) contains no maximal element with respect
to preference relation ºi. In order to arrive at a contradiction, we prove that the
limit d of the sequence (Di(pn))n2N is maximal in Bi(p;·). Indeed, let b 2 Bi(p;·)
satisfy [b;p] < ·. Then there is N 2 N such that 8 n > N : [b;pn] < Ki(pn), i.e.,
b 2 Bi(pn). So, Di(pn) ºi b for all n > N. Continuity of the preference relation
(II.c of Assumption 5.3.1) yields d ºi b, and by Lemma 5.3.5 we conclude that d is
maximal in Bi(p;·). 2
5.3.8 Corollary. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Q. Let (pn)n2N be ¿(R¤;R)-




Then the sequence Di(pn) is ¿(S;R¤)-unbounded.
Proof.
Suppose limsupn!1 Ki(pn) = 1. Then Lemma 5.3.6 implies that ([Di(pn);p0])n2N5.3. Demand functions 1 149
is an unbounded sequence. Since (pn)n2N is convergent, the sequence (Di(pn))n2N
cannot contain a convergent subsequence, and so (Di(pn))n2N is unbounded. Hence,
we may as well assume limn!1 Ki(pn) = · > 0. If the sequence Di(pn) is bounded,
then Lemma 5.3.7 implies 8s 2 S n f0g : [s;p] > 0. 2
To conclude this section, we prove Lemma 5.3.2.b, namely that continuity of the
function Ki implies the continuity of the demand function. For this we need the
following lemma.
5.3.9 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Q convergent to p 2 Q, and let
limn!1 Ki(pn) = Ki(p). Then the following two properties hold.
1) If bn 2 Bi(pn) for each n 2 N, then there is a subsequence (bnk)k2N that converges
to some b 2 Bi(p).
2) For each b 2 Bi(p) there exists a convergent sequence (bn)n2N with limit b, such
that bn 2 Bi(pn) for all n 2 N.
Proof.
1) Since p 2 Q ½ int(R¤) is an order unit for R¤, Lemma 3.3.12 implies that the
function Lp : R¤ ! R+ satis¯es
lim
n!1
Lp(pn) = 1 and 8n 2 N : Lp(pn)p ·R¤ pn:
Because bn 2 Bi(pn) for all n 2 N, we ¯nd
Lp(pn)[bn;p] · [bn;pn] · Ki(pn):
And since p 2 int(R¤), by Corollary 3.3.8.b, boundedness of [bn;p] implies
that the sequence (bn)n2N is bounded in S µ R. So, (bn)n2N has a convergent
subsequence (bnk)k2N with limit b 2 S (Assumption 5.3.1.I). Since 8k 2 N :
[bnk;pnk] · Ki(pnk), the limit b belongs to Bi(p).
2) Let b 2 Bi(p). Since 0 2 Bi(p), for every p 2 Q, we may as well assume
b 6= 0. If [b;p] < Ki(p) then 9N 2 N 8n > N : [b;pn] < Ki(pn), and so, if we
choose bn := b for all n > N, we are done. Therefore, we may as well assume
[b;p] = Ki(p). For every n 2 N, de¯ne ¿n :=
Ki(pn)
[b;pn] . Note that lim
n!1
¿n = 1.




Lemma 5.3.9 expresses the type of continuity that we need in order to prove the
continuity of the demand function Di (Lemma 5.3.2.b).150 Proofs
5.3.10 Lemma. If Ki : Q ! R+ is continuous on Q, then demand function Di is
continuous on Q.
Proof.
Suppose Di is not continuous in p 2 Q, then there is a sequence (pn)n2N in Q,
converging to p, such that any subsequence of (Di(pn))n2N does not converge to
Di(p). By 1) of the preceding lemma, the sequence (Di(pn))n2N has a subsequence
(Di(pnk))k2N that converges to some b 2 Bi(p). Now, the proof is done if we can
show that b = Di(p). Let c 2 Bi(p). By 2) of the preceding lemma, for all n 2 N
there is cn 2 Bi(pn) satisfying limn!1 cn = c. Since the preference relation ºi is
continuous (II.c of Assumption 5.3.1), we ¯nd that if 8n 2 N : Di(pn) ºi cn, then
b ºi c. So, b = Di(p). 2
5.4 Proof of Theorem A1
Consider Model A, introduced on page 108, and assume that all the assumptions of
Theorem A1 are satis¯ed.
For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the income function KA1




i (p) := [wi;p]:
Since KA1
i is continuous on C¤, Lemma 5.3.2.b (with Q = int(C¤) [ f0g and
S = R = C) implies that every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has a demand function
DA1
i : int(C¤) ! C, which is continuous with respect to ¿(C¤;C) and ¿(C;C¤).
This completes Step b, described in Section 5.1.













This completes Step c, as described in Section 5.1.
In order to realise Steps d and e of Section 5.1, we want to apply Theorem 5.2.1 to
this mapping, with W = ZA1;R = C and Q = int(C¤) [ f0g. So, let p0 2 int(C¤).
We have to check whether ZA1 satis¯es the requirements for this theorem.5.5. Demand functions 2 151
I: By Lemma 5.3.2.c (with Q = int(C¤) [ f0g and S = R = C) we ¯nd
ZA1(p;p) = 0 for all p 2 int(C¤). Clearly, ZA1(®p;q) = ®ZA1(p;q) for every
® 2 R+, p 2 int(C¤) and q 2 C¤.
II: For every p 2 int(C¤), the mapping q 7! ZA1(p;q) is continuous.
III: Let x0 2 int(C). Since the function DA1 is continuous on int(C¤), Ex-
ample 5.2.6 implies that the mapping ZA1 satis¯es Condition III of The-
orem 5.2.1.
IV: Let »0 = 1 and let (pn)n2N be a sequence in int(C¤) [ f0g with limit p 2
bd(C¤). Since 8r 2 C¤ n f0g : [wtotal;r] > 0 (Assumption A1.4), there
is i 2 f1;:::;i0g such that KA1
i (p) = [wi;p] > 0. Lemma 5.3.2.d (with










n2N is unbounded. Since p0 2
int(C¤), there is n 2 N such that
[D
A1(pn);p0] ¡ [wtotal;p0] ¸ 1:
We conclude that the mapping ZA1 : int(C¤) £ C¤ ! R meets all the requirements











is a Walrasian equilibrium for Model A.
5.5 Demand functions 2
This section is the A2-counterpart of Section 5.3. Hence, the goal of this section
is to prove Lemma 5.5.2, which will be used in the proof of Theorem A2 to realise
Step b of Section 5.1. The need for this separate treatment lies in the fact that the
assumptions concerning the agents in Theorem A2 are di®erent from the assump-
tions concerning the agents in the other theorems.
Also in this section, the central lemma is stated in terms of general salient spaces
Q, R and S. When this lemma is applied, Q will be represented by the domain of
the total demand function, R will be represented by the set of all bundles of trade,
R¤ by the set of all possible pricing functions, and S will be represented by the set
on which the preference relations of the agents are de¯ned.152 Proofs
Let R be a salient space, and let S be a salient subspace of R. Similarly to
Section 5.3, we consider a ¯nite number i0 of economic agents. Each agent i,
i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has a preference relation ºi de¯ned on S, and an income or capital
function Ki : Q ! R+, where Q is a salient subspace of int(R¤). Again, for every
i 2 f1;:::;i0g and every p 2 Q n f0g, the budget set and demand set of agent i are
given by
Bi(p) := fs 2 S j [s;p] · Ki(p)g:
and
Di(p) := fb 2 Bi(p) j 8c 2 Bi(p) : b ºi cg:
We assume that R and the preference relations on S satisfy the following assumption.
The only di®erence between Assumptions 5.3.1 and 5.5.1 lies in Assumption II.a.
Furthermore, Assumptions 5.3.1.I and II correspond with Assumptions A2.1 and
A2.3.
5.5.1 Assumption.
I) The salient space R is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive, and S is a re°exive
salient subspace of R.
II) For all i 2 f1;:::;i0g, preference relation ºi on S is
a) non-saturated: 8s1 2 S 9s2 2 S n fs1g : s2 ºi s1,
b) strictly convex: 8s1;s2 2 S, ¿ 2 (0;1) : s1 ºi s2 and s1 6= s2 imply
¿s1 + (1 ¡ ¿)s2 Âi s2,
c) continuous: 8s1 2 S the sets fs 2 S j s ºi s1g and fs 2 S j s1 ºi sg are
closed in S, with respect to the relative topology of ¿(R;R¤) on S ½ R.
Throughout this section we assume that the above assumption holds.
Similar to the situation in Section 5.3, the ¯rst statement of the assumption implies
that the topology ¿(R;R¤) is equal to the relative topology of the unique norm
topology of V [R]. We denote the relative topology of ¿(R;R¤) on S by ¿(S;R¤).
The purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma.
5.5.2 Lemma. Let R be a salient space, let S be a salient subspace of R and
let Q be salient subspace of int(R¤) [ f0g. Then, because of Assumption 5.3.1, the
following statements are valid.
a) For all i 2 f1;:::;i0g and for all p 2 Q, the demand set Di(p) consists of exactly
one element.5.5. Demand functions 2 153
b) De¯ne the demand function Di : Q ! S, such that Di(p) = fDi(p)g, for all
p 2 Q. If the function Ki is continuous on Q, then Di is continuous on Q,
with respect to ¿(R¤;R) and ¿(S;R¤).






Ki(p), for every p 2 Q.
We remark that due to the altered Assumption II.a, it is not possible in this setting,
to prove a statement like Lemma 5.3.2.d. Example 4.8.1 shows a situation in which
the demand function is continuous in p 2 fq 2 bd(R¤)j9s 2 S : [s;q] = 0g.
The proof of each item of Lemma 5.5.2 will be a direct result of several of the fol-
lowing lemmas. More precisely, the ¯rst part of Lemma 5.5.2 is a direct result of
Lemma 5.5.3. The continuity of the demand function is proved in Lemma 5.5.5.
Finally, Lemma 5.5.2.c is a direct result of Lemma 5.5.4.
In the remainder of this section we consider agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, with preference
relation ºi de¯ned on the salient space S ½ R.
The proof of the following lemma is a combination of the proofs of Lemmas 5.3.3
and 5.3.4.
5.5.3 Lemma. Let p 2 Q. Then the demand set Di(p) contains precisely one
element.
Lemma 5.5.2.a is a direct result of Lemma 5.5.3. As a consequence, we can de¯ne
the demand function Di : Q ! S where for every p 2 Q, Di(p) is the unique element
of demand set Di(p).
The following lemma proves Lemma 5.3.2.c.
5.5.4 Lemma. Let p 2 Q. Then [Di(p);p] = Ki(p).
Proof.
In case Ki(p) = 0, the budget set Bi(p) equals f0g, and thus [Di(p);p] = [0;p] = 0.
Now, suppose Ki(p) > 0 and [Di(p);p] < Ki(p). By the non-saturation of ºi (II.a
of Assumption 5.5.1), there is x 2 C such that x ºi Di(p). On the one hand, we
¯nd (II.b of Assumption 5.5.1) that 8¿ 2 (0;1) : ¿x+(1¡¿)Di(p) Âi Di(p). On the
other hand, 9¿ > 0 : [¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)Di(p);p] · Ki(p). This is in contradiction with
the optimality of Di(p). 2
The proof of the following lemma is a combination of the proofs of Lemma 5.3.9 and
5.3.10 of Section 5.3. Note that herewith Lemma 5.5.2 is proved.154 Proofs
5.5.5 Lemma. If Ki : Q ! R+ is continuous on Q, then demand function Di is
continuous on Q.
5.6 Proof of Theorem A2
Consider Model A, introduced on page 108, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem A2 are satis¯ed.
For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the income function KA2




i (p) := [wi;p]:
Let p0 2 int(C¤) and let x0 2 int(C). For every n 2 N, we de¯ne
C
¤






[x0;p]p0 j p 2 C
¤g:
Then
² 8n 2 N : C¤
n is a ¿(C¤;C)-closed salient subspace of int(C¤) [ f0g,







n is ¿(C¤;C)-dense in C¤.
Let n 2 N. Since KA2
i is continuous on C¤, Lemma 5.5.2.b (with Q = C¤
n [ f0g
and S = R = C) implies that every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has a demand function
Dn
i : C¤
n ! C, which is continuous with respect to topology ¿(C¤
n;C) and with
respect to ¿(C;C¤). This completes Step b, as described in Section 5.1.
We de¯ne the total demand function Dn : C¤








Note, that for every n 2 N, the function Dn¡1 is the restriction of Dn to the set C¤
n¡1.
The mapping Zn : C¤
n £ C¤





This completes Step c, as described in Section 5.1.5.6. Proof of Theorem A2 155
In order to realise Steps d and e of Section 5.1, we want to apply Theorem 5.2.1 to
this mapping, with W = Zn, R = (C¤
n)¤ and Q = C¤
n. We have to check whether
Zn satis¯es the requirements for this theorem.
I: By Lemma 5.5.2.c (with Q = C¤
n and S = R = C) we ¯nd 8p 2 C¤
n :
Zn(p;p) = 0. Clearly, ZA1(®p;q) = ®ZA1(p;q) for every ® 2 R+ and all
p;q 2 C¤
n.
II: The total demand function Dn is continuous on C¤
n, so for every q0 2 C¤ the
function p 7! Zn(p;q0) is continuous on C¤
n.
III: Let x0 2 int(C). Since the function Dn is continuous on C¤
n, Example 5.2.6
implies that the mapping Zn satis¯es Condition III of Theorem 5.2.1.
IV: Since (C¤
n)¤ = C¤
n, Condition IV of Theorem 5.2.1 is satis¯ed by default.
We conclude that the mapping Zn : C¤
n £ C¤ ! R meets all the requirements for
Theorem 5.2.1 (with R = (C¤




n such that [x0;pn;¤] = 1 and Z
n(pn;¤;q) · 0 for all q 2 C
¤
n:
Lemma 2.3.23 implies Dn(pn;¤) ·(C¤
n)¤ wtotal. Since, C¤ nC¤
n 6= ;, this does not imply
Dn(pn;¤) ·C wtotal, i.e, it may not be that pn;¤ is an equilibrium pricing function.
We prove that the sequence (pn;¤)n2N has a convergent subsequence with limit p¤
and that p¤ is an equilibrium pricing function for model A. For this, we need the
following two lemmas.
Consider agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g.
5.6.1 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in int(C¤) convergent to p 2 C¤. If
[wi;p] > 0, then for each b 2 Bi(p) there exists a convergent sequence (bn)n2N with
limit b, such that bn 2 Bi(pn) for all n 2 N.
Proof.
Let b 2 Bi(p). Since 8n 2 N : 0 2 Bi(pn), this lemma is proved in case b = 0. Now,
assume b 6= 0. If [b;p] < [wi;p] then 9N 2 N 8n > N : [b;pn] < [wi;pn], and so, if
we choose bn := b for all n > N, we are done. Therefore, we may as well assume
[b;p] = [wi;p]. For every n 2 N, de¯ne ¿n :=
Ki(pn)
[b;pn] . Note that lim
n!1
¿n = 1. Now
put bn := ¿nb, then 8n 2 N : [bn;pn] = [wi;pn] and lim
n!1
bn = b. 2156 Proofs
5.6.2 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in int(C¤) convergent to p 2 C¤ with
[wi;p] > 0. If the sequence (Di(pn))n2N is convergent with limit b 2 C, then b is the
unique best element of Bi(p) with respect to preference relation ºi.
Proof.
Let x 2 Bi(p). We prove that b ºi x. By the previous lemma, there is a sequence
(xn)n2N such that 8n 2 N : xn 2 Bi(pn) and limn!1 xn = x. Since the preference
relation is continuous (II.c of Assumption 5.5.1), we ¯nd that if 8n 2 N : Di(pn) ºi
xn, then b ºi x. The fact that b is the unique best element follows from II.a and
II.b of Assumption 5.5.1, using the same proof as in Lemma 5.3.3. 2
Since for every n 2 N, we have pn;¤ 2 fq 2 C¤ j [x0;q] = 1g, we may as well as-
sume that the sequence (pn;¤)n2N is convergent with limit p¤ 2 fq 2 C¤ j [x0;q] = 1g.
We distinguish two cases.
² If p¤ 2 int(C¤), then there is n0 2 N such that p¤ 2 C¤
n0 The total demand
function Dn0 : C¤










² If p¤ 2 bd(C¤), then




i (pn;¤);q] · [D
n(pn;¤);q] · [wtotal;q]:
Let p1 2 C¤
1, then p1 2 int(C¤) and 8n 2 N : p1 2 C¤
n. By Corollary 3.3.8.b, the
sequence Dn
i (pn;¤) is bounded for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g since 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g :
[Dn




i (pn;¤) = bi, where Lemma 5.6.2 implies that for every




We prove that (b1;:::;bi0;p¤) is a Walrasian equilibrium for Model A, i.e., we prove
8q 2 C
¤ : [b;q] · [wtotal;q]:
Let q 2 C¤, then there is a sequence (qn)n2N such that 8n 2 N : qn 2 C¤
n and
limn!1 qn = q. Since 8n 2 N 8qn 2 C¤
n : [Dn
i (pn;¤);qn] · [wtotal;qn], we ¯nd
[b;q] · [wtotal;q].5.7. Supply functions 1 157
5.7 Supply functions 1
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 5.7.2, stated below. This lemma will
be used in the proof of Theorem C1, to realise Step a of Section 5.1: the step from
supply sets to supply functions. Also, several consequences of Lemma 5.7.2 will be
needed in order to apply Theorem 5.2.1 in the above mentioned proof.
For the same reason as in Section 5.3, the central lemma of this section is stated
in terms of a general salient space R. When this lemma will be applied, R will be
replaced by the set of all bundles of trade. Consequently, R¤ will represent the set
of all possible pricing functions.
In this section, we consider a ¯nite number j0 of ¯rms. For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
production technology Tj is a subset of a salient space R = Rprod©Rcons. We assume
that R and every Tj, j 2 f1;:::;j0g, satisfy the following assumption.
5.7.1 Assumption.
I) The salient space R is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive.





b) Tj is closed with respect to topology ¿(R;R¤),
c) if e1;e2 2 E(Tj), e1 6= e2, ¿ 2 (0;1) then ¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 2 Tj and
¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 62 E(Tj).
Assumption 5.7.1.I corresponds with the ¯rst assumption of every theorem of Sec-
tion 4.8. Furthermore, Assumption 5.7.1.II corresponds with Assumption C1.3.
Throughout this section we assume that the above assumption holds.
Recall that topology ¿(R;R¤) is equal to the relative topology of the norm topology
of V [R].
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the supply set Sj(p) at pricing function p 2 R¤ is given by
Sj(p) := ft 2 Tj j 8s 2 Tj : G(s;p) · G(t;p)g:
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, we de¯ne
Domain[j] := fp 2 int(R
¤) j Sj(p) 6= ;g;158 Proofs
hence, by de¯nition every Domain[j], j 2 f1;:::;j0g, is a subset of int(R¤).
The purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma.
5.7.2 Lemma. Assumption 5.7.1 implies the following.
a) For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the set Domain[j] [ f0g is a salient subspace of R¤.
b) For all j 2 f1;:::;j0g and for all p 2 Domain[j], the supply set Sj(p) consists
of exactly one element.
c) For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, de¯ne the supply function Sj : Domain[j] ! R, such
that Sj(p) = fSj(p)g, for all p 2 Domain[j]. Then the function Sj is continu-
ous on its domain with respect to the relative topology of ¿(R¤;R).
d) Let j 2 f1;:::;j0g and let p0 2 int(R¤) \ Domain[j]. If (pn)n2N is a sequence in




The proof of each item of Lemma 5.7.2 will be a direct result of several of the fol-
lowing lemmas. More precisely, Lemma 5.7.3 and Proposition 5.7.5 correspond to
Lemma 5.7.2.b and c, respectively. Lemma 5.7.2.d is proved in Corollary 5.7.13.
Finally, Proposition 5.7.14 proves 5.7.2.a.
In the remainder of this section we consider a ¯xed production technology Tj, with
j 2 f1;:::;j0g. We assume that Domain[j] 6= ;. Recall, that Lemma 4.5.5 implies
that Tj is a convex subset of R.
5.7.3 Lemma. Let p 2 int(R¤). Then the supply set Sj(p) contains at most one
element.
Proof.
Suppose both s1 and s2 2 Sj(p) and s1 6= s2. By II.c of Assumption 5.7.1, s := 1
2(s1+





consg. Since Tj n E(Tj) = fx 2 Tj j 9y 2 E(Tj);y 6= x : x 2 Fyg,
there exists y 2 E(Tj) : s 2 Fy. Now, since p 2 int(R¤), G(y;p) > G(s;p) = G(s1;p),
which is in contradiction with s1 being an element of the supply set Sj(p). 2
Lemma 5.7.2.b is a direct result of the above lemma, and the fact that, by de¯nition,
Domain[j] ½ int(R¤). As a consequence, we can de¯ne the supply function Sj :
int(R¤) ! E(Tj) where, for every p 2 Domain[j], Sj(p) is the unique element of
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5.7.4 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain[j], with limit p 2 int(R¤). If
the sequence (Sj(pn))n2N is convergent with limit s 2 R, then p 2 Domain[j] and
s = Sj(p).
Proof.
Since 8n 2 N 8x 2 Tj : G(Sj(pn);pn) ¸ G(x;pn), continuity of the function G :
R £ R¤ ! R guarantees that 8x 2 Tj : G(s;p) ¸ G(x;p). Since Tj is closed (II.2 of
Assumption 5.7.1), we ¯nd s 2 Tj, and so p 2 Domain[j]. Furthermore, Lemma 5.7.3
implies s = Sj(p). 2
5.7.5 Proposition. The supply function Sj : Domain[j] ! E(Tj) is continuous
with respect to the relative topology on Domain[j].
Proof.
Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain[j] with limit p 2 Domain[j]. Let d : R £ R !
R+ be a salient metric which generates the norm topology ¿(R;R¤). Suppose the
sequence (Sj(pn))n2N does not converge to Sj(p). Taking a subsequence if necessary,
we may assume that
9" > 0 8n 2 N : d(Sj(pn);Sj(p)) ¸ ":
De¯ne xn := ¸nSj(pn)+(1¡¸n)Sj(p) with ¸n := "
d(Sj(pn);Sj(p)) 2 (0;1], then, by II.c
of Assumption 5.7.1, xn 2 Tj n E(Tj) and d(xn;Sj(p)) = ". The sequence (xn)n2N
is bounded, so there is a convergent subsequence (xnk)k2N with limit x 2 Tj (II.b of
Assumption 5.7.1), satisfying d(x;Sj(p)) = ". Since xn = ¸nSj(pn) + (1 ¡ ¸n)Sj(p)
with ¸ 2 (0;1], we ¯nd G(xn;pn) ¸ minfG(Sj(pn);pn);G(Sj(p);pn)g = G(Sj(p);pn).
The function G : R £ R¤ ! R is continuous, so G(x;p) ¸ G(Sj(p);p). Since
x 2 Tj; x 6= Sj(p), this is in contradiction with Lemma 5.7.3. 2
For the proof of the ¯nal part of Lemma 5.7.2, we need the following de¯nition and
lemmas.
5.7.6 De¯nition (extended real valued function Âj). For every production
technology Tj, j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the extended real valued function Âj : R¤ ! [0;1)[






Note that for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the function Âj is convex, i.e.,
8p1;p2 2 R
¤ 8¿ 2 [0;1] : Âj(¿p1 + (1 ¡ ¿)p2) · ¿Âj(p1) + (1 ¡ ¿)Âj(p2):160 Proofs
5.7.7 Lemma. Let p0 2 int(R¤), let ® 2 R, and let fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g be an
unbounded subset of R. Then the set fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) = ®g is unbounded.
Proof.
Since Rprod is a ¯nite-dimensional salient space, int(Rprod) 6= ;. Let u
prod
0 2 int(Rprod).
Then, by the free-disposal property of Tj, for every y 2 fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g




cons) 2 fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) = ®g. 2
5.7.8 Lemma. Let p0 2 int(R¤), let ® 2 R satisfy ® < Âj(p0) and let fx 2 Tj j
G(x;p0) = ®g be a bounded set. Then Âj(p0) < 1.
Proof.
Let (en)n2N be a sequence in Tj, satisfying supfG(en;p0) j n 2 Ng = Âj(p0).
Lemma 5.7.7 implies that the set fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g is bounded, so (en)n2N has
a convergent subsequence with limit e 2 Tj (II.b of Assumption 5.7.1). 2
5.7.9 Corollary. Let p0 2 int(R¤) and let ® 2 R. If Âj(p0) = 1 then the set
fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) = ®g is unbounded.
5.7.10 Lemma. Let p0 2 Domain[j] \ int(R¤). Then there is a ¿(R¤;R)-open
neighbourhood O of p0 such that every q 2 O satis¯es Âj(q) < 1.
Proof.
The proof of this lemma is by contradiction. So, let (qn)n2N be a sequence in int(R¤),
converging to p0, such that 8n 2 N : Âj(qn) = 1. By the previous corollary, for
all n 2 N, the set Ln := fz 2 Tj j G(z;qn) = G(Sj(p0);qn)g is unbounded, so
8n 2 N 9yn 2 Ln : [yn;p0] > 1 + [Sj(p0);p0]. Since Ln is convex, and contains
Sj(p0), for all ¿ 2 [0;1] we ¯nd ¿yn + (1 ¡ ¿)Sj(p0) 2 Ln. Now choose ¿n :=
1
[yn;p0]¡[Sj(p0);p0] 2 (0;1) then xn := ¿nyn + (1 ¡ ¿n)Sj(p0) 2 Ln \ U where U := fz 2
R j [z;p0] = 1 + [Sj(p0);p0]g. Since U is compact (Corollary 3.3.8.c), we may as
well assume that (xn)n2N is convergent, with limit x 2 R. Note that the continuity
of G implies G(x;p0) = Âj(p0). However, since by construction x 6= Sj(p) this is in
contradiction with Lemma 5.7.3. 2
5.7.11 Lemma. Let p0 2 int(R¤), let ® 2 R, and let fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g be
an unbounded set. Then p0 62 Domain[j].5.7. Supply functions 1 161
Proof.
Let (xn)n2N be an unbounded sequence in fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g. Let 0 < " · 1
and de¯ne p" := ((1 ¡ ")p
prod
0 ;(1 + ")p
cons
0 ). Since for all n 2 N the gain G(xn;p")








0 ]cons, the sequence (G(xn;p"))n2N is
unbounded. Hence, 8" 2 (0;1] : Âj(p") = 1. Using Lemma 5.7.10, we conclude
p0 62 Domain[j]. 2
5.7.12 Corollary. Let p0 2 int(R¤). If p0 2 Domain[j], then for all ® 2 R, the
set fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g is compact.
The following corollary implies Lemma 5.7.2.d.
5.7.13 Corollary. Let (pn)n2N be a convergent sequence in Domain[j], with limit
in int(R¤) n Domain[j]. Then





The sequence (Sj(pn))n2N does not have a point of accumulation, since existence of
such a point would lead to a contradiction with Lemma 5.7.4. Let p0 2 Domain[j]\
int(R¤). For all ® 2 R, the set fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g is compact (Corollary 5.7.12),
and so we ¯nd that 8® 2 R 9N 2 N 8n > N : G(Sj(pn);p0) < ®. We conclude
limsup
n!1
G(Sj(pn);p0) = ¡1. 2
We end this section with the following Proposition, which proves Lemma 5.7.2.a.
5.7.14 Proposition. The set Domain[j][f0g is a salient subspace of int(R¤)[f0g.
Proof.
Since the function G : R£R¤ ! R is homogeneous of degree one, Domain[j][f0g is
closed under scalar multiplication over R+. Let p1;p2 2 Domain[j] and let ¿ 2 (0;1).
We prove that q := ¿p1+(1¡¿)p2 2 Domain[j]. We ¯rst note that p1;p2 2 Domain[j]
implies Âj(q) · ¿Âj(p1) + (1 ¡ ¿)Âj(p2). Since there is nothing to prove in case
G(Sj(p1);q) = Âj(q), we may as well assume that 9" > 0 such that G(Sj(p1);q) <
Âj(q)¡". De¯ne U := fx 2 Tj j G(x;p2) ¸ G(Sj(p1);p2)g, then U is non-empty and
compact (Lemma 5.7.12). By De¯nition 5.7.6, there is a sequence (en)n2N in E(Tj)
satisfying supfG(en;q) j n 2 Ng = Âj(q).
Let n 2 N. If en 62 U, i.e., if G(en;p2) < G(Sj(p1);p2) then G(en;q) = ¿G(en;p1) +
(1 ¡ ¿)G(en;p2) < ¿G(Sj(p1);p1) + (1 ¡ ¿)G(Sj(p1);p2) = G(Sj(p1);q) < Âj(q) ¡ ".
We conclude that 9N 2 N 8n > N : en 2 U. Since U is compact, Lemma 5.7.4
implies that q 2 Domain[j]. 2162 Proofs
5.8 Proof of Theorem C1
Consider Model C, introduced on page 120, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem C1 are satis¯ed.
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, Lemma 5.7.2 implies that every ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
has a supply function SC1
j : Domain[j] ! C, which is continuous with respect to






By Assumption C1.5.a, the set Domain is non-empty. De¯ne the total supply func-








For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the income function KC1
i : Domain ! R+ is, for every
p 2 Domain, de¯ned by
K
C1






where G(x;p) denotes the gain (or pro¯t) from executing production process x at
pricing functional p (cf. page 118). Since KC1
i is continuous on Domain, Lemma 5.3.2.b
(with Q = Domain[f0g and R = S = C) implies that every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g,
has a demand function DC1
i : Domain ! C, which is continuous with respect to
¿(C¤;C) and ¿(C;C¤). This completes Step b, as described in Section 5.1.














This completes Step c, as described in Section 5.1.
In order to realise Steps d and e of Section 5.1, we want to apply Theorem 5.2.1 to
this mapping, with W = ZC1, R = C and Q = Domain [ f0g. So, let p0 2 int(C¤).
We have to check whether ZC1 satis¯es the requirements for this theorem.5.8. Proof of Theorem C1 163
I: By Lemma 5.3.2.c (with Q = Domain [ f0g and S = R = C) we ¯nd that
ZC1(p;p) = 0, for every p 2 Domain. Clearly, ZC1(®p;q) = ®ZC1(p;q) for
every ® 2 R+, p 2 Domain and q 2 C¤.
II: For every p 2 Domain, the mapping q 7! ZC1(p;q) is continuous.
III: Let x0 2 int(C). Since the functions SC1
j , j 2 f1;:::;j0g, and DC1 are
continuous on Domain, Example 5.2.7 implies that the mapping ZC1 satis¯es
Condition III of Theorem 5.2.1.
IV: Let »0 = 1 and let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain, with limit p 62 Domain[
f0g. Note that p 62 Domain means either p 2 bd(C¤) or p 2 int(C¤)nDomain.






i (pn) > 0:
Taking a subsequence if necessary, Lemma 5.3.2.d (with Q = Domain [ f0g











In the second situation, there is j 2 f1;:::;j0g such that p 62 Domain[j]. By











Either way, since G(SC1(p);p0) ·
Pj0








[DC1(pn);p0] ¡ G(SC1(pn);p0) ¡ [wtotal;p0]
¢
= 1:
We conclude that the mapping ZC1 : Domain£C¤ ! R meets all the requirements
















is a Walrasian equilibrium for Model C.164 Proofs
5.9 Supply functions 2
This section is the C2 and D-counterpart of Section 5.7. The goal of this section is
to prove Lemma 5.9.3, which will be used in the proofs of Theorems C2 and D, to
realise Step a of Section 5.1: the step from supply sets to supply functions.
Similar to Section 5.7, the central lemma of this section is stated in terms of a gen-
eral salient space R. When this lemma will be applied, R will be replaced by the
set of all bundles of trade. Consequently, R¤ will represent the set of all possible
pricing functions.
Similar to the situation in Section 5.7, we consider a ¯nite number j0 of production
technologies where for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, production technology Tj is a subset of
a salient space R = Rprod © Rcons.
In this section, we assume that R and the production technologies satisfy the fol-
lowing assumption, which di®ers from Assumption 5.7.1 with respect to II.b and
II.c, only. Assumption 5.9.1.II.b is weaker than 5.7.1.II.b, Assumption 5.9.1.II.c is
stronger than 5.7.1.II.c. In Section 4.8, we discussed the interpretation of these
assumptions and compared the two.
5.9.1 Assumption.
I) The salient space R is ¯nite-dimensional and re°exive.





b) E(Tj) is closed with respect to topology ¿(R;R¤),
c) if e1;e2 2 E(Tj), e1 6= e2, ¿ 2 (0;1) then ¿e1 + (1 ¡ ¿)e2 2 int(Tj).
Throughout this section we assume that the above assumption holds.
Basically, the structure of this section is the same as the structure of Section 5.7;
almost every lemma in this section has a counterpart in Section 5.7. Where possible,
we refer to Section 5.7 for lemmas and proofs.
Similar to De¯nition 5.7.6, the extended real valued function Âj : R¤ ! [0;1)[f1g






Recall that for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the function Âj is convex.5.9. Supply functions 2 165
5.9.2 De¯nition (Domain). For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g the set Domain[j] is given
by
Domain[j] := fq 2 R
¤ n f0g j 9xq 2 Tj : G(xq;q) = Âj(q)g:
Contrary to the situation as discussed in Section 5.7, where for every j 2 f1;:::;j0g
the set Domain[j] was a subset of int(R¤) by de¯nition, here we allow that also
elements of bd(R¤) are in Domain[j]. In comparison with Section 5.7, this extension
of the de¯nition of Domain[j], will alter the proofs of several lemmas.
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g and for every p 2 Domain, the supply set Sj(p) is given by
Sj(p) = fx 2 Tj j G(x;p) = Âj(p)g:
For every p 62 Domain[j] we ¯nd Sj(p) = ;.
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma.
5.9.3 Lemma. Assumption 5.9.1 implies the following.
a) For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, the set (Domain[j]\int(R¤))[f0g is a salient subspace
of R¤.
b) For all j 2 f1;:::;j0g and for all p 2 Domain[j], the supply set Sj(p) contains
exactly one element of E(Tj).
c) For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, de¯ne the supply function Sj : Domain[j] ! R, such
that Sj(p) \ E(Tj) = fSj(p)g, for all p 2 Domain[j]. Then the function Sj is
continuous on its domain with respect to the relative topology of ¿(R¤;R).
d) Let j 2 f1;:::;j0g and let p0 2 int(R¤) \ Domain[j]. If (pn)n2N is a sequence




The proof of each item of Lemma 5.9.3 will be a direct result of several of the
following lemmas. More precisely, Lemma 5.9.4 and Lemma 5.9.6 correspond to
Lemma 5.9.3.b and c, respectively. Lemma 5.9.3.d is proved in Corollary 5.9.10.
Finally, Proposition 5.9.12 proves Lemma 5.9.3.a.
Next, we show that Assumption 5.9.1 indeed implies that we can deal with con-
tinuous supply functions Sj, de¯ned on the set Domain[j], j 2 f1;:::;j0g. For
the remainder of this section, let j be any ¯xed element of f1;:::;j0g, and assume
Domain[j] 6= ;. Before we are able to de¯ne the supply function Sj, we need unique-
ness of the supply, for every p 2 Domain[j]. It turns out that allowing elements of166 Proofs
bd(R¤) in the set Domain[j] results in the loss of the uniqueness of the supply. In-
deed, if for certain p 2 bd(C¤), there is x
prod 2 Cprod such that [x
prod;p
prod]prod = 0,
then y 2 Sj(p) implies y + x 2 Sj(p). However, Assumption 5.9.1.II.c implies that
if the supply set at p is non-empty, then it contains exactly one element of E(Tj).
We will use this unique element to de¯ne the supply function of ¯rm j. Combined
with some properties of the unique e±cient element of the supply set, this is proved
in the following lemma.
5.9.4 Lemma. Let p 2 Domain[j]. Then there is a unique ep 2 E(Tj) such that
G(ep;p) = Âj(p). This element ep satis¯es 8x 2 Sj(p) : x 2 Fep. Moreover, if
p 2 Domain[j] \ int(R¤), then ep is the unique element of the supply set Sj(p).
Proof.
Since p 2 Domain[j], the set Sj(p) \ E(Tj) is non-empty. Suppose e1;e2 2 Sj(p) \
E(Tj) and e1 6= e2. Then by Assumption 5.9.1.II.c, x := ¿e1+(1¡¿)e2 is a (linearly)





0 ) 2 ("u
prod
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cons) + Tj. Let y 2 Tj satisfy ("u
prod
0 ;0





0 ). Since p 6= 0, we ¯nd G(y;p) > G(x;p) which is in contradiction
with the optimality of e1 and e2. We conclude that there is a unique ep 2 Sj(p) \
E(Tj), maximising G(e;p), e 2 E(Tj).
Let x 2 Sj(p), then (Assumption 5.9.1.II.a) there is e 2 E(Tj) such that x 2 Fe.
Since e 2 Sj(p), we conclude e = ep.
Let p 2 Domain[j] \ int(R¤) and let x 2 Tj n E(Tj). Then 9ex 2 E(Tj) : x 2 Fex.
Since p 2 int(R¤) and x 6= ex, we ¯nd G(x;p) < G(ex;p) · G(ep;p). 2
Lemma 5.9.3.b is a direct result from the above lemma. As a consequence, we can
de¯ne the supply function Sj : int(R¤) ! E(Tj) where for every p 2 Domain[j],
Sj(p) is the unique element of Sj(p) \ E(Tj).
The following lemma is the C2-counterpart of Lemma 5.7.4. However, in this section,
the limit p of the stated sequence is allowed to be an element of bd(R¤) n f0g.
5.9.5 Lemma. Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain[j], with limit p 6= 0. If
the sequence (Sj(pn))n2N is convergent with limit s 2 R, then p 2 Domain[j] and
s = Sj(p).
Proof.
Since 8n 2 N 8x 2 Tj : G(Sj(pn);pn) ¸ G(x;pn), continuity of G guarantees 8x 2
Tj : G(s;p) ¸ G(x;p). Since E(Tj) is closed (Assumption 5.9.1.II.b), s 2 E(Tj), so
p 2 Domain[j]. Furthermore, Lemma 5.9.4 implies s = Sj(p). 25.9. Supply functions 2 167
The following lemma proves Lemma 5.9.3.c. Compared to the proof of Lemma 5.7.5
(the counterpart of the following lemma), the proof of Lemma 5.9.6 is longer since
it is possible that the set Sj(p) is not a singleton.
5.9.6 Lemma. The supply function Sj : Domain[j] ! E(Tj) is continuous with
respect to the relative topology on Domain[j].
Proof.
Let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain[j], with limit p 2 Domain[j]. Let d : R £
R ! R+ be a salient metric generating the salient topology ¿(R;R¤). Suppose
(Sj(pn))n2N does not converge to Sj(p). Without loss of generality, we may assume
9" > 0 8n 2 N : d(Sj(pn);Sj(p)) > ". De¯ne xn := ¿nSj(pn) + (1 ¡ ¿n)Sj(p), with
¿n := "
d(Sj(pn);Sj(p)) 2 (0;1). Then d(xn;Sj(p)) = " and by Assumption 5.9.1.II.c we
¯nd that xn is an internal point of Tj. Both the sequences (¿n)n2N and (xn)n2N are
bounded. Without loss of generality assume lim
n!1
¿n = ¿ and lim
n!1
xn = x 2 R. Note
that x 6= Sj(p) implies ¿ > 0. Since G(xn;pn) ¸ minfG(Sj(pn);pn);G(Sj(p);pn)g =
G(Sj(p);pn), the continuity of G implies G(x;p) ¸ G(Sj(p);p) = Âj(p). Since 8n 2
N : G(xn;p) · Âj(p), we ¯nd G(x;p) = Âj(p).
Since for all n 2 N : xn = ¿nSj(pn) + (1 ¡ ¿n)Sj(p), the sequence (Sj(pn))n2N
in E(Tj) is convergent with limit e 2 E(Tj) (II.b of Assumption 5.9.1) satisfying
x = ¿e + (1 ¡ ¿)Sj(p)). Note that x 6= Sj(p) implies e 6= Sj(p). However, G(e;p) =
1
¿(G(x;p) ¡ (1 ¡ ¿)G(Sj(p);p)) = Âj(p). This is in contradiction with Sj(p) being
the unique element of the set Sj(p) \ E(Tj). 2
The continuity of the supply function is proved, so we can now concentrate on some
other properties of this function. First, we derive some limit behaviour, especially
regarding a sequence (pn)n2N 2 Domain[j], with limit p 62 Domain[j]. Also, we will
investigate the set Domain[j] in more detail.
The following lemma is equal to Corollary 5.7.9. Lemma 5.9.8 is the counterpart of
Lemma 5.7.10. However, since in this section it is not assumed that the set Tj is
closed, the proof of Lemma 5.7.10 needs a supplement.
5.9.7 Lemma. Let p0 2 int(R¤) and let ® 2 R. If Âj(p0) = 1 then the set
fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) = ®g is unbounded.
5.9.8 Lemma. Let p0 2 Domain[j] \ int(R¤). Then there is a ¿(R¤;R)-open
neighbourhood O of p0 such that every q 2 O satis¯es Âj(q) < 1.168 Proofs
Proof.
The proof of this lemma is by contradiction. So, let (qn)n2N be a sequence in
int(R¤), converging to p0, such that 8n 2 N : Âj(qn) = 1. By the previous lemma,
for all n 2 N, the set Ln := fz 2 Tj j G(z;qn) = G(Sj(p0);qn)g is unbounded, so
8n 2 N 9yn 2 Ln : [yn;p0] > 1 + [Sj(p0);p0]. Since Ln is convex and contains
Sj(p0), for all ¿ 2 [0;1] we ¯nd ¿yn + (1 ¡ ¿)Sj(p0) 2 Ln. Now choose ¿n :=
1
[yn;p0]¡[Sj(p0);p0] 2 (0;1) then xn := ¿nyn + (1 ¡ ¿n)Sj(p0) 2 Ln \ U where U := fz 2
R j [z;p0] = 1+[Sj(p0);p0]g. Since U is compact (Corollary 3.3.8.c), we may as well
assume that (xn)n2N is convergent, with limit x 2 R. Note that the continuity of G
implies G(x;p0) = Âj(p0). If we can prove x 2 Tj, we are done.
By II.a of Assumption 5.9.1, there is a sequence (en)n2N in E(Tj) satisfying 8n 2




n . So, the
sequence (G(en;p0))n2N is convergent with limit Âj(p0), and the sequence (e
prod
n )n2N








0 ]prod, so the sequence
(e
cons
n )n2N is bounded. Without loss of generality, we assume that (en)n2N is conver-
gent. Let e 2 E(Tj) be its limit, so G(e;p0) = Âj(p0). By Lemma 5.9.4 we ¯nd
e = Sj(p0). Continuity of ¸prod and ¸cons implies x 2 Fe ½ Tj. Now, x 2 Tj and
G(x;p0) = Âj(p0) imply that x is an element of the supply set Sj(p0). Since x 2 U
implies x 6= Sj(p0), we arrive at a contradiction since p0 2 Domain[j] \ int(R¤)
combined with Lemma 5.9.4 implies that Sj(p0) is the unique element of the supply
set Sj(p0). 2
For the proof of Corollary 5.9.9, we refer to the proof of Corollary 5.7.12.
5.9.9 Corollary. Let p0 2 int(R¤). If p0 2 Domain[j], then for all ® 2 R, the set
fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g is compact.
The following corollary proves Lemma 5.9.3.d.
5.9.10 Corollary. Let (pn)n2N be a convergent sequence in Domain[j], with limit




The sequence (Sj(pn))n2N does not have a point of accumulation, since existence of
such a point would lead to a contradiction with Lemma 5.9.5. Let p0 2 Domain[j]\
int(R¤). For all ® 2 R, the set fx 2 Tj j G(x;p0) ¸ ®g is compact (Corollary 5.9.9)
and so we ¯nd that 8® 2 R 9N 2 N 8n > N : G(Sj(pn);p0) · ®. We conclude that
limsup
n!1
G(Sj(pn);p0) = ¡1. 2
5.9.11 Proposition. Domain[j] \ int(R¤) = int(Domain[j]):5.10. Proof of Theorem C2 169
Proof.
We only have to prove Domain[j]\int(R¤) ½ int(Domain[j]). Let p0 2 Domain[j]\
int(R¤). By Lemma 5.9.8, there is a ¿(R¤;R)-open neighbourhood O of p0 such that
every q 2 O satis¯es Âj(q) < 1. Let q 2 O. We shall prove that 9e 2 E(Tj) :
G(e;q) = Âj(q).
Let (en)n2N be a sequence in E(Tj) satisfying lim
n!1
G(en;q) = Âj(q) < 1. Then, for
® 2 R chosen su±ciently small, (en)n2N is a sequence in fx 2 Tj j G(x;q) ¸ ®g. So,
by Corollary 5.9.9, without loss of generality, we may assume (en)n2N is convergent
with limit e 2 E(Tj) ½ Tj (II.b of Assumption 5.9.1). Since G(e;q) = Âj(q), we
conclude that q 2 Domain[j]. 2
Except for an occasional replacement of Domain[j] with int(Domain[j]), the proof
of Proposition 5.9.12 is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.7.14.
5.9.12 Proposition. The set int(Domain[j]) [ f0g is a salient subspace of R¤.
Proof.
Since the function G : R £ R¤ ! R is homogeneous of degree one, Domain[j] [ f0g
is closed under scalar multiplication over R+. Let p1;p2 2 int(Domain[j]) and let
¿ 2 (0;1). De¯ne q 2 int(R¤) by q := ¿p1 + (1 ¡ ¿)p2. We have to prove that
q 2 Domain[j]. Since p1;p2 2 Domain[j], we ¯nd Âj(q) · ¿Âj(p1) + (1 ¡ ¿)Âj(p2).
There is nothing to prove in case G(Sj(p1);q) = Âj(q), so we may as well assume
that 9" > 0 such that G(Sj(p1);q) < Âj(q) ¡ ". De¯ne U := fx 2 Tj j G(x;p2) ¸
G(Sj(p1);p2)g, then U is compact (Lemma 5.9.9). Let (en)n2N be a sequence in
E(Tj) satisfying supfG(en;q) j n 2 Ng = Âj(q).
Let n 2 N. If en 62 U, i.e., if G(en;p2) < G(Sj(p1);p2) then G(en;q) = ¿G(en;p1) +
(1 ¡ ¿)G(en;p2) < ¿G(Sj(p1);p1) + (1 ¡ ¿)G(Sj(p1);p2) = G(Sj(p1);q) < Âj(q) ¡ ".
We conclude that 9N 2 N 8n > N : en 2 U. Since U is compact, q 2 Domain[j].
2
5.10 Proof of Theorem C2
Consider Model C, introduced on page 120, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem C2 are satis¯ed.
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, Lemma 5.9.3 implies that every ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
has a supply function SC2
j : Domain[j] ! C, which is continuous with respect to










By Assumption C2.5.a, the set Domain is non-empty. De¯ne the total supply func-








Note that Lemma 5.9.3.a implies that Domain[f0g is a salient subspace of int(C¤)[
f0g.
For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the income function KC2
i : Domain ! R+, is for every
p 2 Domain de¯ned by
K
C2







i is continuous on Domain, Lemma 5.3.2.b (with Q = Domain [ f0g and
R = S = C) implies that every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, has a demand function
DC2
i : Domain ! C, which is continuous with respect to ¿(C¤;C) and ¿(C;C¤).
This completes Step b, as described in Section 5.1.














This completes Step c, as described in Section 5.1.
In order to realise Steps d and e of Section 5.1, we want to apply Theorem 5.2.1 to
this mapping, with W = ZC2, R = C and Q = Domain [ f0g. So, let p0 2 int(C¤).
We have to check whether ZC2 satis¯es the requirements for this theorem.
I: By Lemma 5.3.2.c (with Q = Domain [ f0g and S = R = C) we ¯nd that
ZC2(p;p) = 0 for every p 2 Domain. Clearly, ZC2(®p;q) = ®ZC2(p;q) for
every ® 2 R+, p 2 Domain and q 2 C¤.
II: For every p 2 Domain, the mapping q 7! ZC2(p;q) is continuous.5.11. Proof of Theorem D 171
III: Let x0 2 int(C). Since the functions SC2
j , j 2 f1;:::;j0g, and DC2 are
continuous on Domain, Example 5.2.7 implies that the mapping ZC2 satis¯es
Condition III of Theorem 5.2.1.
IV: Let »0 = 1 and let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain, with limit p 62 Domain[
f0g. Note that p 62 Domain means either p 2 bd(C¤) or p 2 int(C¤)nDomain.






i (pn) > 0:
Taking a subsequence if necessary, Lemma 5.3.2.d (with Q = Domain [ f0g











In the second situation, there is j 2 f1;:::;j0g such that p 62 Domain[j]. By











Either way, since G(SC2(p);p0) ·
Pj0








[DC2(pn);p0] ¡ G(SC2(pn);p0) ¡ [wtotal;p0]
¢
= 1:
We conclude that the mapping ZC2 : Domain£C¤ ! R meets all the requirements
















is a Walrasian equilibrium for Model C.
5.11 Proof of Theorem D
Consider Model D, introduced on page 123, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem D are satis¯ed.172 Proofs
For every j 2 f1;:::;j0g, Lemma 5.9.3 implies that every ¯rm j, j 2 f1;:::;j0g,
has a supply function SD
j : Domain[j] ! C, which is continuous with respect to













By Assumption D.5.a, the set Domain is non-empty. Furthermore, the set Domain
is closed under scalar multiplication over R+. De¯ne the total supply function








For every i 2 f1;:::;i0g, the income function KD
i : Domain ! R+, is for every
p 2 Domain de¯ned by
K
D






We remark that Ccons, when identi¯ed with f(0;c
cons) 2 C j c
cons 2 Cconsg is a salient
subspace of C. Since KD
i is continuous on Domain, Lemma 5.3.2.b (with Q =
Domain [ f0g and R = C and S = Ccons) implies that every agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g,
has a demand function DD
i : Domain ! Ccons, which is continuous with respect to
the relative topology of ¿(C¤;C) on Ccons. This completes Step b, as described in
Section 5.1.















This completes Step c, as described in Section 5.1.
In order to realise Steps d and e of Section 5.1, we want to apply Theorem 5.2.1
to this mapping, with W = ZD, R = C and Q = Domain [ f0g. Remark 5.2.2
states that this is possible even though Domain may not be a salient space. Let
p0 2 Domain\int(C¤) (Assumption D.5.a). We have to check whether ZD satis¯es
the requirements for this theorem.5.11. Proof of Theorem D 173
I: By Lemma 5.3.2.c (with Q = Domain [ f0g, R = C and S = Ccons) we ¯nd
that ZD(p;p) = 0 for every p 2 Domain. Clearly, ZD(®p;q) = ®ZD(p;q) for
every ® 2 R+, p 2 Domain and q 2 C¤.
II: For every p 2 Domain, the mapping q 7! ZD(p;q) is continuous.
III: Let x0 2 int(C). Since the functions SD
j ,j 2 f1;:::;j0g, and DD are con-
tinuous on Domain, Example 5.2.7 implies that the mapping ZD satis¯es
Condition III of Theorem 5.2.1.
IV: Let »0 = 1 and let (pn)n2N be a sequence in Domain, with limit p 62 Domain[





cons) n Domain. In the ¯rst situation, Assumption D.5.b' states that





i (pn) > 0:
Taking a subsequence if necessary, Lemma 5.3.2.d (with Q = Domain [f0g,











In the second situation, there is j 2 f1;:::;j0g such that p 62 Domain[j]. By




















0 ]cons ¡ G(SD(pn);p0) ¡ [wtotal;p0]
¢
= 1:
We conclude that the mapping ZD : Domain £ C¤ ! R meets all the requirements
















is a Walrasian equilibrium for Model D.174 Proofs
5.12 Hyperplanes
Consider a ¯nite-dimensional inner product space X, with inner product denoted
by h:;:i, and with corresponding norm k : k . For every n 2 X n f0g and every
¸ 2 R, the set H = fx 2 X j hx;ni = ¸g is called a hyperplane in X. We call n
the normal of H. In the remainder of this chapter, we use the following notation
concerning (subsets of) hyperplanes: for n;a 2 X, n 6= 0, let
H(n) = fx 2 X j hx;ni = 0g;
H(n;a) = fag + H(n) = fx 2 X j hx;ni = ha;nig:
Hence, H(n) is the subspace of X with normal n, and H(n;a) is the unique hyper-
plane of X with normal n which contains a. Note that 8®;¯ 2 R n f0g : H(n;a) =
H(®n;a+¯n?), where n? 2 H(n). Hence, there are many di®erent ways to describe
a hyperplane. Below, we will state a property of hyperplanes which will depend on
the choice of the normal and the choice of the vector a.
Further, for every subset A of X, we introduce the following notation: for n;a 2 X,
n 6= 0, let
HA(n) = H(n) \ A;
HA(n;a) = H(n;a) \ A:
5.12.1 Remark. Let x;y 2 X. Then hx;yi = k x k k y k if and only if the set
fx;yg is linearly dependent. For a linearly independent subset fx;yg 2 X, where
k x k = k y k = 1, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies that hy;xi > ¡hx;xi =
¡1 and therefore hx + y;xi > 0. 3
For the proof of the following theorem, we refer to the proofs of Theorems 1.4.1 and
1.4.2 of [4].
5.12.2 Theorem. Let K be a non-empty, closed convex set in X. For any x 2 X
there is a unique element in K closest to x; that is, there is a unique element kx 2 K
such that
k x ¡ kx k = inff k x ¡ k k j k 2 Kg:
The element kx is uniquely determined by
hx ¡ kx;k ¡ kxi · 0 for every k 2 K:
Let K be a non-empty compact convex set in X, let k0 2 K and let n 2 X n f0g.
We say that the hyperplane H(n;k0) is a supporting hyperplane of K at k0 if
hk0;ni = maxfhk;ni j k 2 Kg:5.12. Hyperplanes 175
So K is on one side of the hyperplane H(n;k0) and the hyperplane H(n;k0) supports
K at k0.
Note that herewith we choose an orientation for the normal at k0 2 K. We say that
the vector n is perpendicular to the surface of K at k0 (cf. Figure 5.12.1 for two








Figure 5.12.1: Supporting hyperplanes
The following corollary is a direct result of the de¯nition of supporting hyperplane
and Theorem 5.12.2.
5.12.3 Corollary. Let K be a non-empty, closed convex set in X, let x 2 X n K
and let kx be the unique element in bd(K) closest to x. Then H(x ¡ kx;kx) is a,
not necessarily unique, supporting hyperplane of K at kx.
5.12.4 De¯nition (projection). Let K be a non-empty, closed convex set in X.
The projection PK : X ! K, assigns to each x 2 X, the element closest to x in K.
5.12.5 Theorem. Let K be a non-empty, closed convex set in X and let PK be
the projection onto K. Then the mapping PK : X ! K is continuous.176 Proofs
Proof.
Let x;y 2 X and consider the following sequence of (in)equalities, where the last
inequality is obtained by applying Theorem 5.12.2 twice.
k PK(x) ¡ PK(y) k2
= hPK(x) ¡ PK(y);PK(x) ¡ PK(y)i
= hPK(x) ¡ PK(y);PK(x) ¡ xi + hPK(x) ¡ PK(y);x ¡ yi
+hPK(x) ¡ PK(y);y ¡ PK(y)i
· hPK(x) ¡ PK(y);x ¡ yi:
We conclude that k PK(x) ¡ PK(y) k · k x ¡ y k . 2
Let K be a closed, convex set in X with non-empty interior, and let the mapping
PK : X ! K denote the projection onto the set K, as de¯ned above. Since K
has an interior point, 8x 2 X : PK(x) 6= x =) PK(x) 2 bd(K). The mapping
NK : X ! X is for every x 2 X de¯ned by NK(x) = x ¡ PK(x). So 8x 2 X 8k 2
K : hNK(x);k ¡ PK(x)i · 0. Clearly, the projection PK being continuous on X,
the mapping NK is continuous on X.
5.12.6 Lemma. Let K be a non-empty, closed convex set in X. Then the mapping
NK : X ! X satis¯es 8x;y 2 X 8¿ 2 [0;1] :
k NK(¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y) k · ¿ k NK(x) k +(1 ¡ ¿) k NK(y) k :
Proof.
Let x;y 2 X and ¿ 2 [0;1]. Then
k NK(¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y) k
= k ¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y ¡ PK(¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y) k
= minf k (¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y) ¡ k k j k 2 K g
= minf k (¿x + (1 ¡ ¿)y) ¡ (¿k1 + (1 ¡ ¿)k2) k j k1;k2 2 K g
· minf¿ k x ¡ k1 k +(1 ¡ ¿)k y ¡ k2 k j k1;k2 2 Kg
= ¿ minf k x ¡ k1 k j k1 2 Kg + (1 ¡ ¿)minf k y ¡ k2 k j k2 2 K g
= ¿ k NK(x) k +(1 ¡ ¿) k NK(y) k :
2
Let n 2 X, with k n k = 1, and let L be a non-empty, closed convex subset of
H(n). We introduce the cylinder LC in X, generated by L, by de¯ning
LC := fL + ¸n j ¸ 2 Rg:
Let PLC : X ! LC denote the projection on the cylinder LC.
Regarding H(n) as an inner product space (thus replacing X with the subspace
H(n)), we de¯ne the projection PL : H(n) ! L.5.12. Hyperplanes 177




8l 2 L 8¸ 2 R : hx ¡ PLC(x);l + ¸n ¡ PLC(x)i · 0:
Let l1 2 L and ¸1 2 R satisfy PLC(x) = l1+¸1n. Using hx;ni = ¸0 and hPLC(x);ni =
¸1, we ¯nd
hx ¡ PLC(x);l + ¸n ¡ PLC(x)i
= hx ¡ l1 ¡ ¸1n;l + ¸n ¡ l1 ¡ ¸1ni
= h(x ¡ l1) ¡ ¸1n;l ¡ l1 + (¸ ¡ ¸1)ni
= hx ¡ l1;l ¡ l1i + (¸ ¡ ¸1)(¸0 ¡ ¸1):
Hence, the above inequality implies
8l 2 L 8¸ 2 R : hx ¡ l1;l ¡ l1i · ¡(¸ ¡ ¸1)(¸0 ¡ ¸1):
This is only possible if ¸ = ¸1: Furthermore, substituting ¸ = ¸1, we ¯nd
8l 2 L : 0 ¸ hx ¡ l1;l ¡ l1i = hx1 ¡ l1;l ¡ l1i;
i.e., PL(x1) = l1. 2
5.12.8 Corollary. The projection PL : H(n) ! L is the restriction of PLC : X !
LC to H(n).
Next, we derive a stationary point theorem for ¯nite-dimensional inner product
spaces. This theorem is a consequence of the well known Brouwer Fixed Point
Theorem (3.3.14).
5.12.9 Stationary Point Theorem
Let K be a non-empty, convex and compact subset of a ¯nite-dimensional inner
product space X and let G : K ! X be a continuous mapping. Then there exists
x¤ 2 K such that 8k 2 K : hG(x¤);k ¡ x¤i · 0, i.e., G has a stationary point in K.
Proof.
Since the function G : K ! X is continuous, the mapping F : K ! K de¯ned by
8x 2 K : F(x) := PK(x + G(x)), is continuous. Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem
implies the existence of x¤ 2 K such that F(x¤) = x¤. By Theorem 5.12.2, we
¯nd 8x 2 X 8k 2 K : hx ¡ PK(x);k ¡ PK(x)i · 0. Since x¤ + G(x¤) 2 X, we
¯nd that 8k 2 K : 0 ¸ hx¤ + G(x¤) ¡ PK(x¤ + G(x¤));k ¡ PK(x¤ + G(x¤))i =
hx¤ +G(x¤)¡x¤;k¡x¤i = hG(x¤);k¡x¤i. Hence, x¤ is a stationary point of G. 2178 Proofs
5.13 Proof of Theorem B
Consider Model B, introduced on page 111, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem B are satis¯ed.
Let us restate Model B. We consider a model of a pure exchange economy, with the
following primary concepts:
² the set of all exchangeable objects is modelled by solid pointed convex cone K
in a ¯nite-dimensional inner product space V ;
² the set of price systems is modelled by a strict subcone P of K¤, where K¤ in
V is given by
K
¤ = fx 2 V j 8k 2 K : hx;ki ¸ 0g;
² there is a ¯nite number, i0, of agents, where agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, is char-
acterised by an initial endowment wi 2 K and a preference relation ºi on
K;
² the set of all rationing schemes is modelled by V £ R+.
Concerning the secondary concepts: the constrained budget set of agent i is for
every p 2 P, for every n 2 V and for every ® 2 R+ given by
B
B
i (p;n;®) := Bi(p;wi) \ R(n;®);
where
Bi(p;wi) = fx 2 K j hx;pi · hwi;pig and R(n;®) := fx 2 K j hx ¡ wi;ni · ®g:
The constrained demand set DB
i (p;n) of agent i contains all most preferable ele-
ments of the constrained budget set, with respect to ºi.
Assumption B.2 of Theorem B states that P is a closed convex subcone of int(K¤)[
f0g, satisfying P \ int(K) 6= ;. Let p0 2 P \ int(K), then p0 satis¯es
8p 2 P : hp0;pi > 0:
Without loss of generality, we assume k p0 k = 1. Next, consider S = fp 2 P j
hp;p0i = 1g. Then, by Lemma 3.3.8.c, the set S is a compact convex subset of the
compact set HK¤(p0;p0). De¯ne the set L in H(p0) by L := S ¡ fp0g, and de¯ne
the cylinder LC := fL + ¸p0 j ¸ 2 Rg. Let P and N denote the restrictions of the
mappings PLC and NLC to the hyperplane H(p0;p0). Then P : H(p0;p0) ! S and
N : H(p0;p0) ! H(p0).5.13. Proof of Theorem B 179
De¯ne
¸max := minfd(a;p) j a 2 H(p0;p0) \ bd(K
¤) and p 2 Sg > 0;
and de¯ne
Q := fh 2 H(p0;p0) j k N(h) k · ¸maxg:
Note that by Lemma 5.12.6, the set Q is a closed and convex subset of the compact
set HK¤(p0;p0) and that the relative interior of Q, with respect to the hyperplane
H(p0;p0), is non-empty, even when the relative interior P is empty. Also note that
the boundary of Q, with respect to H(p0;p0), is given by
bd(Q) := fq 2 Q j k N(q) k = ¸maxg:
In the remainder of this section, we let the vector N(q), with q 2 Q, represent a
rationing scheme. More precisely, for every i 2 f1;:::;i0g and q 2 Q the constrained
budget set BB
i (q) of agent i, at q, is given by
B
B
i (q) := Bi(P(q);wi) \ R(q);
where
Bi(P(q);wi) = fx 2 K j hx;P(q)i · hwi;P(q)ig
and
R(q) = fx 2 K j hx ¡ wi;N(q)i · ¸max¡ k N(q) k g:
The constrained demand set DB
i (q) for agent i, at q 2 Q, is the set of all best
elements of BB
i (q) with respect to the preference relation ºi, i.e.,
D
B
i (q) := fx 2 B
B
i (q) j 8y 2 B
B
i (q) : x ºi yg:
Note, that for all q 2 Q and for all i 2 f1;:::;i0g, we ¯nd that wi 2 BB
i (q). More-
over, 8i 2 f1;:::;i0g 8q 2 Q \ P : R(q) = K, i.e., BB
i (q) = fx 2 K j hx;qi ·
hwi;qig. And if k N(q) k = ¸max then R(q) = fx 2 K j hx ¡ wi;N(q)i · 0g.
In the following, we consider agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g, with the following character-
istics: initial endowment wi 2 K and preference relation ºi de¯ned on K. Under
Assumptions B.3 and B.4 of Theorem B, we derive the demand function of this
agent, and we will show that this demand function is continuous.
5.13.1 Lemma. Let q0 2 Q. Then the constrained demand set DB
i (q0) is non-
empty.
Proof.
Since P(q0) 2 int(K¤) and since the set R(q0) is closed, Lemma 3.3.8.c implies that
the constrained budget set BB
i (q0) is compact in K. For every b 2 BB
i (q0), de¯ne180 Proofs
the set G(b) := fx 2 BB
i (q0) j b Âi xg. The preference relation ºi is continuous
(Assumption B.3.c), so every set G(b) is open. Suppose the constrained demand
set were empty, then every b0 2 BB
i (q0) is an element of at least one G(b). The
collection fG(b) j b 2 BB
i (q0)g is an open cover of the compact set BB
i (q0), so
there is a ¯nite subset F ½ BB
i (q0) such that BB
i (q0) =
S
f2F G(f). The preference
relation ºi being transitive, F has a maximal element f1 2 F. Since f1 2 G(f2) for
some f2 2 F, f2 6= f1, we arrive at a contradiction. 2
Note that by Assumption B.3.b, for every q 2 Q, the constrained demand set DB
i (q)
contains at most one element. So, as a direct result of the above lemma and As-
sumption B.3.b, we can de¯ne the constrained demand function DB
i : Q ! K, where
8q 2 Q : fDB
i (q)g = DB
i (q), i.e., DB
i (q) is the unique element of the constrained
demand set DB
i (q).
Using Theorem 5.12.2, (taking x0 = p0) the proof of the following lemma is straight-
forward.












i0(q);P(q);N(q);¸max¡ k N(q) k )
is a constrained equilibrium.
Recalling the notation regarding (subsets of) hyperplanes from the previous section,
we ¯nd that Lemma 3.3.8.c implies that HK¤(p0;a) is compact if a 2 int(K) and
p0 2 int(K¤).













;N(h) i > 0:
Proof.
Since 8h 2 HK¤(p0;p0) : hP(h);p0i > 0 and hN(h);ni = 0, we conclude that
8h 2 HK¤(p0;p0) 8¯ 2 R : P(h) 6= ¯N(h). The remainder of the proof is a direct
consequence of Remark 5.12.1. 2
In the following lemmas, we again consider an arbitrary agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g.
5.13.4 Lemma. Let q0 2 Q. Then hDB
i (q0);P(q0)i = hwi;P(q0)i.5.13. Proof of Theorem B 181
Proof.
By Assumption B.4, we ¯nd hwi;P(q0)i > 0. Suppose hDB
i (q0);P(q0)i < hwi;P(q0)i.
Since p0 2 int(K), Proposition 2.2.12 implies that 9¹0 > 0 : hDB
i (q0)+¹0p0;P(q0)i =
hwi;P(q0)i. Note that, since 8q 2 Q : hp0;N(q)i = 0, we ¯nd DB
i (q0) + ¹0p0 2
BB
i (q0). By the monotony of preference relation ºi (Assumption B.3.a), we ¯nd
that DB
i (q0) + ¹0p0 ¸K DB
i (q0) implies DB
i (q0) + ¹0p0 ºi DB
i (q0). Since DB
i (q0) is
the unique best element of the constrained budget set, and since ¹0p0 6= 0, we arrive
at a contradiction. 2
To conclude this part concerning individual demand functions, we prove that the
constrained demand function DB
i : Q ! K, is continuous on Q. Similar to the
approach in the proofs of the theorems of the other models, we need the following
lemma.
5.13.5 Lemma. Let (qn)n2N be a sequence in Q convergent to q0 2 Q. Then the
following two properties hold.
a) If bn 2 BB
i (qn) for each n 2 N, then there is a subsequence (bnk)k2N that converges
to some b 2 BB
i (q0).
b) For each b 2 BB
i (q0) there exists a convergent sequence (bn)n2N with limit b, such
that bn 2 BB
i (qn) for all n 2 N.
Proof.
a) Since the sequence (P(qn))n2N is convergent with limit P(q0), and since P(q0) 2
int(K¤) is an order unit for K¤, Lemma 3.3.12 implies that the function LP(q0) :
Q ! R+ satis¯es
lim
n!1
LP(q0)(P(qn)) = 1 and 8 n 2 N : LP(q0)(P(qn))P(q0) ·K¤ P(qn):
Because 8n 2 N : bn 2 BB
i (qn), we ¯nd
½
LP(q0)(P(qn)) hbn;P(q0)i · hbn;P(qn)i · hwi;P(qn)i;
hbn ¡ wi;N(qn)i · ¸max¡ k N(qn) k :
By Lemma 3.3.8.b, boundedness of hbn;P(q0)i implies that the sequence (bn)n2N
is bounded. So, (bn)n2N has a convergent subsequence (bnk)k2N with limit
b 2 K. Since 8k 2 N : hbnk;P(qnk)i · hwi;P(qnk)i and 8k 2 N : hbnk ¡
wi;N(qnk)i · ¸max¡ k N(qnk) k , the limit b belongs to BB
i (q0).
b) Suppose N(q0) = 0. Assumption B.4 implies that there is ¹ > 0 such that
b0 := wi¡¹P(q0) 2 int(K). In this situation we ¯nd hb0;P(q0)i < hwi;P(q0)i,
i.e., b0 2 int(BB
i (q0)).182 Proofs
Suppose N(q0) 6= 0. Assumption B.4 implies that there is ¹ > 0 such that




kN(q0)k ) 2 int(K). In this situation, Lemma 5.13.3
implies
hb0;P(q0)i < hwi;P(q0)i and hb0;N(q0)i < hwi;N(q0)i;
i.e., b0 2 int(BB
i (q0)).
Either way, since P and N are continuous on Q, we ¯nd that 9N0 2 N 8n >
N0:
hb0;P(qn)i < hwi;P(qn)i; (5.9)
if N(q0) 6= 0 then hb0;N(qn)i < hwi;N(qn)i: (5.10)
Let b 2 BB
i (q0). For all n · N0 we de¯ne bn := wi. Hence, 8n · N0 : bn 2
BB
i (qn). We will construct a sequence (¿n)n>N0 in [0;1] such that lim
n!1
¿n = 1
and 8n > N0 : ¿nb + (1 ¡ ¿n)b0 2 BB
i (qn).
We distinguish four cases.
² hb;P(q0)i < hwi;P(q0)i and hb ¡ wi;N(q0)i < ¸max¡ k N(q0) k
In this situation
9N1 ¸ N0 8n > N1 :
½
hb;P(qn)i < hwi;P(qn)i;
hb ¡ wi;N(qn)i < ¸max¡ k N(qn) k :
De¯ne ¿n := 0 if N0 < n · N1. In case n > N1, de¯ne ¿n := 1. Then
8n > N0 : ¿nb + (1 ¡ ¿n)b0 2 int(BB
i (qn)).
² hb;P(q0)i < hwi;P(q0)i and hb ¡ wi;N(q0)i = ¸max¡ k N(q0) k
Note that this implies that N(q0) 6= 0. In this situation, (5.10) implies







De¯ne ¾n := 0 if N0 < n · N1. In case n > N1, de¯ne
¾n :=
h(wi ¡ b0);N(qn)i + (¸max¡ k N(qn) k )
h(b ¡ b0);N(qn)i
:
Then 8n > N1 : ¾n > 0 and lim
n!1
¾n = 1.
Since, 8n > N1 : ¾nh(b¡b0);N(qn)i = h(wi¡b0);N(qn)i+(¸max¡ k N(qn) k )
and b0 2 int(BB
i (qn)), we ¯nd that 8n > N1 : ¿nb + (1 ¡ ¿n)b0 2 BB
i (qn),
where ¿n := minf¾n;1g.5.13. Proof of Theorem B 183
² hb;P(q0)i = hwi;P(q0)i and hb ¡ wi;N(q0)i < ¸max¡ k N(q0) k
In this situation, (5.9) implies






hb ¡ wi;N(qn)i < ¸max¡ k N(qn) k :





Then 8n > N1 : ¾n > 0 and lim
n!1
¾n = 1.
Since 8n > N1 : ¾nh(b ¡ b0);P(qn)i = h(wi ¡ b0);P(qn)i and b0 2
int(BB
i (qn)) we ¯nd that 8n > N1 : ¿nb + (1 ¡ ¿n)b0 2 BB
i (qn), where
¿n := minf¾n;1g.
² hb;P(q0)i = hwi;P(q0)i and hb ¡ wi;N(q0)i = ¸max¡ k N(q0) k
Note that this implies that N(q0) 6= 0. In this situation (5.9) and (5.10)
imply
9N1 ¸ N0 8n > N1 :
8
> > > <










h(wi ¡ b0);N(qn)i + (¸max¡ k N(qn) k )
h(b ¡ b0);N(qn)i
;1g:
Then 8n > N1 : ¿n > 0 and lim
n!1
¿n = 1.
Since 8n > N1 : ¿nh(b ¡ b0);P(qn)i · h(wi ¡ b0);P(qn)i and 8n > N1 :
¿nh(b ¡ b0);N(qn)i · h(wi ¡ b0);N(qn)i + (¸max¡ k N(qn) k ), we ¯nd
that 8n > N1 : ¿nb + (1 ¡ ¿n)b0 2 BB
i (qn).
2
Similar to the proofs of the theorems of the other models, the continuity of the
constrained demand function DB
i , follows from the above lemma.
5.13.6 Lemma. The constrained demand function DB
i is continuous on Q.184 Proofs
Proof.
Suppose DB
i is not continuous in q0 2 Q, then there is a sequence (qn)n2N in Q,
converging to q0, such that DB













k2N that converges to some b 2 BB
i (q0). Now, the proof is done if we can
show that b = DB
i (q0). Let x 2 BB
i (q0). By Lemma 5.13.5.b, for all n 2 N there
is xn 2 BB
i (qn) satisfying xn ! x. Since the preference relation ºi is continuous
(Assumption B.3.c), we ¯nd that if 8n 2 N : DB
i (qn) ºi xn, then b ºi x. So,
b = DB
i (q0). 2
Here, we end our exploration of the properties of the constrained demand for an
individual agent i, i 2 f1;:::;i0g. The total constrained demand function DB :








Note that by Lemma 5.13.6, the total constrained demand function is continuous.




Lemma 5.13.2 yields that in order to prove the existence of a constrained equilibrium
in our model, we only have to prove that 9q 2 Q : EB(q) = 0.
Lemma 5.13.4 implies the following version of Walras' Law.
5.13.7 Walras' law
Let q0 2 Q. Then hEB(q0);P(q0)i = 0.
The following lemma is a consequence of the de¯nition of the rationing scheme.
5.13.8 Lemma. Let q0 2 bd(Q). Then hEB(q0);N(q0)i · 0.
Proof.
Since k N(q0) k = ¸max, we ¯nd R(q0) = fx 2 K j hx ¡ wi;N(q0)i · 0g. Hence,
8i 2 f1;:::;i0g : hDB
i (q0)¡wi;N(q0)i · 0, which implies hDB(q0)¡wtotal;N(q0)i ·
0. 2
In the previous section, we have seen that the supporting hyperplane in a speci¯c
point of a convex set does not have to be unique. Lemma 5.13.10 shows that for
every element q0 of bd(Q), there is a unique supporting hyperplane H(n;q0) of Q
for which n 2 H(p0). The following lemma is needed in the proof of Lemma 5.13.10.5.13. Proof of Theorem B 185
5.13.9 Lemma. Let q0 2 bd(Q). Then H(N(q0);q0) is a supporting hyperplane
for the cylinder QC generated by Q, at q0.
Proof.
Since q0 2 bd(Q), we ¯nd k N(q0) k = ¸max. In Section 5.12, we have seen that
H(N(q0);P(q0)) is a supporting hyperplane for S at P(q0). Recall that this implies
8p 2 HP(p0;p0) : hp;N(q0)i · hP(q0);N(q0)i. Since k N(q) k · k N(q0) k = ¸max,
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies hN(q);N(q0)i · k N(q0) k2 . So for all
q 2 Q:
hq;N(q0)i = hP(q);N(q0)i + hN(q);N(q0)i
· hP(q);N(q0)i + hN(q0);N(q0)i
· hP(q0);N(q0)i + hN(q0);N(q0)i
= hq0;N(q0)i:
2
5.13.10 Lemma. Let q0 2 bd(Q) and let n 2 H(p0) satisfy n 6= 0. If H(n;q0) is
a supporting hyperplane of the cylinder QC at q0, then 9¹ > 0 : n = ¹N(q0).
Proof.
De¯ne ^ q 2 H(q0;q0) by ^ q := P(q0) + ¸max
knk n. Clearly, k N(^ q) k · ¸max, so ^ q 2 Q.
Since 8q 2 Q : hq;ni · hq0;ni, we ¯nd that hP(q0);ni + ¸max k n k = h^ q;ni ·
hq0;ni = hP(q0);ni+hN(q0);ni. So, we ¯nd ¸max k n k · hN(q0);ni. On the other
hand, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies hN(q0);ni · ¸max k n k . Hence, we
¯nd hN(q0);ni = k N(q0) k k n k , so 9¹ 2 R n f0g : n = ¹N(q0). Lemma 5.13.9
implies that, like n, N(q0) satis¯es 8q 2 Q : hq;N(q0)i · hq0;N(q0)i, so we conclude
¹ > 0. 2
Now, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B
We shall prove that 9~ q 2 Q : EB(~ q) = 0. In this situation, Theorem 5.13.2 implies
that
(D1(~ q);:::;Di0(~ q);P(~ q);N(~ q);¸max¡ k N(~ q) k )
is a constrained equilibrium.
The projected constrained excess demand function E0 : Q ! H(p0;p0) is for every
q 2 Q de¯ned by
E0(q) := H(E
B(q));
where H denotes the projection from V onto the hyperplane H(p0;p0). Then, 8q 2
Q 9¯ 2 R : EB(q) = E0(q) + ¯p0. Since the projected constrained excess demand186 Proofs
function E0 is continuous on Q, and since Q is a non-empty, convex and compact
set of the a±ne subspace H(p0;p0), the function E0 has a stationary point:
9~ q 2 Q 8q 2 Q : hq;E0(~ q)i · h~ q;E0(~ q)i:
So, ~ q maximises hq;E0(~ q)i over Q. Since hq;E0(~ q)i is linear in q, and since Q,
considered as a subset of H(p0;p0), has an interior point, this means that ~ q 2 bd(Q)
or E0(~ q) = 0. In case ~ q 2 bd(Q), Lemma 5.13.10 implies that there is ¹ ¸ 0 such
that E0(~ q) = ¹N(~ q). Now, hp0;N(~ q)i = 0 implies that
0 · hE0(~ q);E0(~ q)i = ¹hE0(~ q);N(~ q)i = ¹hE
B(~ q);N(~ q)i:
Using Lemma 5.13.8, we conclude E0(~ q) = 0, i.e., 9¯ 2 R : EB(~ q) = ¯p0. Either
way, we conclude E0(~ q) = 0. Walras' Law implies 0 = hEB(~ q);P(~ q)i = ¯hp0;P(~ q)i,
and since 8p 2 Q \ P : hp;p0i > 0, we conclude that ¯ = 0. Hence EB(~ q) = 0. 2
This concludes the proof of the existence of a constrained equilibrium price vector
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general
N set of natural numbers, 0 excluded
Z set of integers
Q set of rational numbers
R set of real numbers
R+ set of nonnegative real numbers, 0 included, p. 28
Rn n-dimensional Euclidean vector space
Rn
+ positive orthant of Rn, p. 9
x ¢ y Euclidean inner product of x;y 2 Rn, p. 9
e1;:::;en standard basis of Rn, p. 8
co(A) convex hull of a set A, p. 95
ext(A) set of extreme points of a set A, p. 95
A + B the sum of two sets, p. 32
a + B fag + B, p. 32
lattice
· any partial order relation, p. 42
·E Euclidean partial order relation of Rn, p. 9
x _ y least upper bound of x and y, p. 47
x ^ y greatest lower bound of x and y, p. 47
x+ = x _ 0 positive part of x, p. 52192 Notation
x¡ = (¡x) _ 0 negative part of x, p. 52
jxj = x+ + x¡ absolute value of x, p. 52
vector space and salient space
V;W real vector spaces
(V;·) partially ordered vector space, p. 42
V+ positive cone of a partially ordered vector space V , p. 43
S;T salient spaces, p. 28
v;0 vertex of a salient space, p. 23, 28, 36
V [S] vector space reproduced by a salient space S, p. 35
[(s1;s2)] element of V [S], equivalence class of the pairing (s1;s2),
where s1;s2 2 S, p. 35
sal(A) salient span of a set A ½ S, p. 31
ray(s) ray generated by an element s 2 S, p. 31
ray(A) set of all rays generated by elements of A ½ S, p. 31
lin dim(S) linear dimension of a salient space S, p. 40
int(S) set of internal elements of a salient space S, p. 37
bd(S) S n int(S), boundary of S, p. 37
spanV(A) linear span of a set A ½ V in the vector space V , p. 35
AV [S] f[(a1;a2)] 2 V [S] j a1;a2 2 Ag, where A ½ S, p. 58
L : S ! T salient mapping, p. 30
Lext : V [S] ! V [T] extension of the salient mapping L : S ! T, p. 37
JS : S ! V+[S] salient isomorphism between S and V+[S], p. 35
F : S ! R+ salient function, p. 56
Fext : V [S] ! R extension of the salient function F : S ! R+, p. 56Notation 193
S¤ adjoint of a salient space S, p. 57
V ¤ adjoint of a vector space V , p. 54
B : S £ T ! R+ bi-salient form, p. 55
B : V £ W ! R bi-linear form, p. 53
Bext : V [S] £ V [T] ! R extension of the bi-salient form B : S £ T ! R+, p. 56
Bcan : S £ S¤ ! R+ canonical bi-salient form on S £ S¤, p. 57
Bcan : V £ V ¤ ! R canonical bi-linear form on V £ V ¤, p. 54
Mt : S ! R+ salient mapping induced by a bi-salient form on S£T and
an element t 2 T, p. 57
M : T ! S¤ salient mapping induced by a bi-salient form on S £T, p.
57
M(T) salient subspace of S¤, induced by a bi-salient form on
S £ T, p. 57
Mw : V ! R linear mapping induced by a bi-linear form on V £W and
an element w 2 W, p. 54
M : W ! V ¤ linear mapping induced by a bi-linear form on V £ W, p.
54
M(W) linear subspace of V ¤, induced by a bi-linear form on V £
W, p. 54
fS ; T ;B g salient pairing; ordered triple of two salient spaces S and
T and a bi-salient form B, p. 55
fV ; W ;B g linear pairing; ordered triple of two vector spaces V and
W and a bi-linear form B, p. 53
·S partial order relation induced by a salient space S on S or
on V [S], p. 43, 113
·S¤;·S¤¤ partial order relation on S¤ and on S¤¤ respectively, p. 43,
57, 59
·B partial order relation induced by a bi-salient form B : S £
T ! R+, on S or on T, p. 59194 Notation
·¤ partial order relation on (V [S])¤, induced by S¤, p. 57
V+[S] f[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] j 9s 2 S : [(s1;s2)] = [(s;0)]g, p. 35
(V [S])+ f[(s1;s2)] 2 V [S] j [(0;0)] ·S [(s1;s2)]g, p. 43
d : S £ S ! R+ (salient) (semi-)metric on a salient space, p. 69
' : S ! R+ (semi-)norm on a salient space, p. 74
¼ : V ! R+ (semi-)norm on a vector space, p. 69
d¼ : S £ S ! R+ salient semi-metric on S generated by a semi-norm ¼ on
V [S], p. 69
d' : S £ S ! R+ salient semi-metric on S generated by a semi-norm ' on
S, p. 76
dF : S £ S ! R+ salient semi-metric on S generated by an element F 2 S¤,
p. 86
dMt salient semi-metric on S generated by a salient pairing
fS ; T ;B g and a salient function Mt, t 2 T, p. 78
Ãd : S ! R+ semi-norm on S generated by a salient semi-metric d on
S, p. 79
¼d : V [S] ! R+ semi-norm on V [S], generated by a salient semi-metric d
on S, p. 72
D collection of salient semi-metrics, p. 71
P collection of semi-norms, p. 68, 70
DP fd¼ j ¼ 2 Pg, p. 73
PD f¼d j d 2 Dg, p. 70
·D partial order relation on a set of salient semi-metrics, p. 71
¿D salient topology generated by a collection D of salient
semi-metrics, p. 71
¿P locally convex topology generated by a collection P of
semi-norms, p. 70Notation 195
Bd(s;") ft 2 S j d(s;t) < "g, p. 71
B¼([(s1;s2)];") f[(t1;t2)] 2 V [S] j ¼([(s1 + t2;s2 + t1)]) < "g, p. 73
Bd¼(s;") ft 2 S j d¼ (s;t) < "g, p. 69
½(L) supf'T (L(s)) j s 2 S and 'S (s) = 1g, where L : S ! T
and 'S : S ! R+ and 'T : T ! R+, p. 87
T' ft 2 T j supfB(s;t) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g < 1g, p. 88
'0 : T' ! R+ '0(t) = inff· ¸ 0 j 8s 2 S : B(s;t) · ·'(s)g, p. 88
S¤
' fF 2 S¤ j supfF(s) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g < 1g, p. 89
'¤ : S¤
' ! R+ '¤(F) = supfF(s) j s 2 S and '(s) · 1g, p. 89
¿(S;T) locally convex topology on S induced by the salient pairing
fS ; T ;B g and the collection fdt j t 2 Tg, p. 78
¿(S;S¤) locally convex topology on S induced by S¤, p. 87, 89
Us0 : S ! R+ Us0(s) := maxfF(s) j F 2 Lg, where s0 2 int(S) and
L = fF 2 S¤ j F(s0) = 1g, p. 96
Ls0 : S ! R+ Us0(s) := minfF(s) j F 2 Lg, where s0 2 int(S) and
L = fF 2 S¤ j F(s0) = 1g, p. 96
neoclassical models




+ neoclassical consumption set and neoclassical price set, p.
8, 9
x;y;z elements of R
k0
+ , neoclassical commodity bundles, p. 8
p;q;r elements of R
k0
+ , neoclassical price vectors, p. 9
p ¢ x value of commodity bundle x and price vector p, p. 9
i0 number of agents, indexed by i 2 f1;:::;i0g, p. 11, 15, 18
j0 number of ¯rms, indexed by j 2 f1;:::;j0g, p. 15
w;wi initial endowment (of agent i); element of R
k0
+ , p. 11
wtotal total initial endowment,
Pi0
i=1 wi196 Notation
º;ºi preference relation (of agent i); de¯ned on R
k0
+ , p. 10, 11
µij share of agent i in the pro¯t of ¯rm j; element of [0;1], p.
15
µi shares of agent i; element of [0;1]j0, p. 16
Y;Yj neoclassical production set (of ¯rm j), p. 14, 15
L;l rationing scheme, L 2 R
k0
+ , l 2 ¡(R
k0
+ ), p. 17
Sj(:) supply set of ¯rm j, p. 16
Ki(:) income function of agent i, p. 16
Bi(:) budget set of agent i, p. 11, 16, 18
Di(:) demand set of agent i, p. 11, 16, 19
salient models
C salient space representing the set of all bundles of trade,
p. 21, 101
x;y;z elements of C; bundles of trade, p. 21, 101
Cprod salient space of all production bundles in a model with
production, p. 113
Ccons salient space of all consumption bundles in a model with
production, p. 113




cons) element of Cprod © Ccons; bundle of exchange and/or pro-
duction process, p. 100, 113, 114
·C natural ordering on C, p. 22, 101, 113
·prod natural ordering on the set Cprod of production bundles, p.
113
·cons natural ordering on the set Ccons of consumption bundles,
p. 113
C¤ adjoint of C; set of all pricing functions, p. 104Notation 197
P set of all admissible pricing functions for a speci¯c model;
subset of C¤, p. 104
P element of C¤; pricing function, p. 104
P(x) value of exchangeable object x 2 C at pricing function
P 2 C¤, p. 104, 114
G(x;P) pro¯t of executing production process x 2 C at pricing
function P 2 C¤, p. 118
¿(C;C¤) salient topology on C, induced by C¤, p. 125, 137
i0 number of agents; indexed by i 2 f1;:::;i0g, p. 108, 111,
120, 123
j0 number of ¯rms; indexed by j 2 f1;:::;j0g, p. 120, 123
w;wi initial endowment (of agent i); element of C, p. 106, 108,
111, 120, 122, 123
wtotal total initial endowment,
Pi0
i=1 wi
º;ºi preference relation (of agent i); de¯ned on (a subset of)
C, p. 106, 108, 111, 120, 122, 123
µj;µij share (of agent i) in the pro¯t of ¯rm j; element of [0;1],
p. 119, 120, 123
µ;µi share vector (of agent i); element of [0;1]j0, p. 119, 120,
123
T;Tj production technology (of ¯rm j), p. 114, 115, 120, 123
S(:) supply set, p. 118
Sj(:) supply set of ¯rm j, p. 120, 123, 157, 165
Sj(:) supply function of ¯rm j, p. 138, 158, 165
S(:) total supply function, p. 139
K(:) income function, p. 119, 122, 146, 152
B(:) budget set, p. 107, 110, 119
Bi(:) budget set of agent i, p. 108, 111, 120, 123, 146, 152
D(:) demand set, p. 107, 110, 119
Di(:) demand set of agent i, p. 108, 111, 120, 123, 146, 152198 Notation
Di(:) demand function of agent i, p. 138, 146, 153
D(:) total demand function, p. 139
Z(:;:) excess demand value function, p. 139
hyperplane and projection
(X;h:;:i) ¯nite-dimensional inner product space, p. 174
H(n) subspace of X with normal n 2 X, p. 174
H(n;a) hyperplane of X with normal n 2 X which contains a 2 X,
p. 174
HA(n) H(n) \ A, p. 174
HA(n;a) H(n;a) \ A, p. 174
K non-empty convex compact set in X, p. 174
PK : X ! K projection on K, p. 175
NK : X ! X NK(x) := x ¡ PK(x), p. 176
KC cylinder generated by K, p. 176
Model B (speci¯cally)
(N1;N2;®) rationing scheme; element of C¤ £ C¤ £ R+, p. 109
R(N1;N2;®;w) fx 2 C j N1(x) ¡ N1(w) ¡ N2(x) + N2(w) · ®g, p. 109
(V;h:;:i) ¯nite-dimensional inner product space, p. 110, 178
K;K¤ solid pointed convex cone in V representing the set of all
bundles of trade and the set of all pricing functions, re-
spectively, p. 110, 110, 178
x;y elements of K; bundles of trade, p. 110
p;q elements of K¤; pricing vectors, p. 110
(n;®) rationing scheme for Model B; element of V £ R+, p. 111
R(n;®;w) fx 2 K j hx ¡ w;ni · ®g, p. 110, 178
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Rx(A) fz 2 A j x 2 Fz and Fz ½ Ag, p. 115
E(A) fe 2 A j Re(A) = fegg, p. 115
Domain[j] domain of the supply function of ¯rm j, p. 157, 165
Domain domain of the total supply function, p. 162, 170, 172
Âj extended real valued function, p. 159200 NotationIndex
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Consumptie, productie en ruil van goederen door agenten en bedrijven zijn de voor-
naamste kenmerken van een economie. De onderliggende drijfveren hierbij zijn de
persoonlijke voorkeur van de agenten en winstbejag van de bedrijven. De praktijk
leert dat deze individuele acties niet leiden tot sociale chaos, maar dat er sprake is
van een zeker evenwicht tussen vraag en aanbod. De centrale vraag in de economi-
sche wetenschap vloeit hieruit voort: \Hoe komt het dat in een economie de door de
bedrijven en agenten gewenste productie mogelijk is en dat precies alle producten
die zij wensen aanwezig zijn?".
Aan het eind van de negentiende eeuw heeft Leon Walras als eerste een formulering
van dit probleem in wiskundige termen geponeerd. Hij wordt daarmee beschouwd
als de grondlegger van de wiskundige economie, meer in het bijzonder van de al-
gemene evenwichtstheorie. In een wiskundig model van een economie wordt een sterk
vereenvoudigde voorstelling van de werkelijkheid gemaakt, gebaseerd op wiskundige
concepten. In de modellen, die geÄ ³nspireerd zijn door het werk van Walras, wordt
verondersteld dat er een eindig aantal goederen in de economie aanwezig is, waarbij
voor elk goed een aparte markt bestaat. Walras veronderstelt dat de coÄ ordinatie van
vraag naar en aanbod van een goed door prijsvorming op de desbetre®ende markt
tot stand komt. Aangezien in zulke modellen de prijs van een goed als het leidend
mechanisme wordt gezien bij de totstandkoming van een evenwicht, kan de eerder
gestelde centrale vraag in deze nieuwe termen geformuleerd worden als \Hoe komen
evenwichtsprijzen tot stand op de verschillende goederenmarkten?".
In wiskundig-economische modellen worden economische ingrediÄ enten beschreven
door een beperkt aantal karakteristieken, die een wiskundige analyse toestaan. Zo208 Samenvatting
worden in het meest eenvoudige model van een ruileconomie zonder productie,
economische agenten volledig beschreven door hun voorkeur en door hun begin-
voorraad. Elke agent gaat met zijn beginvoorraad naar de `markt' en keert na de
ruil terug met een nieuwe voorraad goederen die naar de mening van de agent niet
meer door middel van ruil te verbeteren valt. De ruil op zich wordt als volgt ge-
modelleerd: er wordt verondersteld dat elke economische agent de heersende prijzen
op de verschillende goederenmarkten aanneemt als zijnde gegeven, en dat hij ver-
volgens de meest geprefereerde goederenbundel bepaalt die binnen zijn budget valt.
Zijn budget is in dit geval de waarde van zijn beginvoorraad, bepaald aan de hand
van de heersende prijzen. Dit model van een ruileconomie is in evenwicht indien elke
agent, gegeven zijn beginvoorraad, zijn preferentie en de heersende prijzen, daad-
werkelijk met zijn (binnen zijn budget) meest geprefereerde goederenbundel naar
huis kan keren.
Bij wiskundige modelvorming in een economische context, zoals in de modellen
geÄ ³nspireerd door het werk van Walras, zijn een aantal (mogelijk con°icterende)
randvoorwaarden cruciaal. Enerzijds is een vereenvoudiging noodzakelijk om een
wiskundige analyse mogelijk te maken, anderzijds dient het model zodanig dicht
bij de werkelijkheid te liggen dat de centrale vraag nog steeds gesteld kan worden.
Concreet impliceert deze laatste restrictie dat de Walrasiaanse modellen alleen dan
bruikbaar zijn als de analyse ervan minimaal resulteert in de existentie van een even-
wichtsprijs en daarmee van het bijbehorende evenwicht.
Een basis voor het bewijs van het bestaan van een evenwichtssituatie werd begin
deze eeuw geleverd door de Nederlandse wiskundige L.E.J. Brouwer, die in 1912 zijn
beroemde vaste punt stelling publiceerde. In de jaren vijftig waren het onder andere
K.J. Arrow en G. Debreu die zich bewust werden van de mogelijkheden die de vaste
punt stelling van Brouwer bood bij het oplossen van het probleem van de existentie
van evenwichtsprijzen. In 1954 bewezen Arrow en Debreu dat er, onder bepaalde
voorwaarden, een evenwichtssituatie bestaat in het model dat Walras geformuleerd
had. Hun condities waaronder existentie van een evenwichtsprijs gegarandeerd is,
zijn hoofdzakelijk wiskundig van aard, maar worden desondanks in het algemeen
wel als hanteerbaar in een economische context beschouwd. Het voorafgaande heeft
er mede toe geleid dat de modellen van een ruileconomie zowel zonder als met pro-
ductie, inclusief de bijbehorende condities zoals Arrow en Debreu ze formuleerden,
standaard zijn geworden. Ze worden ook wel met de term `neo-klassiek' aangeduid.
De oorsprong van dit promotie-onderzoek ligt in de herziening van de uitgangspun-
ten waarop de modellen van Arrow en Debreu zijn gebaseerd. Hierbij wordt voor
de wiskundige onderbouwing gebruik gemaakt van een nieuw wiskundig concept.
In de neo-klassieke modellering wordt expliciet de veronderstelling gemaakt dat elkSamenvatting 209
goed separaat verhandeld wordt, hetgeen betekent dat er voor elk goed een aparte
markt bestaat. Hierdoor is er g¶ e¶ en ruimte voor modellering van een economie waarin
goederen gekoppeld voorkomen of waarin een goed uitsluitend beschouwd wordt als
een samenstelling van karakteristieken of eigenschappen. Een eenvoudig voorbeeld
uit de dagelijkse praktijk is een fruitmand als een `gekoppeld' goed of een `gezonde
maaltijd' als een goed dat samengesteld is uit bepaalde karakteristieken zoals voe-
dingswaarden en vitaminen.
In dit proefschrift worden modellen geconstrueerd waarin het begrip `goederen-
bundel', zoals gehanteerd door Arrow en Debreu, in een ander perspectief wordt
geplaatst. Als uitgangspunt wordt niet langer aangenomen dat goederen slechts
separaat kunnen optreden, maar dat evenzeer combinaties van goederen kunnen
voorkomen. In de nieuwe modellen is namelijk ook ruimte voor goederenpakket-
ten waarvan de elementen niet los van elkaar ruilbaar zijn. Daarnaast kunnen ook
abstracte economische begrippen gemodelleerd worden, zoals de eerder genoemde
samenstelling van karakteristieken. In de geÄ ³ntroduceerde modellen wordt het begrip
`ruilbaar object' gehanteerd als verzamelnaam voor enerzijds deze nieuw ingevoerde
combinaties van goederen en karakteristieken, en anderzijds voor de individuele
goederen ¶ en voor de bundels bestaande uit los verhandelbare goederen, beide in
neo-klassieke zin. Het begrip `ruilbaar object' neemt daarmee in de modellen van
dit proefschrift de rol over van de neo-klassieke begippen `goed' en `goederenbundel'.
Teneinde in staat te zijn deze nieuwe ideeÄ en in wiskundige terminologie onder te
brengen, wordt in dit proefschrift speciaal voor de modellering van de verzameling
van alle ruilbare objecten een nieuw wiskundig formalisme opgebouwd. Het eerste
deel bevat een axiomatische introductie van het wiskundige begrip saillante (i.e.
gepunte) ruimte binnen dit formalisme. Vervolgens wordt systematisch onderzoek
verricht naar de eigenschappen van deze ruimten. E¶ en van de belangrijke resultaten
is een versie van de vaste punt stelling van Brouwer, speciaal geÄ ent op saillante
ruimten.
In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift wordt het concept saillante ruimte aangewend
om de verzameling van alle ruilbare objecten, zoals hierboven beschreven, te repre-
senteren in verscheidene modellen van een ruileconomie. In Model A wordt op deze
wijze een generalisatie verkregen van het Arrow-Debreu model van een ruileconomie
zonder productie.
In Model B wordt een uitbreiding van Model A bereikt door middel van de in-
troductie van prijsstarheden en rantsoeneringen. Deze aanpak is geÄ ³nspireerd door
het werk van Drµ eze, met de kanttekening dat zijn benadering om per markt een
(eventuele) restrictie op te leggen in Model B niet toegepast kan worden. Dit is een210 Samenvatting
gevolg van het feit dat in een model gebaseerd op ruilbare objecten de verschillende
markten niet noodzakelijk aanwezig zijn. Het blijkt dat op basis van maximaal ¶ e¶ en
restrictie de rantsoenering in Model B vormgegeven kan worden.
In de Modellen C en D wordt de mogelijkheid tot productie toegevoegd aan Model A.
Hiertoe wordt verondersteld dat een ruilbaar object uniek opgesplitst kan worden
in twee delen: een productie- en een consumptiedeel. Hierbij wordt een produc-
tiedeel als input gebruikt voor een productieproces dat als output het consumptie-
deel van een ruilbaar object heeft. In Model C wordt verondersteld dat de agenten
geÄ ³nteresseerd zijn in ruilbare objecten als geheel, terwijl in Model D expliciet wordt
aangenomen dat agenten slechts het consumptiedeel van een ruilbaar object prefer-
eren.
Gebruik makend van de resultaten betre®ende saillante ruimten uit het eerste deel
van dit proefschrift, wordt er in het tweede deel, naast de beschrijving van de vier
modellen ook voor elk model minimaal ¶ e¶ en stelling met betrekking tot het bestaan
van een evenwichtssituatie geformuleerd en bewezen.